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and wrinkles within
our world. There is
just one more year
left to our current
century. In it we
need to try and iron
out those wrinkles
and folds so that we
can enter the new
century leaving our
mistakes and disappointments behind
as history and not
bring them into our
future.
By Mary Beth Griffin
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students preferred the speediness
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On the other hand, they also <on
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ampus. photo courtesy of S. Ituhi
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As we rapidly approach the coming of the new millenium,
our world fought to solve the problems of this century. After hearing about President Clinton's alleged sexual misconduct for over seven months, all of our questions were
finally answered in the Starr report, and Clinton became
only the third president in our country's history to face a
possible impeachment. While we tried to rebuild our trust
in the office of the presidency, Ireland and England were
also learning to trust again. Britain's prime minister, Tony
Blair, was the first English prime minister to speak to the
Irish parliment, which proved that that peace was possible
in even coutries that seemed to be fighting forever. Hurricane Mitch wrecked havoc on Honduras, Nicarugua, and
Costa Rica, killing many and destroying numerous crops
and buildings. The return of Senator John Glenn to space,
renewed our interest and excitement in the space program.
Computers appeared to be the most affected by the coming
millenium, as it quickly approached engineers struggled to
come up with a solution to the "Year 2000 problem". by
Mary Beth Griffin
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One of the few commonalities between students was that
they liked to keep busy. Whether it was studying, hanging
out, or going into Uptown to do some shopping, they were
always on the move. When students returned from summer
vacation, one of the few opportunities for relaxation in their
ever busy lives, they saw many new suprises. The renovations to the Student Union were finally finished. KWTR
was finally ready to begin operating on a larger scale than
last semester. A welcome edition was the renovation of the
Campus Inn. We missed some familiar faces on campus,
Drs. Chabran and Price were both on sabbatical, leaving their
Faculty Master Homes open. Nevertheless, two new professors stepped up to the Faculty Masters challenge, and
Drs. Finan and Bourgaize filled their shoes very nicely. We
were excited by the announcement that our football and track
fields would be renovated and that the tennis courts would
get new lights. Computer savants were thrilled to see ethernet
connections in the residence halls. Overall the campus was
unfolding to reveal a community well prepared to enter the
new millenium. by Mary Beth Griffin
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Freshman Darren Marks shakes Sophomore Wendy Guandique
hands with Senator John Ashcroft takes time out during her visit to
while attending a student leader- family in El Salvador to visit some
ship conference in Washington, of the historical and beautiful sites
D.C. Marks met many important such as the San Andreas Ruins.
political figures during his stay in Central America is known for its
Washington. photo courtesy of D. rich history. photo courtesy of W
Marks

Freshman Matt Remkiewicz takes
the opportunity to toast his sister
Rebekah and her husband Darrel
during their wedding reception in
Oakdale, California. "I made them
laugh, I made them cry, I had it all,"
said Remkiewicz. photo courtesy of M.
Remkiewicz
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Guandique

Sophomore Marlyn Johnson spent
his summer vacation visiting family
in Brownsville, Texas. While there
he took a side trip to pay his respects
to his dead relatives at the family
gravesite in Matamoros, Mexico.
photo courtesy of M. Johnson

ummer time. . . ayinc back, workq
... in
Inc haFc/ exoeriencinlife
col ege, this is a time for stucents
to 00K at who they are anc
where they want to go.
Next to "Graduation Day," the two most looked-forward to words in any student's
vocabulary are "Summer Vacation." It was not that students didn't enjoy being at school,
especially when it came to socializing and independence, but students looked forward to a
three-month vacation. They could slow down their lives for a brief moment and take a
break from the daily grind of classes and deadlines during the summer. It was also a good
time to catch up on the many hours of lost sleep. William Schmidli wanted to spend quality
time with his family and commune with nature by working on a farm. Schimidli remarked,
"The tranquillity of farm life allowed me to attain a higher understanding of who I am, and
what I represent." For most college students, perhaps the biggest void in their lives was the
financial support received from their parents. Summer was a time for students to work fulltime and learn how to support and take care of themselves. While most students found a
full-time job in their home area to support themselves, others left their hometown to work.
Freshman Darren Marks spent time in Washington, D.C. for a student leadership conference. He spent time with numerous senators, congressmen, and other political dignataries.
Marks worked for the assistant Republican Leader in the state assembly. Marks' internship
got him closer to his dream to be the youngest ever elected assemblyman in the year 2004.
Finally, no matter what was the chosen way to spend the summer vacation, it was a time for
students to be whoever they wanted to be. As the summer
drew to a close, and as the students saw the school year approaching, many looked back at their great times of summer
freedom and fun that they would soon look forward to once
again, by Claudia Imparato and Sarah Hayman

While working at Disneyland, I also
found a job
connected with the
type of career I
would like to persue
after I graduate
from college.

Sophomore Megan Lafferty is
caught red-handed sampling a
chocolate-covered strawberry at the
Farmer's Market in Los Angeles.
This is just one of the many tasty
treats the market has to offer to its
visitors, photo courtesy of M. Lafferty

Freshman Sarah Hayman takes
time out to smile for the camera
with her siblings and cousins during lunch on the banks of the
Deschutes River in Oregon. The
annual Hayman canoe trip is always a summer highlight, photo
courtesy of S. Hayman
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Ben Brodsky-Prodges, Gruff Gilbert, Jared Wycoff, and Robert
Mann, aka The Barbershop Quartet, entertain guests at the Madrigal Feaste. Choir came to school
early to sing at Convocation and
to prepare for a year of performances. photo by S. Kuhn

Turner RA, Gordy Topper takes his
turn at the high ropes course during
a team building activity in Idyliwild,
CA. These exercises encourage students to face difficult situations head
on, despite the fears they may have,
and support each other in their time
of need. photo by of B. Burch

After a strenuous day of rope
climbing and ice breakers, the
Whittier College Residential Life
staff takes a little break in the great
outdoors. Ball RA Mary Beth
Griffin had plenty of supporters
when she exclaimed, "Thank God
it's over." photo by B. Burch

Many sports teams, like the girls
soccer team, also get the year started
off early in order to be better prepared for the coming season. The
dedication that these athletes show
for their sport make losing a few
days of summer a little easier to bear.
photo by C. Imparto
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some stucents, summer vaction
seemec lust a oit too long. For
others summer fun was cut short
to venture b c c ,-, eary to their
cuties here at Whittier CoHege.
OF

(
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Among this group were the ever dedicated Resident Advisors, the knowledgable
Orientation Week Leaders, writers for the Quaker Campus, and all those students who were
employed at The Club, The Spot, and the bookstore. The RA's were the first to arrive on
campus for their intensive two weeks of training. This year's schedule included such things
as team building in the mountains and hypothetical situations that the students were asked
to work through. These nobel students were also the ones responsible for going through
every single dorm room on campus to make sure things were in order and prepare the halls
for the other early arrivals as well as the rest of the student body. Overall the time was
enjoyable and according to Harris RA Natalie Neavez, "We had fun. We even tried to make
the boring things at least kind of interesting." OWL's were also on campus for training.
According to first time OWL, Nadine Wong Shi Kam, "training was two days of going over
facilities, getting an idea of academic things and what's available on campus." After that
was over they spent their days with freshmen and transfer students going through orientation. Writers for the QC had varying opinions about ending their summers early. Liz Valsamis
spent the summer thinking, "God, I can't wait 'till the QC starts up again". While Carlos
Estrada thought "it kind of sucks to have to come in early, but I'll do it again next year too."
QC staff uses these extra days to train new writers and talk with columnists from the L.A.
Times. Opinions for The Club, The Spot, and the bookstore
were also pretty mixed. First year event coordinator for The
Club, Alissa Van Keuren, thought "it wasn't too bad since
everything was really new for me and I had a lot to learn, but
I'm sure returners don't feel the same way." by Megan
Lafferty

Coming eaHy
for choir was
not so bad since
I already had to

Susie Benson makes a thorough If those people working in The
check of every inch of this dorm Club this year hadn't arrived early
room. These RCI's often take hours to learn all the tricks of the trade,
due to the detail that must be noted. dances like this one might never
It was rumored that one RA even fell have taken place. Their work is
asleep in a random room because it invaluable to the Whittier College
nightlife. photo by S. Kuhn
was so tiresome. photo by M. Lafferty

be here for RA
training. Being here
before the rest of
the students also
gave me a chance
to get back into the
school mode so that
when classes started
I was prepared.
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hat makes you, you A variety ethnic anc cultural oackcrouncsmac e uc the c iverse
stucent Dcc Y.
It's a small world at Whittier College. Even though our enrollment was not that of
"major" universities the divesity that existed was vast. The ASPECT program provided
students from overseas to participate in the American college experience. But what about
the individuals not in the Aspect program? What was so unique about them, and their
college experiences? Each one of us was the unique part of their experience. If you took a
look around, Whittier encompassed a good cross section of the earth's people. Surely not in
equal parts, but we had a wordly representation nonetheless. These people colored our lives
in ways we may not have realized. The stories and jokes that we told each other let us in on
a part of their lives. The growth that we saw in each other was proof of how diverse we
were as a student body. Concerns changed, parties and people of the opposite (or same) sex
were still of interest, but the paths we chose in life became more apparent. Some had found
conviction and purpose through their majors, others fell of their course and some were
clinging painfully to the last bit of childhood they had. The sole goal of the college experience was that we did not leave as the same people we were when we came in. Not that we
abandoned what we believed in, far from it. But if we grew to at least a better appreciation
of the other cultures we encountered on campus, then the goal was achieved. If anything,
more things were more important to us than before. This campus and our world could be as
diverse as you wanted them to be. Did you speak to your
neighbors, eat in the C.I. with an ASPECT student, say hello
to the friendly Chinese faculty members now living on campus? We should have taken a minute to appreciate the little
differences, by Ryan Colberg
66

A strength of
this school is its
open minded attitude towards new
and different things,
and our willingness to
embrace them.

Darrick Thomas, a senior, BSU
member and a football player
shares a diverse background and
a unique point of view coming
from North Las Vegas. Thomas
takes time out from his nap to answer the door for an unexpected
visitor, photo by R. Colberg
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Whittier makes a home to people
with differing political views. It is
also home to people who like to
goof around. Various SOMA members decide they're not afraid to tell
the world what they think, and express themselves openly. photo courtesy of SOMA

Pam Hill and Fang Ping prepare
some dumplings. Ping is a Chinese speaking faculty member living on campus in the dormitories
this year. Living in Turner has
been an interesting experience for
both Ping and Turner residents.
photo courtesy of M. Remkiewiez

Our community is an international,
multi-lingual, multi-religious, and
varied political melting pot: a sunset with a friend is a college day to
be savored whether the friend is
from Brea or Brunei. photo by R.

Martin Darland is of Latvian descent, he sometimes espouses the
good of Latvia through native
songs. Many students found a variety of different ways to share
their culture with the people they
attended school with. photo by R.
Colberg

Sanjay Lal, a senior economics major, is always on the move. On the
phone, he is closing another big deal.
"If you don't make dollars, you don't
make sense," quips Lal. Lal's philosophy was seconded by many students. photo by R. Colberg

Colberg
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Marlyn Johnson and Chris Nagao
represent their teams in the mystery event. Although both men
live in Harris, they were members
of seperate Harris teams each hoping to clentch the 50-point first
place award for their respective
team. photo by S.Hayman

Freshman Valerijas Vitkauskas
participates in the Mystery Event
for the Johnson Hall women's
team, J. Crew. This year's mystery event was jump-roping backwards. photo by S. Hayman

The Ball Hall Bombshells use all
their strength to try to win over
their opponets. Tug-of-war was
the last event played in this year's
Sportsfest and drew the largest
crowd of on-lookers. Each team
was trying to earn those precious
last few points, photo by S. Hayman

Freshman Curtis Munsey demonstrates the tire run in the obstacle
course during the events on Sunday. Without the student volunteers, Sportsfest would not have
gone as smoothly. photo by S.
Hayman
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tucents cernonstratec their once
cs Inc ivicua resicence haHs cornoetec against eaci other for the
tiUe in this year's"(Quest For The
3est" Soortsfest 98
"The Quest for the Best." It was a phrase echoed over and over during the month of
November. It was plastered on walls, doors, and even t-shirts. For one weekend, Sportsfest
'98 pitted residence hall against residence hall in a battle of athletics, talent, and wits in
order to give one women's and one's men's team the title of "The Best." Freshman Morgan
Galli expressed her motives for wanting to be part of the festivities by stating, "It was a
great way to bring people together. It gave you a chance to meet people from your dorm
you may not have already. It was especially cool for freshmen because it gave us a chance
to be involved." Many other participants shared Galli's feelings. There were seven women's
teams and eight men's team participating this year. Opening Ceremonies brought both
participants and supporters to the forefront. "It was cool to be up there preforming with the
dance team during Opening Ceremonies. There was a lot of energy from the stands and you
could tell how excited everyone was," said Freshman Alyssa Kahier. For four intense days
of competition, first place was passed from team to team. By Sunday, it was still anyone's
game. But when the sun set, the victors stood tall. The Vu Tang Clan from Ball Hall took
first for the men, and the Track Batches from Harris clenched the women's title. "After
three years, it was great to win this year because I was the captain," said Vu Thai. Everyone
else turned away and began plotting for their victory next year. When reflecting back on
Sportsfest, Sophomore Marlyn Johnson smiled, "It's all about
getting to know one another and bonding. It brings us all
together." Sportsfest '98 showed us all how much fun healthy
competition could be while at the same time bringing out the
best in each of us individually and as a team. by Sarah
Hayman
44

Even though
my team lost, I
had a lot of fun. I
found if hilarious to
see all sorts of people
coming together to
make fools of themselves for the good of
their team.

Catherine Miyagishima attempts
to push a beachball with two tennis balls in nylons tied to her waist
while judge Dan Catone looks on.
Students found this to be the most
difficult part of the obstacle course
because it required patience. photo
by S. Hayman

The men's three-legged race was
the only event in Sportsfest that
had to be re-run, because of a
false start by one of the teams.
This event required team-work
and concentration as the runners
had to move in a fluid motion as
though one. photo by S. Hayman
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tucents who Wec off canous
were either seniors, marriec, oc
enough, livec with their fCMdies
or were lust lucky. The rest of us
were stuck on camous.
On and off campus living: What's the difference? If you lived on campus, you had to
schedule your life around the schedule of the college facilities. When can I eat? Well
breakfast was served in the Campus Inn from 7:15 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., lunch was 11:15 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. and dinner was served 4:45 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. during the week. There were
limited hours on the weekends. The Campus Inn featured many unique types of food and
had a very famous sandwich line. Off campus students had the option to eat whatever they
wanted, when they wanted and they also had the comfort of sitting at a real dinner table.
The only downfall was that they had to cook and clean up after themselves but some on
campus residents would love to do that in order to avoid eating in the Campus Inn. "An
advantage of living off campus is there is no noise. I have more quiet time to study and
when I have a bad day I don't have to deal with people," commented Junior Gohar Mooradian.
Dorm life: If you were lucky you roomed with someone you got along with. Having to
share a restroom, and common area with a TV was nerve wrecking at times. You had to
compromise often. Having a restroom of your own was a luxury a few residents like Loi
Moliga had in Campbell, as did off campus students. Showers in flip flops got old. A nice
hot bath would have been nice, but there were no tubs in the dorms. One perk residents in
Harris and Turner had was the beautiful view of the lights of Los Angeles. Off campus
students had to deal with traffic and the hassle of finding a
parking space. They were provided commuter coffee on
Wednesday mornings sponsored by Student Activities, held
in Hastings House. It was a time for commuter students to
relax and talk with each other, by Pamela Loud
44

When not in the gym playing 1
ketball, Sophomore Jaison Bt
is in the computer lab trying to
ish up his homework. The
hours in the lab were conven
for students who were night o
or always waited until the en
start their work. photo b

love living on
campus because it is fun.

I

feel we are more
of a community. Liv-

Swearingen

ing on campus I have
the opportunity to
meet
different
people.

(I
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Junior Shannon Weeks is a resident of Harris. She is watching
television in the lounge, while
doing her homework. Harris'
lounge was quite busy during the
year especially on Wednesday
nights when Dawson 's Creek was
On. photo by P Loud

A group of students take time out
of their study group to pose for a
picture in a room in Turner Hall.
An advantage of living on campus was that it was easier to get a
group of people together to study
for exams because they were all
so close, photo by P Loud

Aiisha Brown finds time in her
busy schedule to eat breakfast in
the Campus Inn. She was lucky
they were open when she was hungry, because many times the Campus Inn was closed or they did not
have the food that one was in the
mood to eat. photo by PLoud

Angelique Avila finds quiet time
in a lounge of Harris to study. It
was not often that the dorms were
quiet enough to concentrate on
homework. Most of the time students had to take a journey to the
library in order to study in peace.
photo by P.Loud

A couple of students walk by
Wardman Gym after coming
down the hill from their dorms to
go to class. Students living in
Turner and Harris had a far walk
but a great view of the Los Angeles lights at night time. photo by
PLoud

Jong with the team,
Johnny Poet" Dwight
urant charges onto the
eld at the start of the secid half to race Senior An1 Rivas across the field.
he Poets made a strong
turn finishing 31-29. photo
T Ramirez

re-game festivities inuded a bonfire held on the
pper Quad. Students atmpting to roast marshmalws over the flames came
vay a little disappointed
id with a few charred
mores. photo by M. B. Griffin

Jordan West-Pratt, Andrea Barber and Julie Janes take a seat
during the night to cool their
dancing feet and exchange a few
words at the Homecoming
dance. Food and drinks were
also provided for dancers on

Freshmen Travis Nass and
Micah Thomas arrive at the
Homecoming dance dressed in
their most stunning women's
apparel. Other dance-goers did
a double take when they recognized these two "ladies." photo

break. photo by M. B. Griffin

by M. B. Griffin

hen the going gets tough, the tough get
going. When the tough get going, the
tougn get nungry. When the tough get
hungry, the tough need fooc.
Heck, even the not so tough need a little nourishment now and then. Whether it meant
facing the crowds at the Campus Inn, making a bee line for The Spot, or a mad dash to the
nearest fast food place, Whittier College students had to eat. Food played a major role in
most students' lives this year as they gathered around their friends and peers to enjoy, or at
least tolerate, the campus offerings. As Senior Ron Jeremy put it, "When [the CI food] is
good, it's mediocre." Many students agreed with Ron's sentiments as they grumbled their
way through the ever changing buffet lines. This year's choices ranged from breakfast
burritos and cinnamon oatmeal to hamburger quiche and, of course, vegetarian dishes like
mushroom stroganoff. Not all students were as disheartened by the intriguing selections
offered. Junior Antonio Trepesowsky said, "Actually, I kind of like it. The aifredo sauce
is really good." For those who would rather not face the fare the CI had to offer, there was
always something tasty at The Spot where the food was "convenient, cheap, and of good
quality," said Spot employee and fifth year Senior Jared Wycoff. The Spot served as a
great meeting place for friends to come together and talk about the day or catch up on their
studying. Those students who had the luxury of time and extra cash were more inclined to
leave the haven of Whittier College to wander into Uptown
and take in the atmosphere of Rocky Cola, Ambrose's Pizza,
or the ever famous Rick's Burgers. Even commuters who
had little time and cash were able to get by this year by
"bringing our own lunches and eating by the fountain or
doing a sort of potluck in one of our friends' rooms," according to Sophomore Sarah Raff. by Megan Lafferty

G o o c
vaHety. I ts
sure better than
the college food I
had as an undergraduate. It's loud [in
kline of hungry Whittier College
;tudents begins to form at the
;tairs leading up to the C.I. These
Lines wind all the way down towards The Rock on some days,
ut today everyone in line looks
Like they will be able to eat within
minutes. photo by M. Lafferty

the Cl]. . but the food
is great.

To escape the crowds of the C.I.,
many students stop at The Spot to
pick up some pizza, chicken fingers, fries or other goodies. According to the taste buds of Freshman Howard Lilienfeli, "the food
here is 150% better than upstairs."
photo by M. Lafferty

Coffee and smoothies are extremely important for an early
morning - or mid afternoon - energy boost. Sophmore Katie
Burns takes advantage of time
between classes to study while
enjoying a berry smoothie. photo

Life is uncertain, eat dessert first.
Sophmore Daisy Pinedo looks
into this theory as she looks into
the selection of ice cream bars that
the C.I. has to offer. Students
know that the dessert choices will
always offer some ray of hope.

by M. Lafferty

photo by M. Lafferty

Junior Marshel Copple entertains
his friends with bad jokes and
funny stories during lunch at the
C.I. Most students appreciated the
wide variety of options that Bon
Apetit offered. Copple doesn't
mind the food so much, "but [he
wishes] they had a slurpee machine." photo by M. Lafferty

Commuter students Sarah Raff
and Myrna Lua join Ball R.A.
Bonnie Burch for a little lunch
in her room. Myrna's homemade enchiladas are a nice
change from campus food and
Ball Hall provides a much quieter atmosphere than the C.I.
photo by M. Lafferty

'ememLer t-he
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Nermin Kamel serves a snow
cone to an anxious child. There
was a wide variety of booths at the
carnival from face painting to
snow cones to Tarot readings.
Student clubs were encouraged to
show their support by sponsoring
a booth. photo by S. Kuhn
The dance team "Poets in
Rhythm" perfom a routine to the
Backstreet Boys during the half
time show. The dance team had a
strong showing this season after
last year's inaugural season and
could be seen performing at many
home games. photo by T Ramirez

And the winner is. . . Natalie Roman. Roman's sister, Nicole
('98), last year's queen, crowns
her sister at the coronation. Alvin
Thompson was crowned king but
Derek Grant stood in for him because Thompson was playing in
the game. photo by T Ramirez
Students "get their groove on"
during the dance. The dance was
held at the Crystal Marquis and
the music was very reflective of
the theme, "Remember the Time."
The DJ played music from all decades, especially the 70's and
80's. photo by M. B. Griffin

After being down by over 20
points in the first quarter, the Poets battle back and win the game
against the Redland Bulldogs.
This victory practically clinched
the SCIAC champion title for the
Poets, their second in a row. photo
by T Ramirez

King Derek Grant (aka Alvin Thompson) and Queen Nicole Roman are wisked away in a "royal"
horse drawn carriage after their
coronation during half time of the
football game. Grant was standing for Alvin Thompson, a football player. photo by T Ramirez
Members of the Magic Beans
Children's Theater Troupe, Rob
Heintz, Megan Murphy, and Lisa
Monie paint face masks at the carnival. The Alumni Office
awarded the Magic Beans' booth
first place and a cash prize, photo
by S. Kuhn

8 Homecoming court: Bianca
ez, Erik Quintana, Damian
iz, Amber Lawson, Shawn
vira, Angelique Avila, Vicky
g, George Willacey, Natalie
nan, Alvin Thompson, Karl
)inson and Andrea Barber.

Football player Nick Perez receives a handshake from fellow
teammate George Willacey during
introductions at the bonfire. The
Poets had just come from a victory over Pomona-Pitzer and were
ready to tackle Redlands. photo by

9 by

M. B. Griffin

T Ramirez

Freshman Eric Cummings raises
his helmet in celebration of the
Poets' win over Redlands. Spirits were high both on and off the
field as the increasingly successful Poet football team brought
out fans from all reaches of the

At the bonfire, seniors Karl
Robinson, Alvin Thompson and
George Willacey were announced as the candidates for
Homecoming King. Candidates
for Queen, court winners and fall
sports were also recognized.

campus. photo by T Ramirez

photo by M. B. Griffin

Students enjoy a sunny day to
form a study group in the lower
quad. Students often feel that it
is more relaxing to study outdoors
where they can observe the beautiful scenery of the campus, rather
than study in their halls, photo by A.
Swearingen

The library is convenient for students who need to get their studying done. This student is busily
searching for a book for his next
class. The library is loaded with
books for research. The library
also offers a quiet, peaceful atmosphere. photo by A. Swearingen

Freshman Marcello Sawyer is celebrating his 18th birthday in
Stauffer Hall. As Sawyer is opening his gifts, one of his friends, Leo
Dacosta, is congratulating him for
finally turning 18. The halls provided students with a good hangout. photo by A. Swearingen

Latoya Hockley and Nita Simpson
enjoy their lunches at the C.I.
Eating breakfast, lunch, and dinner at the CI was an everyday activity, especially during the weekdays. Eating in the Cl gave students a chance to hang out with
their friends, photo by A. Swearingen

ou would think that every student
would know, every student, in our
close-knit community, but this is
not true or it would have been a
very boring pace
"Everyday I meet new people I never even knew about," Dana Fitchett. Everyday at Whittier has been a little different. You could meet a classmate from Japan one day and the next
day hang out with someone from Hawaii at The Spot. The diverse culture made everyday
life interesting. "I came to college to obtain a higher education and meet new people which
I was able to do by attending Whittier," said Marcello Sawyer. For some students a typical
day included hanging out with the same group of friends that they were most familiar with,
while for others it included meeting as many different people as possible. "Everyday life is
fun when you have a good group of friends to hang out with and study with," said Fitchett.
For most students, the group of friends that they hung around with made the repetitive tasks
at school go smoother and the daily chores much more interesting. Nita Simpson claimed,
"I do the same thing everyday, and hang out with the same people everyday." For most
students, a normal weekday included eating breakfast, going to classes, eating lunch, struggling off to more classes, eating a hearty dinner or whatever was edible in the cafeteria, then
hanging out with friends for awhile, and finally doing some homework, then finally heading off to bed at 11:00 p.m., if they were lucky. "If I had less classes, and more sleep, then
it would be all good," said Sawyer. Not everyday life consisted of eating, studying, and
sleeping. All during the day different activities took place. The societies and different
clubs across campus were always holding fundraisers or having meetings. There was definitely something going on everyday to keep the students and faculty busy. Whether the
days were rather exciting or boring surely they can never be
replaced. by Amber Swearingen

dents often sought refuge in
library to escape the noise in
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From attending casses, to
having lunch with
My friends, to my
workstudy job, to club

men

activities, what can I
say; its a busy day
here.

Freshman Michele Gagliano feels
it is easier to finish up homework
while working in front of the TV
This allows students to knock out
two birds with one stone, because
they are able to do their homework while watching their favorite shows. photo by A. Swearingen
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bscurity and trepidations of
Freshmen were hopefully conquered with introductions and
explanations during Orientation Week
Freshmen were sent spinning into the frothy sea that is joining Whittier. During
Orientation, one must learn the essentials of Whittier: what classes to take, how to graduate on time, how to get financial aid, what was the meal plan, what forms to fill out for
health insurance, papers and promisary notes, and get the incomprehensible Student Handbook. However, the first year student has one true life preserver, the OWL, or the Orientation Week Leader. The OWL could provide insight into the events and procedures on
campus. The OWL's were also a familiar face among the chaos. In between mixers and
other such activities, new Poets must have a meeting with their mentors. Mentors were, in
a sense, the academic parent, watching over choices and checking in on their mentees
occasionally. "My mentor group helped me out a lot the first week of school and made me
feel a part of the Whittier College community," said Bridgett Tichauer. Ultimately, most
of the Orientation Week was forgotten, but often the reason and value of Orientation Week
was not discovered until one had time to realize change had occured. What was once
foreign gradually became a second home to many new students. As students became
more adapted to the campus, the more they realized what a help Orientation Week was.
Orientation was also a good time to see the other kinds of students who chose Whittier and
provided a good opportunity to learn the various reasons why. The closeness of the school
also permeated the week's happenings as new faces became
the color and texture of Whittier. With everything being such
a blur, all first year students were provided ample opportunity to figure out a good way to deny how important this
whole experience was, but slowly the ideas and advice ofinfluenced decisions. by Ryan Colberg
66

The little get
to know your
classmates' activities were boring at
the time, but looking
back, they helped me
deal with being away
from home.
99

Junior Callie Smith helps out
proud new Whittier parents and
their offspring. Returning students
with a hankering for presidential
barbeque, ease the tensions of parents and new students each year
by participating in the OWL program. photo courtesy of QC
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Is this the smile of satisfaction or
is this the grin of someone so distraught that they have no choice
but to laugh? Registering for class
is never fun, especially when it is
your first time in college. Classes
on different days of the week can
be confusing. photo courtesy of QC

Playfair participants get hyped up
during the festivities. Easily the
most popular of the Orientation
activities, Playfair encourages a
positive atmosphere. Mixers help
the student body get acquainted
and prepared for the new year.
photo courtesy of QC

Typically a freshman's first
acquaintences were the people in
their mentor groups. The mentors
groups and OWLs not only provided an arena for information but
also a familiar face in the sea of
confusion that often accompanies
orientation, photo courtesy of QC

Many freshmen encopuntered for
the first time the experience of living away from home. For some,
this was a difficult experience
which included saying goodbyes
to friends and family. Many anticipated the new experiences yet
to unfold. photo courtesy of QC

With the continual blur of activity going on during Orientation,
sometimes it's all one can do to
sit down and catch a breath. However, for many students this time
of reflection reassured decisions
that had been made. photo courtesy
Of QC
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With new programs being implemented and old ones ending, with new staff coming and familiar faces around school
leaving, it seemed that our whole world was turning upside
down. The entering freshman class were the first class to
matriculate under the revised Liberal Education and Whittier Scholars programs. The senior SPA and Geology majors were the last that the college would see since the majors
were closed to all juniors and below, but we did welcome
the new Environmental Studies major. Both Joe Price and
Raphael Chabran were on sabbatical which left two of our
three Faculty Master homes open. David Bourgaize and
Mary Finan took their places within those homes and continued the strong tradition of excellent faculty masters. The
Cultural Center found its new home in the renovated Friday's
with Tracy Poon Tambascia as its interim dean. Much to
the community's surprise, both Dean Millman and President Ash announced their resignations. Dean Millman left
in January to become the president of Knox College; while
President Ash left in May after accomplishing all that the
Board of Trustees hired him to do. by Mary Beth Griffin
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'Doing research allows us to get more involved in our field of
study as well as our classes. It puts us right in the middle of all the
ction," said Senior Julie Popovic. Many students often wondered
exactly what went on behind the laboratory doors on the third and
Fourth floors of the Science Building. You could walk by them
md peer in and see students in long white trench coats and funnyLooking goggles. To outsiders it appeared to be a scene from some
cind of honor movie as they watched chemicals bubble in flasks
md DNA glow under fluorescent lights. But to the student researchers this was a world full of wonder and mystery where they
were in charge. At the beginning of the term, researchers were
given a specific task. Their goal for the year was to complete this
:ask. Freshman Michele Gagliano worked with the Psychology
Department. Her research group studied the effects witnessing a
violent crime had on children. The Biology department spent the
year doing various projects with DNA. Senior Julie Popovic
worked with B-galactosidase, a piece of DNA. She was trying to
figure out what it was, isolate it, cut it, and then clone it. Fresh-

Veronica Trujillo 1.
a micropipetor to
liquids on a sli
Trujillo spent m
hours research
DNA cloning. phot
S. Hayman

man Jon Eldredge worked with Professor
Chuck Hill in the Psychology Department.
Eldredge spent many hours recording the results of Professor Hill's Boston Couples Study
Dnto a computer database. Junior Vu Thai, a
Chemistry student, spent many hours on the
third floor of the Science Building studying
snakes and their venom. Students said that
they hoped their research would contribute to
the future of science. They were gaining the
experience they needed for their future professions. Research was about more than scince, it was about learning how to work intensively on something,
a valuable skill for all job types. "Research takes a lot of time and
a lot of patience. You have to be ready to start over time and time
again and not get frustrated when you screw up. But in the end it's
worth it," said Senior Veronica Trujillo. It was a world not all
students had the opportunity to experience, but something that
would benefit us all in the future. By experimenting and studying
now, researchers hoped to be able to make a difference in the world
of tomorrow. Freshman Michele Gagliano had a more personal
approach to the world of student researchers. "Helping with the
research makes me feel like I will understand it all better in the
long-run and be able to help people better," Gagliano admitted.
Albeit tedious work at times, ressearch was rewarding. by Sarah
Hayman
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Stephanie Kuhn works on filtering
turtle excrement to analyze its contents for an Animal Physiology
project. Often times students had
to come up with their own research. photo by C. Profeta
Senior Julie Popovic goes over the
calculations for her experiment.
She hopes to be able to clone a certain part of a DNA cell. photo by S.
Hav,nan

VV o r k 1 ng
With the
science of
today in
order to
provide research for
a more advanced tomorrow
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Dr. Bourgaize's children, son Ryan
and daughter Caitlin, proudly pose
with their pumpkins on the front
porch of the Garret House on Hal-

loween.

photo courtesy

of QC

Dr. David Hunt and Dr. Chuck Hill
display some wine, while running
down the list of wines to be
sampled at a wine-tasting at the

Hartley House.

photo courtesy

of QC

Doing things unique was normal to students. One of the many
unique experiences was the Faculty Masters Program. There were
three Faculty Master homes, each occupied by a professor and his
or her family. The three houses, Johnson House, Garrett House,
and Hartley House, were occupied by Dr. Mary Finan, Dr. David
Bourgaize, and Dr. David Hunt, respectively. Dr. Finan and Dr.
Bourgaize were new to the Faculty Master positions; their predecessors, Dr. Chabran and Dr. Price, had both decided to go on
sabbatical this year. Dr. Finan made history when she moved into
Johnson House because she is the first single professor to live in a
Facutly Master Home. The professors sponsored several programs
throughout the year. Each faculty master hosted several pizza
nights, inviting students to just come eat pizza and relax in a home
Ping, a visiting
ssor from China,
es as he happily
Chinese
ares
plings for dinner at
janet House. photo
sy of QC

environment. These pizza nights were good because "you get to
meet a lot of people you wouldn't have known otherwise," said
Sophomore John Polyak. They were also important in developing
a lasting rapport between the faculty master and the students in the
residence halls to which they were affliated. Other events included
the expected fireside chats with some interesting guests. Whittier alum and children's
author Zilpha Keatley Snyder vistied the
Johnson House; William B. Davis, who plays
the Cigarette-Smoking Man on X-Files had
dinner at Garrett House; Dr. Hunt hosted his
annual Alcohol Awareness Week wine tasting,
co-hosted by Professor of Psychology Chuck
Hill. Instead of tasting a variety of wines, Drs.
Hunt and Hill focused on Cabernets. Another
popular trip was an excursion to the opera
Carmen; the opera goers were transported to
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Tong Qingwei.
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the theater via limosines. There was a wide variety of programs
with topics ranging from China to television to everyday student
life. Events at Faculty Master houses were free of charge and
available to any student who was interested and didn't mind a little
extra time with his or her professor. Dr. Finan was amazed at
"how very creative and original people are in imagining programs."
Finan was also amazed at the large number of students who were
eager to participate in the offered activities, stating she was "very
pleased in the enthusiastic student response." The programs weren't
the only things that impressed the students, but also the appearance of the homes. "I couldn't help but ask if the professors cleaned
their house or did they have a maid. The house was amazing and
immaculate," stated Ryan O'Day after Dr. Hill's discussion "Chine
is Changing" at the Garret House. by Matthew Remkiewicz
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How would the school run without support staff or facilities like,
the mailroom, the copy center, housekeeping, secretaries and the
Campus Inn? It would be difficult but could be done. Just think if
the little house in the corner of the parking lot on Earlham did not
exist, where would we go for our mail? How would we send friends
letters? How would we know when to register for classes? Or
recieve those all important, few and far between parcels? Who
knows? People were not always recognized for the great jobs that
they did or the integral part they played in making our campus run
more smoothly. The mail room staff included manager, Dennis
Baesa, and mail clerks Dorothy Dooling, James Ramierz and Phil
Pizzino. The copy center was also located in that little house. If
Ann Gipple, the xerox operator, did not exist how would we get
copies of tests, worksheets and all of our registration paperwork?
We would not have and we would problably have had to handwrite everything from an overhead or attend workshops to get information, which would take up more of the time we always seem
to run out of. Maintenance/Facilities was another group which

Laura, aka "The S
wich Lady," prej
sack lunches for
dents who can
make it to the Car
Inn during the rel
lunch hours. photc
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was important. We welcomed the first full semester of having Mariott running the Facilities department. They proved to be a very efficient and effective alliance, quickly solving
problems like toilets overflowing, broken
doors, and other things that needed to be fixed.
If no one was here to mow the lawn we would
have been walking around in a dead forest of
weeds and grass ten feet tall. Where would
we go to eat? The Campus Inn, also known as
the CI, and its many employees were very
important to the students because they kept us
fed. Yes, we may have complained about the food they served,
but they almost always provided something to please everyone,
whether it was a cracker, fruit or water. There was always the
salad, sandwich, and cereal bars if you really couldn't find anything. They also focused on offering more vegetarian and vegan
choices, including soy and lactaid free milk as well as vegan salad
dressings. Not to mention the wide selection of entrees available
at almost every meal. Most of the time the service was great. If
housekeeping was not available there would be a mess. The great
housekeeping team cleaned and vaccumed all of the dorms. Most
of the housekeeping staff came to work about 4:00 in the morning

Elizabeth De La I
covers during
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photo by P Loud
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Lo start picking after all these college students. We should have
appreciated what they did and made their lives a little easier by
picking up after ourselves. by Pamela Loud
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A facilities worker is busy trimming the hedges to make our college look great. If it was not for
them our school would not look as
good as it did. photo by P. Loud
Derrick Thomas is being helped by
Registrar Office. The Registrar's
Office registered students for
classes and provided copies of
transcripts, photo by P Loud
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Dr. Warren Hanson shows off just
a portion of his prized collection
of Star Wars figurines. Some figures are original releases from 20
years ago. photo by S. Hayman
Dr. Fred Bergerson poses for a picture with his granddaughter. The
Bergerson family welcomed
Viviana to the world last February.
photo courtesy of F Bergerson

We may have not expected it. Just when we were beginning to
believe that our professors must have less of a life than we do,
they would surprise us. They would tell us about a place they had
visited, the things they collected, or the new addition to their
steadily growing families. They shocked us with the idea that
they look forward to the weekends as much as we do, not to go to
the next society party, but to enjoy their own hobbies and interest
outside this world of academia. We would sit awestruck: professors and other members of the faculty actually had more in their
lives than term papers and lectures, books and educational duties.
They could have just as much fun, and at times, more fun than the
students on campus. Sometimes, the faculty would even invite
students to share in their extracurricular activities. Professors would
Chuck Hill sits
idly on the horse of
ongolian horseman
inc, his visit to
ngolia and China
r the summer. photo
tesy of C. Hill

invite students into their homes or out for other social activities.
Irene Caryle in Speech and Communications has a rare hobby,
perhaps the only one of its kind: she collects dirt. "My collection
started about two years ago," Caryle remembers, "Dr. Olson was
going on a trip to Mexico and offered to bring me back a sample of
dirt as a souvenir. I liked the idea of collecting the ground people walked on." Since then,
her collection has grown to massive proportions. She has dirt from places as close as San
Francisco, and as far away as Kenya and
China. Her oldest sample is from a 14,00C
year old mammoth jawbone. Her collection
has been featured in the Wardman library and
the newspaper. There are other collections
on campus, Dr. Warren Hanson has a wall full
of Star Wars figurines, Dr. Dave Paddy ha
toys with an eyeball theme, and Dr. Mikc
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McBride collects glass paperweights. It may appear as though the
faculty just sit and collect dust like their prized collections, bui
that is false. They are active, fun loving people. Dr. Brian Reec
enjoys trout and fly fishing, Dr. Susanne Well likes to hike, anc
Dr. Steve Overturf enjoys sampling fine wines. Dr. Fred Bergersor
enjoys spending time with his family as does Government Docu
ments Librarian Shelley Urbizagastegui. "Family is my one tru
love," Dr. Bergerson proudly states while holding a picture of hi
granddaughter. We began to look at the faculty in a whole differ
ent way when we looked at them as real people. We realized tha
they too were people, with families, hobbies, interests, and a lif
off of this campus. We began to see that they were real people
We saw their vulnerabilities and their joys, and we started to understand them better. We saw how alike we all were. by Saral
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It wasn't about receving As or Bs. It didn't require textbooks or
:erm papers. There was no standard classroom. But both learning
md teaching were involved. This was the world of a student inem. This word, intern, has been all over the news, but despite
:houghts to the contrary, internships were not all about scandals
md politics. They were about learning. An internship put stulents right in the middle of their studies and made them in charge.
It was amazing where these jobs could take students; Alaska, Washngton, The White House, other colleges. It was a real life expe•
ience that to be gained from all over. "It was a tremendous learnng experience. The most exciting part of my internship was meetng some of the most powerful leaders in the world. It was a lot of
'un and I will never forget it," said Senior Victoria Yang of her
nternship at the White House. The purpose of internships is to
york for a place and see if that is something that you would want
o pursue in the future. It allowed students the opportunity to see
t they would really enjoy going into the profession that they had
n mind. "My internship opened up a lot of areas to me and gave
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ne a chance to see what I might want to do,"
aid Senior Pamela Lentz. It was a great
hance for students who weren't sure what
kills the job they were interested in might
rivolve. "I'm anxious to find an intership in
orensic anthropology so I make sure that I
Ike it," stated Mary Beth Griffin.There were
lso people to meet and new places to travel.
unior Stephanie Kuhn traveled to Conneticut
work in the marshes and Senior Bonnie Lee
tayed at UC Santa Cruz to do lab research.
I lived on campus with the twelve other stuents in the program in the dorms and made some really good
riends," stated Lee. Pamela Lentz had similar reflections, "I got
) go to Seattle, and I'd never been there before. I also got to meet
teresting people from all over." Victoria Yang smiled as she
memberd the people she met: "I got to talk with the First Lady.
'hat was something you don't get to do everyday." For student
items, these were the times they would remember forever. They
ould take these experiences with them for the rest of their lives.
'hese were also times they could use to experience what their
iture may offer. It was also a time for students to be independent
rid a good look at "the real world." "Internships give you a chance
) be independent. It is a postive experience all around," said
entz. For interns, it was about experiencing a new way of life
rid perhaps look into their future, by Sarah Hayman
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Pam Lentz poses with some new
friends. Lentz went on a crusade
this summer in Seattle, Washington to train others in leadership and
evangelism, photo courtesy of Lentz
Junior Christine Cherbone works
in assembly line gutting fish.
Christina spent her summer working at a fish packing plant in
Alaska. photo courtesy of C. Cherbone
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Hee-Won Shin asks Director of
Resident Life Dave Leonard a
question about an assignment after her Succeeding in College
class, photo by J. Tuiüha
Circle K's end of the semester
fundraiser gave students the opportunity to smear their professors
with pies. Dr. Chuck Hill proves
to be a good sport. p/iotobvi. Tajaba

Faculty involvement played a large role in Whittier's community. The faculty became involved in students' lives the very
first day of orientation as they were freshmen and lasted well
beyond graduation. Mentors, who were in the department of
the students' majors were assigned to students during Freshman
Orientation Week. Mentors taught students about the Whittier
area, classes to take, professors and general knowledge about
college life. Once in classes, students found their relationships
with their professors went beyond reading and writing assignments; due dates and begging for extensions; or the occassional
encounter outside of the classroom. Faculty made an effort to
be involved with their students. Being involved, sometimes
meant special study sessions hosted by particular professors, a
Vann Priest holds
"pie-in-the-face"
form: a garbage
, shower cap, and
'el. Some faculty
e willing to really
involved, photo by J.
ba

few extra minutes of availability after class, organized field trips
to augment a specific course of study, advising a student club or
society, or even receiving a pie in the face. More arranged involvement took place in the homes of the Faculty Masters. The
Faculty Masters program allowed for a professor and his or her
--

, family to live on campus full-time. Our unique
Faculty Masters program offered even more
chances for special interaction with faculty.
Each month, the houses published a newsletter letting the students know what kind of activities were happening and invited students
to come and join the activities. One of the
Faculty Masters, Professor David Hunt, whc
lived in the Hartley House saw the possibilities as a faculty master as a way to open u
teacher-student discussions. Professor Hun
commented, "In the past the Faculty Forun

nn Kobel asks Dr.
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served as an opportunity for faculty on campus to present (thei:
interests and hobbies) to their colleagues. We'd like to reviv
the tradition in a forum open to students, so that professors cai
share their knowledge in fireside chats." Having faculty on cam
pus so accessible, added a unique quality to many students' ex
periences. The warm atmosphere of the campus made interac
tion with faculty less intimidating than what may have beei
expected by some students. Caring relationships between fac
ulty and students were actually formed which made student
feel more comfortable being away from home and adventurin
into a new life as adults. After four years, students created ver,
close relationships with many of their professors, which resulte
from the small personal atmosphere of the campus. by Jennife
Taraba and Tracy Morse
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Whittier's clubs tried very hard to battle student apathy, a
growing problem facing the leaders of organizations. Nevertheless, they held some great programs, from dances in
The Club to the annual Tardeada and Day of the Dead celebrations to Speech Free Fridays. After the construction of
a new station in the Student Union, KWTR finally went on
the air. We lost the convenience of Hastings House as a
meeting place when the Office of Student Activities expanded, but we gained a great new place and a good hangout, the renovated Student Union. With brand new furniture, carpet, and a paint job, it was a welcome place for on
and off campus students to take a load off in between classes.
We also saw the addition of several new clubs, including
the Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance, and the Anthropology Club. These new clubs provided more for the undecided student to choose from. Students really had to be oblivious to their surroundings in order to complain of boredom.
Through the new facilities, the new clubs, and particularily
the active, established clubs, students found it harder to be
apathetic and easier to be involved, by Mary Beth Griffin
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Jeff Noguchi and Greg Agustin, Nicole Wilbur hangs out in the
freshman, spot Keoki Leong, main lounge of Wardman. There
sophomore, while he lifts free were many perks of being a sophoweights in the fitness center. Many more, like being able to apply to
second year athletes were finished the WSP and write an educational
proving themselves and were ready design. The second year was the
to become leaders of their team. time to solidify Lib Ed versus WSP
photo by S. Kuhn
and choose a major. photo by S. Kuhn

Senior Jennifer Esty and Sophomore Averyl Growden take a break
from studying to catch up on news
at the library. Sophomores could
finally break out of the freshman
stigma, they met more people and
they knew people from a variety

Holly Lautenschlager intently
studies her Chemistry. Lautenschiager is pre-Optometry. Sophomore year was a time to get serious about your school work, most
started to decide on a major and
focus on doing really well in their

of classes, photo by S. Kuhn

classes, photo by S. Kuhn
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Kevin Nicol and friend start the
long walk back to their dorm after
a fulfilling lunch at the Cl. By their
second year sophomores had gotten in to the swing of things Whittier, they had their specific friends,
they knew what was were, and they
weren't freshman. photo by S. Kuhn

One of the toughest years
to get through in the career of a
college student is the sophomore
year. You can no longer blame
your inadequacies on being a
bumbling freshman, and senior
year seems too far away to be
real. Probably the most depressing part of the wonder that was
sophmore year was that the
amount of work to be done was
usually somewhere in the range
of overwhelming with high tendencies to lean to the impossible.
The class of 2001 found
very few exceptions to these
rules, however some were able to
see past it all to discover the possible perks of being a second year
student. Many other sophmores
found the year more comfortable
than their freshman year just because they were more acquainted
with their surroundings. There
was no longer the fear of being
late to class or the embarrassment
of walking into the wrong room;
they had all been there and done

that. Support to get through situations like these were often found
in an immense network of new
friends. Freshman year was more
about meeting everyone and getting to know a little bit about as
many people as you possibly
could, while sophomore year allowed people the chance to move
past the get-to-know-you chitchat and really begin to forge lasting friendships.
Along with these new
found understandings, many students also discovered that, gosh
darn it, Whittier was kind of expensive! Often times sophomores lost scholarships that were
non-renewable and had trouble
qualifying for new ones. Many
students spent their precious free
time searching through scholarship sites over the Internet and
reference books from the library.
Despite it all, the second year was
one that would always be memorable and unique, by Megan
Lafferty

reflections of the trials &
tribulations of
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Often times OMEP meeting discussions revolved around what the
group could do to help children
both locally and internationally.
Meetings allowed everyone to
voice their opinions about the issues involving children. photo courtesy of OMEP

With one national conference and one international
conference already under their
belts, OMEP (Organisation
Mondiale pour l'Education
Prescolaire) began the year
with a great deal of enthusiasm. The collegiate chapter of
OMEP was founded three
years ago at Whitter College
and its goal has been to raise
the awareness of the welfare of
children around the globe.
Last year the primary focus of
the group was to prepare their
presentation for the international
conference
in
Copenhagan, Denmark. This
year, the focus was expanded
in order to make the group
more visible on campus and to
participate in more local
projects.
Vice President Edith
Braswell had definite ideas of
where the group was headed:
"We're going to work on some
community service projects

giving back to the Whittier
community specifically." In
addition to local activity,
OMEP members once again
participated in the regional
conference held in Anaheim
last November as well as presenting at the state conference
in Sacramento. OMEP also
sponsored their own conference about children's literature. Whittier alum and
children's author, Zilpha
Keatley Synder was the keynote speaker.
Another group concerned with the well being of
children was Broadoaks
school. Many graduate students were very grateful for the
opportunity that Broadoaks
supplied. Heather Backer believed, "it gives the students a
chance to experience children's
development and graduate students the chance to teach and
go to school at the same time."
by Megan Lafferty

whittier students making
a difference
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Vice President of OMEP, Edith
Braswell, takes a minute to talk
about OMEP: "We're really excited. We'll be awarding a book
scholarship for the Spring semester and we'll be participating in
some conferences throughout the
school year." photo by M. Lafferty

Some students from the Broadoaks
school take a break from learning
in the classroom to enjoy their
recess playing games across the
Whittier College campus. The
laughter of these children can be
heard throughout the Upper and
Lower Quads. photo by M. Lafferty

Senior Joe Vo, President of OMEP,
has been working at Broadoaks
since his freshman year. Vo believed, "Broadoaks is a great place
for the development of a professional career in any field dealing
with children's issues." photo by M.
Lafferty

Members of OMEP gather at a
banquet held in their honor during
the international conference held
in Copenhagen, Denmark. Issues
such as the life of children in other
countries are discussed with great
passion from all those involved.
photo courtesy of OMEP
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A long tradition of SOMA's has
been Free Speech Friday. An open
microphone set up under the tree
in front of the C.I. at lunch time,
gave any student the opportunity
to say anything. mike mckennedy
is discussing a current topic. photo
courtesy of SOMA

SOMA enjoyed an end of the year
party at Dr. Les Howard's home.
Averyl Growden and Galadriel
Liceaga, enjoyed participating in
a break before studying for finals.
SOMA discussed current environmental and political issues. photo
courtesy of SOMA

Edith Braswell explains some of Dr. Maulana Karenga of Cal State
the traditions of Kwanzaa to Kevin Long Beach, presents "The PrinNicol. The Whittier community ciples and Practice of Kwanzaa:
was honored to host Dr. Maulana Harvesting and Sharing the Good."
Karenga, the founder of Kwanzaa, Karenga is the originator of
at a discussion and celebration of Kwanzaa which uses the colors of
Kwanzaa towards the beginning of red, black and green as part of its
December. photo courtesy of SOMA
tradition. photo courtesy of SOMA
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Freshman JR Maxwell tries her
luck at SOMA jeopardy as Tina
Marie Peshkepia gives her help.
Ilana Sol and JoAnn Kobel ask
questions about political, environmental and other controversial issues during the Homecoming carnival. photo courtesy of SOMA

The organization, Students Organized! for Multicultural Awareness (SOMA) sponsored a wide variety of events and
promoted diversity awareness on
campus.
SOMA continued their
eight-year tradition of Free
Speech Fridays, where they set up
a microphone and an amplifier in
the Lower Quad. Anyone who
wanted to voice his or her opinion could do so. Kevin Nicol
commented, "I think (Free
Speech Friday) is a really good
outlet, but it's really sad that it's
so rarely used." The topics of
Free Speech Fridays brought information to the campus about issues students would not usually
think about. The topic of racism
brought a large crowd to Free
Speech Friday in November. Students and faculty spoke out
against racism and the hate e-mail
Dr. Zhidong Hao received. The
e-mail sparked strong debate
about racism on our campus.

Early in the semester, SOMA
took a group of students to the
AIDS walk in Los Angeles. This
event helped students become involved with the club and promote
AIDS awareness. On December
1, SOMA sponsored World AIDS
Day on campus. They simulated
the spread of the HIV virus by
passing out cards with AIDS statistics to random students. The
students, who received the cards
had contracted the HIV virus.
This activity showed students
how easy it is to contract the virus and how it spreads among
people.
mike mckennedy, a student leader of SOMA said,
"SOMA is a good group to get
into if you want to become active.
If you are interested in political,
moral or environmental issues,
this is the group that is an umbrella for different interests dealing with a variety of activism."
SOMA kept us all aware. by Jennifer Taraba

spreading the word
across campus
ctjrized S-Cude"-cs
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Have you ever seen a more content bunch of people? The Ball!
Johnson RA staff enjoys a hike up
Mt. Baldy during training. All of
the staffs took one day to go off
campus and work on team building. photo courtesy of S. Benson

What is the price to pay
for anonymity? The resident
advisors and the administrators
who made up the residential
life staff must have asked
themselves this daily. They
gave up their private lives just
so they could let people into
their rooms at all hours of the
night. Truly these people went
above and beyond the call of
duty, more often than they
would like to. Not all students
appreciated their RA. There
was an amount of students
who viewed the entire RA
community as the enemy. On
the contrary, RA's were there
to help. All of the RA's took
training as counselors, and although some students didn't
associate with their RA's, others found it helpful to seek the
advice of an older student.
"I love my job because of
all the people I meet," said
Mary Beth Griffin. For others,
RA's provided a shoulder to cry

on, it was hard not to get involved in the lives of those who
lived with us and around us.
In any case, we should
all thank our lucky stars that
the people who became RA's
were nicer than the rest of us.
Of course there were unpleasant moments: busting people
for noise in the interest of ear
drum health, or for having
mass beer dispensing devices
(i.e. the party ball or a keg).
Being an RA was more
rewarding than the financial
help with school. "Being an
RA has provided me a platform
to meet and interact with
people in a way other students
can't; I guess I have a captive
audience," said Keith Fisher an
RA in Turner Hall. The resident advisors carried out the
policies agreed upon by Dave
Leonard in association with
Brian Reynolds, John Paerels,
Maria Katsas, and Karen Tivol.
by Ryan Colberg

ra's do more than
listen to complaints

Lesid
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One of most common reasons for
a visit to the RA is to ask to be let
into their room. Keith Fisher, RA
on the third floor of Turner, can
testify to that. Of course they have
more serious duties like counseling or mediating between roommates. photo by R. Colberg

Keala Hughes portrays a drunken
driver in skit to show the dangers
of driving under the influence.
WPD were on the scene to administer a sobriety test and eventually
cart Hughes away. This skit was
performed during Alcohol Awareness Week. photo by S. Hayman

Veronica Nederhouser and
Amanda Moceri belt out a tune
during karoke night. Karoke night
was sponsered by the Ball/Johnson
staff. Wonder if they know any
Caja Goo Goo? Every month the
RA's sponsored a program for both
halls. photo courtesy of S. Benson

Krista Whyte, third floor Turner
RA and Palmer never fails to be
available, even early in the morning when we should all be asleep.
RA's sat in the lounge until midnight every night but was available
until 8 o'clock the next morning.
photo by R. Colberg
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Fall semster's Vice-President of Thomas Harper and Jeremy Wang,
COR Greg Steele finds the joy in members of the Franklin Society,
running meetings every Monday keep informed of society sponnight, even though this night's sored events by attending the ISC
meeting ran longer than most. It meetings. These meetings allow
is the job of the VP to keep meet- members to discuss topics relevant
ings running smoothly and under to all the societies on campus. photo
control, photo by M. Lafferty
by M. Lafferty

Raul Rios and Nancy Laslo, cochairs of the Inter Society Council, bring up issues that affect society members and listen to feedback during Thursday afternoon
meetings. These are opportunities
to create programs that fuel interest in societies. photo by M. Lafferty
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Members of COR Billy Piero,
Mary Beth Griffin, Stephanie
Kuhn, Karl Robinson, Keith
Fisher, and Jael Jordan attend the
weekly meetings to stay abreast of
issues and assure that the student
body is well represented. photo by
M. Lafferty

Representatives of the different societies listen intently as ways to
improve the images and membership of societies are discussed.
Various members of the different
societies attended Inter Society
Council meetings. photo by M.
Lafferty

The Council of Representatives' main job is to be the voice
of the student body. This year the
priorities of COR were to get a
greater number of students involved in campus affairs and to
work more closely with the administration. In order to do this,
the Fall semester council formed
three new committes: the Development Committee, the C.I./Spot
Committee, and the Involvement
Committee.
With the election in November came a fresh set of students enthusiastic to take over the
roles of their predecessors. Rene
Islas ran unopposed for the position of COR President and Edith
Braswell won the race for the
Vice-Presidency. Both students
advocated presenting students'
views to COR and to the campus
administration. The elections
were very unusual because there
was no one running for the Secretary position during the campaign for the Executive Council.

The candidates did not appear
until the elections for the AtLarge Members. During that
election, Vince Nguyen was
elected as secretary.
Inter Society Council began
the year focused on generating a
greater interest in societies. They
organized several movie and
pizza nights where all the societies visited the freshmen residence
halls; students had a chance to
learn more about the societies on
campus.
Another main goal of
ISC this year was to revise the Incentive Program. This program
sets up criteria for the societies
to earn points for the activities
they do, such as community service or educational projects. The
society which earns the most
points is awarded $1000 for their
efforts. Co-chair Nancy Laslo
said, "We're trying to revise it to
where we go above and beyond
the normal things that societies
do." by Megan Lafferty

making decisions that
affect everyone
Ccvm-pus
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Pam Loud, Shannon Weeks, and
Julie Wise study together in a
lounge in Harris. Upperclassmen
had the privelage of living in either Harris or Turner, and most
took the opportunity to move up
the hill and have air conditioning.
photo by S. Kuhn

Junior year of often rumored to be the most difficult
and agonizing year of college.
The work load put upon you is
more rigorous and demanding
and professor's expectations
are more extensive. As Chivas
Dabbs puts it, "there's a lot of
homework so it's not as much
fun as freshman or sophomore
year."
In addition to the required course work, juniors
also had to mull over several
life altering decisions. One of
these questions was what their
major would be. Some lucky
juniors had known this answer
all along; many had been
changing from major to major
in order to find out what suited
them best. Any changes made
from this point on would probably have resulted in an extra
year. Another question looming over the heads of juniors
was whether or not they
wanted to go to graduate

school. For those who considered this an option, there was
a lot of additional research.
Finding out what graduate programs were available occupied
much more of these junior's
time then they would have
liked.
In addition to these difficult and serious questions
were the fun-filled questions
that all juniors pondered at one
time or another this year. To
move out, or not to move out?
This will be the question.
Many students find the requirement of living on campus for
the first three years a little tedious and relish their
emanciation from the dorms.
For some juniors, this
year was also a sad one because they knew their times at
old WC were coming to an end.
This knowledge made their
year a little more special and
they tried to fill it with good
memories, by Megan Lafferty

important questions and
answers mark
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Ernie Quiones works on his paper
during his time at the library. Juniors were lucky if they had work
study. As you became an upperclassmen, often your financial aid
package was rearranged and students lost much needed work
study. photo by S. Kuhn

Miguel Salazar intently works on
a project in the Physics lab. Most
students had chosen a major by
their junior year, and many were
involved in projects within their
major. These projects were
expected to help these students in
the workforce. photo by S. Kuhn

mike mckennedy, Ilana Sol, and
Chris Ziegler enjoy a game of croquet on the Upper Quad. One of
the saddest things about being a
junior is that many of your friends
are seniors, which means they'll be
leaving in the spring while you
have another year. photo by S. Kuhn

Many juniors were involved in
various leadership activities. Catie
Profeta and her resident, Christina
Schaefer head back to their rooms
after a trip to the mail room. This
is Profeta's second year as an RA
in Stauffer, she is also the president of the FMLA. photo by S. Kuhn
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Sophomore Matson Martin finds
time to participate in a game of
frisbee with a fellow Franklin,
when taking a break from answering questions and sharing his experiences about the Franklin Society to new students at the Student
Activities Fair. photo by M.B. Griffin

Sophomore Bonnie Burch explains
to Akimi Shiegematsu and Lori
Anne Shiu at the Student Activities Fair, how the Inter-Residence
Hall Association (IRHA) considers the interests and hobbies of the
students to plan events within the
residence halls. photo by M.B. Griffin

Seniors Greg Steele and Joseph Vo, Christopher Kincaid, a new freshrepresentatives of the World Orga- man, inquires about a club at the
nization for Early Childhood Edu- Activities Fair by talking to the one
cation (OMEP), take a moment of the members and asking specific
before the Activities Fair elevates questions because the display of into admire their exceptional display formation at the booth did not deof information at their booth. photo scribe the details of the organizaby M.B. Griffin
tion. photo by M.B. Griffin
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The Whittier College Fellowship
promotes spiritual growth through
prayer, worship and fellowship.
Club members eagerly interact
with prospective participants by
answering questions and providing
pamphlets of information at the
Activities Fair. photo by M.B. Griffin

The Student Activities
Fair took place during Freshmen/
Transfer Orientation Week. The
purpose was to show new students the diversity and excitement
of extracurricular activities.
New students enjoyed the
entertainment of the school band,
a henna artist and a psychic, while
they explored the tables set up by
the various clubs and organizations. JoAnn Kobel, a freshman,
commented, "The henna artist
and psychic drew people into the
Activities Fair and allowed them
to look into the wide variety of
the clubs. The Activities Fair,
also helped new students meet
people."
The Activities Fair encompassed over sixty clubs including societies, student government, student media and other organizations. All of the clubs promoted leadership and diversity
within Whittier College and the
community. Representatives
from all the organizations tried to

recruit new members by answering various questions, handing
out leaflets of the clubs' mission
statements and adding to sign-up
sheets names of people seeking
more information. "I enjoy participating in the Activities Fair
because I try to communicate my
interest and enthusiasm for my organizations to new students. I
firmly believe that if a student
gets involved in something that
they are passionate for, early in
the college career, then they will
be less likely to transfer to another
school," said Mary Beth Griffin.
Jennifer Latimer, a new
student, felt, "The Activities Fair
helped the freshmen feel they
could be an active part in the
Whittier Community and made
the transition easier from high
school to college by getting students involved early."
The Activities Fair
proved to be a success due to the
large turnout of new Poets. by
Jennifer Taraba

networking at the
activities fair
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Members of the Circle K Club
pause for a group photo outside of
Gold's Gym in the Quad. The
group participated in the Halloween Carnival. Dwight Durant took
the chance to wear his Johnny Poet
costume. photo courtesy of Circle K

Though they may be
small in size, the Newman
Club, the Circle K Club, and
Whittier College Christian Fellowship did not go unnoticed.
They were major factors and
big influences on the campus.
If you sat in the Campus Inn
long enough, you would have
seen many students silently
bowing their heads in prayer
before diving into that "delicious" meal.
The Newman Club was
the more silent of the two religious clubs on campus. The
Catholic-based group met every Tuesday night in Wardman
Hall with a "small group, but a
strong core that always comes
back," boasted club president
Victor Martin. The club's officers this year were Advisor
Trish Van Oosbree, President
Martin, Treasurer Susie
Benson, Secretary and IC Representative
Natalie
Bramon,and
Antonio

Trepesowsky who was in
charge of community service
and fundraising. "I love
Newman," said Mary Beth
Griffin. The Newman Club
was very active on campus this
year. Stated Benson referring
to their weekly meetings,
"That's what we do!"
Whittier College
Christian Fellowship (WCCF)
was a group for all Christians,
regardless of their denomination. WCCF met every Tuesday night in the Mendenhall
building. Led by Pamela
Lentz, the group engaged in
worship and study of the Lord.
They also were very active on
campus, sponsoring game
nights and inviting anyone to
worship services in the area.
The Circle K club was the
college's main service club.
Circle K participated in many
service projects in the local
community,
by Man'
Remkiewicz

helping ourselves
helping others
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Dr. Chuck Hill wipes himself off
after being pied during Circle K's
fundraiser, "Pie Your Professor".
This was a successful event because students will never pass up
an opportunity to get back at the
people who make them work so
hard. photo by J. Taraba

Circle K sponsored an end of the
semester fundraiser: "Pie your
Professors." President of Circle K,
Chrissy Tanoura apparently has the
event turn on her. Tanoura sits still
and protected by a garbage bag and
very hesitantly recieves her pie.
photo by J. Taraba

At a meeting just before Thanksgiving, senior members of the
Whittier College Christian
Fellowship work together on a
poster to write down what they
are thankful for. photo by M.

Every week, Newman Club spends
time reading from the Bible.
President Victor Martin and Secretary Natalie Bramon follow
along as the group reads from the
Book of Genesis. photo by M.

Remkiewicz

Remkiewicz
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Mary Ellen Solt entertained many
interpretations by a selected group
of students. She responded to an
impression that her poem Forsythia left on someone. Solt also
touched upon equality in the workplace. Solt spoke at Hartley
House. photo courtesy of QC

Mary Ellen Solt makes a point during her reading at Hartley House.
More than her poetry, Solt provided a clearer picture of what it
takes to strike out in a direction all
your very own. She was one of
the many authors our campus saw.
photo courtesy of QC

William B. Davis, or otherwise
known as the "Cigarette Smoking
Man" from the X-Files television
show, answered an array of questions from a large audience at the
Club. The truth is still out there.
photo by S. Farafan

Poet Laureate of the United States,
Robert Pinsky stayed for a chat
and a signing engagement after his
poetry reading. Pinsky pointed out
that the value of a poem to an
idividual is the measure of its
worth. photo courtesy of QC
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Robert Pinsky takes time out to listen to some of the responses to his
poetry. He ate with students at
Johnson House. Pinsky followed
his appearance at Whittier College
with a guest spot on Politically Incorrect, a television program on
ABC. photo courtesy of QC

Whittier was pleased to
host a variety of Fall speakers.
We were fittingly visited by the
Poet Laureate of the United
States, Robert Pinsky. He was the
first speaker of the year, and he
managed to fill the Shannon Center with a hushed audience. Because of his wonderful speaking
voice, it was quite surreal when
he took requests.
Mary Ellen Solt came to
the heated Hartley House and
shared her trials and thoughts to
the cozy crowd. Solt stated that
at some point, "You must fight
for your rights as an artist."
For the lovers of the small
screen, and big screen, William
B. Davis secretly schemed his
way down from the X-Files and
shared a few of the conspiracy
theories from the hit television
show that aired on Fox. He also
responded to tough questions
such as "If you were a character
from literature who would you be
and why?" In response he

quipped, "It's okay to ask about
the show."
Among other visitors was
author Zilpha Keatley Snyder (a
Palmer) who stopped by Johnson
House and spoke of her years at
Whittier during the '40's and her
unique literary style. By starting
her stories in reality and letting
them drift to fantasy, she felt she
captured an essence of life.
Snyder remarked, "No matter
how ordinary, you never know
how life will be the next day."
Other guests had other
agendas such as finding support
for organizations. One such visit
brought Carmen Zapata and
Margarita Galban from the Bilingual Foundation of the Arts. The
goal of the B.F.A. was to bring
cultures together through theatric
productions done one week in English and another week in Spanish. Thanks to our prestigious
alumni and reputation we were
blessed with some excellent
guests. by Ryan Colberg

guests let their
stories unfold
LeEjeds fr the
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Darren Marks works the complex
radio equipment at the station as
he hosts his radio show on the radio station, KWTR. KWTR finally
opened in November after many
electrical and personnel problems.
Its official grand opening came in
the spring, photo by M. Remkiewicz

Whittier had three
sources of news and entertainment this year. They were the
campus newspaper, the campus radio station, and the yearbook. Students loved to be
able to get a weekly paper that
was devoted soley to what was
occuring on campus. The radio station provided a chance
for students to get some experience on the air. The yearbook
gave students a chance to hold
on to their college memories.
The radio station,
known as The Wire, was
KWTR and located at 530am
on the radio dial. The station
was off the air at the beginning
of the year due to technical difficulties. The Wire was on the
air by mid-November. It gave
any student who wanted a
show the chance to play their
music and spread their voice
over the campus. Students always made sure they were
tuned into The Wire when their

friends were disc jockeying.
The Wire stayed on the air
throughout the semester, providing a wide variety of musical tastes to its listeners, from
Smashing Pumpkins to Garth
Brooks to Frank Sinatra.
The campus newspaper, Quaker Campus, was a
popular reading item across the
campus. It kept students informed of the news that
occured on campus, as well as
local, national, and international news and information.
The campus saw some fresh
ideas from the QC as Chris
Ziegler took over as Editor-inChief.
The yearbook,Acropolis, was an ongoing, year-long
effort that was finally recognized with book distribution in
May. Mary Beth Griffin was
Acropolis' Editor-in-Chief.
All the hard work payed off
and Acropolis was completed.
by Matthew Remkiewicz

informative
entertaining
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Chris Zeigler, Editor-in-Chief,
works hard researching information for the next issue of the
Quaker Campus. Zeigler and
Anna Neese, Managing Editor, put
in many long hours in the QC office, especially the night before an
issue came out. photo by T Morse

Junior Pamela Loud keeps herself
busy, working on a spread for the
Acropolis. Around deadline time
it got really busy around the office,
and often frustrating, but she stuck
with it and completed her work for
the book. The Acropolis was distributed in May. photo by R. Colberg

The voice of freshman Amanda
Moceri is broadcast across the
campus as she hosts her show on
KWTR, our own radio station.
Moceri enjoyed being a DJ during
her first year. Anyone interested
could be a DJ while KWTR was
growing. photo by M. Remkiewicz

Judy Halls goes over some notes,
while editing articles for the
Quaker Campus. Halls was the
Assistant Sports Editor and Research Assistant for the QC. Being a QC member was a stressful
life, you really had to be organized.
photo by M. Remkiewicz
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During "El Dia de Los Muretos"
students were given a chance to
participate in different activities.
Here Dana Fitchett participated in
Karoke night at the celebration.
This was a night when students
were offered a chance to recognize
the dead. photo by A. Swearingen

"La Tardeada" was an event for the
whole family and community
members to attend. Here Senior
Marcela Arias has a discussion
with her grandmother after the
Latin American dance. "La
Tardeada" was an interesting
event, photo by A. Swearingen
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As entertainment for the attendants
at " La Tardeada" Latin American
dancers performed. HSA organized the celebration to encourage
students to become aware of the
large HSA club on the campus, and
all the activities they offered. photo
by A. Swearingen

President of BSU, Alvin Thompson builds up a sweat at their
dance. BSU sponsored a variety
of programs, including a trip to an
ice skating rink and co-sponsorship
of a speech by Dr. Maulana
Karenga, the creator of Kwanzaa.
photo by A. Swearingen

The BSU held meetings every
Tuesday in the Student Union. Students of every race participated in
the meetings. Weekly meetings
offered club members a chance to
become involved with programs
offered on the campus. photo by A.
Swearingen

The Hispanic Students Association, HSA, and the Black
Student Union, BSU, offered its
members opportunities to get
more involved with cultural issues. HSA and BSU were two
active cultural clubs on the campus. BSU held activities such as
dances, pool parties, amusement
park trips, and weekly Sunday
church visits; HSA held similar
activities. These activities enabled members to become more
acquainted with the other members in the club, and showed them
around the local Whittier area.
"Being from Oakland, I did not
know where any of the black hair
salons and churches were, BSU
has acquatinted me with the
Whittier and Los Angeles areas,"
said Nita Simpson.
Kwanzaa was also an important event that the BSU took pride
in celebrating during the month
of December. They welcomed
Dr. Maulana Karenga, the creator
of Kwanzaa to celebrate with

them. Dr. Karenga's speech was
titled "The Principles and
Parctice of Kwanzaa: Harvisting
and Sharing the Good." Dr.
Karenga spoke about the meaning and origins of Kwanzaa. He
then shared a Kwanzaa meal with
the students in attendence.
When Farley Jackson was
asked about why he joined the
BSU he said, "BSU is great, it's
good that minority students have
a club where they can go to talk
about racial problems or concerns
in the economy." The Jazz festival held by the BSU in the month
of November was a fundraiser,
and a performance put on for the
African American Alumni.
HSA held the title of one
of the most active clubs on this
campus. "La Tardeada," and "Dia
de Los Muertos," were two popular cultural celebrations put on by
the HSA. They were active on
campus supporting and encouraging Hispanic students. by Amber
Swearingen

cultural development
and awareness
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Vicki Yang, Rob Givier and Kristin
Nelson light their candles before
they walk through Uptown Whittier to voice their opinion against
Gender Apartheid in Afghanistan.
The Feminist Majority Leadership
Alliance sponsored the event, photo
by A. Meneses

One of the newest
clubs on campus was the Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance (FMLA). FMLA became
a very prominent organized
club.
The co-founders Catie
Profeta and Sean Jernigan
worked together to attack controversial issues with controversial methods. The group
associated itself with the Feminist Majority Foundation,
which helped with their constitution and promotion for
events. The group was openly
pro-choice and pro-affirmative
action, which attracted publicity from the Whittier campus
and community.
In the fall, the FMLA
organized a Gender Equity
Bake Sale, advertising that
women pay $0.72 and men
$1.00 for the same baked
goods. The FMLA wanted to
provoke an angry reaction
from men to draw attention to

the unequal pay that women
earn for equal work. In reality
the FMLA sold their baked
goods for $0.50 each regardless of one's gender, and educated many students on campus about the issue.
On November 13, they
organized STOP Gender
Apartheid in Afghanistan, a
camapign including a candlelight vigil. They educated students about the situation in
Afghanistan with an information table, a video and a meeting. The organization along
with students and community
members walked through Uptown Whittier with candles in
protest of the gender apartheid.
The FMLA had a productive first year and Profeta
commented, "We are organizing from the ground up. Our
purpose on campus is to educate students about various
feminist issues and take action." by Jennifer Taraba

taking action
and educating
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Whittier College students dress in
burqas and join Jay Leno in protesting the Gender Apartheid in
Afghanistan at a Feminist Majority Foundation meeting. The
F.M.L.A. brought the issue to the
campus and organized a Candlelight Vigil, photo courtesy of FM.L.A.

Senior Kelly Kinard and Junior
Catie Profeta, members of the
Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance, organize a group of students, who met at the Rock to participate in the Candlelight Vigil, to
protest Gender Apartheid in Afghanistan. photo by A. Meneses

Junior Selema Moliga pins a black
ribbon onto another Whittier student in front of the Campus Inn, in
remembrance of the death of Dr.
Slepian. The F.M.L.A. brought the
issue and story of senseless violence to the campus early in the
fall. photo courtesy of F.M.L.A.

Christina Schaefer and Michelle
Herrin sit outside the Campus Inn
during lunch to talk about senseless violence. The F.M.L.A.
wanted to remember Dr. Slepian,
a doctor who was killed because
he practiced abortions at his clinic.
photo courtesy of EM.L.A.
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A Whittier College student sells
candles at the Day of the Dead celebration as offerings for altars
honoring dead loved ones. Many
students and faculty bought flowers and candles to add to the altars
to remember the dead. photo by S.

Elizabeth Valsamis and Denitsa
Apostolova sell prints of various
traditional wood block work in
Wardman Gym during Dia de Los
Muertos. These prints were made
by students in art class to celebrate
and promote the Day of the Dead.

Hayman

photo by S. Hayman

Family and friends of the Whittier
community enjoy the day long festival of Tardeada, which celebrates
the diveristy and pride of the Hispanic culutre. The HSA puts together this event in the fall and it
is their largest event of the year.

Ballet Folkiorico dancers elaborately display their intricate dress
and dancing techniques for the students and faculty who attended
Tardeada in the beginning of the
fall semester. The festival displayed all aspects of the Hispanic
culture. photo by M.B. Griffin

photo by M.B. Griffin
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Junior James Staples lights a
candle and adds it to an elaborate
altar made by students at Dia de
los Muertos to celebrate the Hispanic holiday. The altar consists
of various fruits, vegetables , pictures and candles to honor the
dead. photo by S. Havinan

In the fall, the Hispanic
Student Association (HSA) presented Dia de los Muertos and
Tardeada to promote multi-cultural awareness, diversity and
pride of the Hispanic heritage.
Dia de los Muertos celebrated on November 1 and 2 are
days when the Hispanic culture
recognizes and honors both deceased children and adults. Dia
de los Meurtos is an annual celebration that takes many months
of preparation to become successful.
The celebration of Dia de
los Muertos goes back to the Aztec culture, where they honored
the dead for a month. The celebration began at dusk with the
Danzants Aztecas Cuauhtemoc
dancers and ended with the ceremony of the calling of the spirits. The grand finale of the event
was the parade and the celebration was over. "The whole event
was interesting, I've never seen
a celebration like that," com-

mented Freshman Michel
Gangliano. This celebration wa
a collaboration of many organi
zations including the Music, Ai
and Comparative Cultures De
partment, Spanish Club and th
Council of Representatives.
The Hispanic Student As
sociation also sponsore
Tardeada, one of their larges
annual events that invited stu
dents, faculty, friends and famil:
to the Whittier campus to enjo:
the food, music and entertainmen
of the Hispanic culture. Loca
restaurants provided the food fo
the event and students provide
some of the entertainment. Ou
Ballet Folkiorico troupe per
formed many beautiful dance
and a Mariachi band entertaine
with their lively songs am
instruements. Tardeada allowe
for students to become aware o
the types of events the Hispani
Student Association offers. B
Jennifer Taraba and Ambe
Swearingen

enjoying diversity
becoming aware
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Gohar Mooradian, a student
worker for Career Services, is busy
typing in company names to the
database of companies that
Career Services has made contact
with. Career Services spent all
year making contacts. photo by P.
Loud

Student Services included Career Services and
Learning Support, which were
both located in the Philadelphia House, and the Writing
Center which was located in
the basement of Hoover.
The Career Services
staff included the Director
Lynn Pearson, Career Services
Coordinator, Nancy Rose and
Placement Coordinator Jeanne
Rogers. Career Services offered career counseling and
assisted students in choosing
careers. "The Career Center
really helped me decide on a
career. I went in there with a
small idea of what I wanted to
do and they helped me find out
what my interests were and
how to translate those into a career," stated Mary Beth Griffin. The staff held workshops
which helped students prepare
for working in the real world.
Some of the workshop topics
were resume writing, inter-

viewing skills, internships, and
exploring careers in all the
majors. Students could also
sign up for mock interviews.
Another service Career
Services provided was that it
recruited companies to come
on campus and host on-campus interviews and/or give presentations informing students
about their organizations.
Learning Support Services which was headed by
Karen Kilk, provided individuals and groups with counseling,
instructions and provided assistance on how to deal with
the demands of being a college
student. They also provided
tutors in all academic subjects
and special needs for people
with disabilities.
The Writing Center assisted students with composing
papers. They also provided
Macintosh computers to work
on while there, by Pamela
Loud

ssisting students
offering support
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Devlin Grunloh, Tutor Coordinator, is busy scheduling times for
tutors to work with students in specific areas and subjects. "Help us,
help you, help others," commented
Grunloh. Learning Support Services was a great service to students. photo by P Loud

Gina Ditto is busy doing research
on the Internet for Career Services.
Career Services had a web page on
which they gave students who
surfed the Internet information
about internships, careers, and
other career related material, photo

Nicole Salim and Jasmine Van den
Heuvel are busy working in the
Writing Center on projects. The
Writing Center provided students
with Macintosh computers to type
their papers on after they were corrected. The services they provided
were great. photo by P Loud

Director of Learning Support Services, Karen Kilk is busy imputing information on the computer in
her office on the second floor of
Philadelphia House, as she talks on
the phone. Kilk was a great help
to students who needed her assistance. photo by P. Loud

by P. Loud
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Comedy Sportz entertains freshman during Orientation Week.
Comedy Sportz is fast becoming a
favorite activity during the week.
Comedy Sportz is an improvisational comedy troupe that uses suggestions from the audience to act
out their skits. photo by M.B. Griffin

The Club held many events to entertain the students. A popular
event was when an MTV comic
came. Many students showed up
at this event to have a good time,
and laughed at the fellow classmates getting made fun of by the
comic. photo by A. Swearingen

Vince Nguyen and Chuck
McLeod get down at the toga
dance the Orthogonians sponsor at The Club. Togas were
the main attire although some
students came in street clothes.
The dance was fun for all the
students, notjust the 0's. photo
by A. Swearingen

Freshmen Amber Swearingen
and Nita Simpson dance to the
beat at the first dance of the
new school year. The Penns
started off the school year with
the first dance at The Club
which turned out to be a blast.
photo courtesy of M. Sawyer
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Local band, Greenleaf, poses for
the camera after a successful performance at the International Club
Dance. Greenleaf enjoyed playing
at several Whittier dances and
events, photo courtesy ofA. Benton

Since its remodeling, the
Club became a pretty popular place,
not only to grab a bite to eat, but also
to have a little fun. From the dress to-impress excitement of Casino
Night, to the undress-to-the-point-ofdistress chaos of Erotic City, the Club
played host to a variety of acts and
events.
One fairly successful Club
event was the International Club
Dance which featured a local Whittier
band, Greenleaf. While the floor was
not packed with dancers, the event attracted both current Whittier College
students as well as a fair amount of
alumni who soon became fans of the
band.
"The Club is an incredible
venue and [Whittier College] should
use it more often," remarked Whittier
alum and Greenleaf guitarist, Sol
Rodriguez. And indeed, while the
Club was put to many uses, few of
them were as successful as Erotic City.
Erotic City was probably one
of the most frequented of Club events,
and its motto, "less dressed is best,"
was generally explicity complied with.
This year's crowd featured the usual
teddies and negliges along with a few
bold surprises.
Students found themselves in

the company of half-clad individuals
sweating despite their lack of clothing.
"I came into my own under a full moon
that night," jokes freshman Seth
Boisineau who braved the chilly night
in nothing but Saran Wrap and a couple
of strategically placed pieces of paper.
All in good taste, of course.
The Spring semester brought
with it a multitude of cultural and entertaining events.
The Brothers of the Baladi
came and performed for the students
and faculty. Using a large array of instruments they entertained the audience with sounds of the Middle East.
The Club provided students
with a social spot right on campus.
Events were held in the evening to provide students with the opportunity to
break from studying and enjoy an
evening out. Having the Club on campus gave students the convience to
participate, observe, and enjoy a wide
variety of comedians, speakers and
musicical acts.
The Club staff worked hard
to offer students an array of events.
One result of the events that took place
at the Club was that students had the
ability to become more involved in another aspect of campus life, by Megan
Carver and Kathleen King

a spot for fun
and socializing
Sister, formally known as
and the Rainmakers, perfor students in the Spring.
flertained the audience with
pular mellow sound. Lead
Larisa Stow prefers the
)f acoustic guitar. photo by R.
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Whittier College students and professors held an open forum to discuss race relations in the Los Angeles area since the trial surrounding the Rodney King case. Panelists had seven mintues to talk before a question and answer session
began. photo by R. Fodor

Spring '99 marked a time of
a wide variety of events as well as a
diverse roster of speakers who
priveledged the campus with their
presence. Students were invited to
do everything from enjoy a little
Gospel enlightenment to dine with
and listen to a former leader of the
Black Panther Party.
With Black History Month
and Women's History Month failing so near each other, Whittier College found ways to attract students
interested in both subjects. Professor Finan, Faculty Master of
Johnson House, hosted a dinner with
Elaine Brown, the only female to
have ever directed the Black Panther Party. Immediately following
dinner at Johnson House, Elaine
Brown gave a combination lecture/
forum at the faculty center.
Brown delivered her lecture
before a capacity audience which
soon transformed itself into a room
of standing students and guests
mezmorized by her stories. The of-

I

ficial lecture ended two hours
later, but Brown stayed behind
to speak to those students and
guests nearly begging for more
stories. "It was very invigorating..." said Gissell Medina, "...it
was great to have such an informative revolutionary come [to
Whittier College]."
Another successful
spring event was the 2nd annual
Gospel Night held in the Chapel.
That "sweet soul music" had
nearly every member of the audience on their feet and clapping
to the beat for the second year in
a row.
Six fantastic choirs performed including the returning
Signs of Faith, a group which
beautifully interprets its songs
into a kind of sign languagedance. "It just makes you feel
good, you know?" said senior
Robert Turner of the performance. And indeed, Spring '99
just felt good. by Megan Carver

cultural awareness
on campus
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Elaine Brown visited with Whiiter
College Students in March. She
discussed her involvment in a
number of civil rights movements.
As the only female director of the
Black Panther Party she revealed
her struggles with gender in a time
of political reform. photo by R. Fodor

During February, the Minority
Caucas of Whittier College sponsored Gospel Night which was
held in the chapel. The Linda Vista
Second Baptist Church participated by sending their choirs to
perform for the Whittier community. photo by R. Fodor

Jason Nall and Alvin Thompson
were panelists who participated in
the discussion on race relations.
They shared with the Whittier College community their thougths and
feelings about the pressing issues
of racism that impact our everyday
lives, photo by R. Fodor

Professor of History, Lynn Sharp
leads a small group discussion in
Johnson House. The focus of the
evening was related to Women's
Studies in honor of Women's Heritage Month. Events held throughout March discussed women's issues. photo by R. Fodor
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Granada, Spain hosted Whittier
students Matt Feinberg and Ruth
Barta during the Fall. Here the two
play tourist while having their picture taken overlooking the quaint
city in which they called home for
five months. photo courtesy of R.
Barta

Kathleen King, Joanna Cucchi, and
Brianna Germain experience the
Danish culture by bundling up and
visiting the Christmas events in
Tivoli Gardens. The weather does
not stop the Danes from enjoying
the spirit of the season. photo
courtesy of J. Cucchi

Senior Darrick Thomas is at the
base of Mt. Fuji in Tokyo, Japan.
He lived in Japan for his entire junior year where he attended school
and lived with a host family. During his stay in Japan he became
proficient in Japanese. photo courtesy of D. Thomas

Senior Andi Baker along with another American student visit an
ancient temple in India. They are
standing with a priest. He is covered in sacred ash which is made
from burnt cow feces. Both
women are wearing local clothing.
photo courtesy of A. Baker
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Eleven members of the Whittier
College community adventured to
Nice, France over the summer.
During their trip they attended intensified language classes, which
helped during thier travels
throughout the country. photo
courtesy of Professor Chirol

"How can I sum up Denmark in just one sentence? It was
the best experience of my life,"
said Joanna Cucchi. She was not
the only one who expressed this
sentiment. Ask anyone on campus about their experiences
abroad and they would say just
about the same thing.
Although the Denmark
program seemed to be the most
favored among students at Whittier, there were many other places
around the world where students
studied.
Throughout the last year,
students studied in India, Italy,
London, Spain, Japan and Denmark. Each returned with life
long memories and experiences
that had a profound impact on
them.
To study abroad was to
gain an understanding of another
group of people and their culture.
According to Ruth Barta, "I
learned more in five months of

studying abroad than in my wholt
life. To see the works of art am
architecture that I had only rea
about was incredible."
Studying abroad not on1
gave the students the ability t
learn about a different place bu
it also gave them the opportunit
to get to know the people. "Tht
Danes were very friendly am
kind. They did not mind tryin
to help me find my way aroum
until I became more comfortabb
with the public trasportation,
commented Stephanie Butler.
In most of the stud
abroad programs, students wen
given time to explore their nev
environment and other surround
ing areas. Brianna Germain re
called, "It was a great opportu
nity to be so close to so many dif
ferent cultures and be able t
travel and experience them a:
well as living and experiencin
life in Denmark." by Kathlee,
King

new experiences
new cultures
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Urban Studies students check out
a garment manufacturer in Tijuana.
Dr. Les Howard said, "We examined social and cultural linkages
between Los Angeles and Tijuana
as illustrated by the garment contractor producing clothing for Los
Angeles." photo by R. Cordoba

Students and professors had
many exciting experiences to describe about their January Interim
courses field trips. Laura Benavides
said: "Politics Beyond the Classroom was the determining class for
me... I was uncertain between following a social work path verses the
political field. [By] visiting Sacramento, [the trip] made me realize I
could fulfill both desires by pursuing politics. The best experience
was meeting Whittier alumni who
have succeeded in Politics like Assemblyman Tony Strickland and
Lana Kim who is now the Staff Assistant to Governor Gray Davis."
As for Loesye Godjali her
most memorable experience during
the trip to Méxicali, Baja California, Mexico was "the discussions
with the manager [of Allied Signal
Aerospace and] actually seeing the
theories [I studied in class] at work."
Managing Multinational Corporations expanded her experience to the
actual "inspection [and] assembling
process in the maquilladoras [ma-

chinery], eat good, [affordable]
food."
A paired course, From
Pagan to Christianity in Ancient
Rome, went to Rome. William
Michael Schmidli said that "in
America, we tend to separate history from contemporary life. In
Italy, on the other hand, the past
and present are inextricably intertwined, resulting in a truly
magnificent culture."
Workshop in Urban
Studies visited a garment contractor in Tijuana, Mexico. Robert Emmerson said that his experience in Tijuana was seeing
"the conditions they live in and
what [is] needed to survive is
something [he'll] try not to forget. And knowing, there are
people who will work as hard as
they can, but without real opportunities to make something of
themselves, makes one wake up
and realize life is not fair." Jan
Term let students learn outside
the classroom, by SoraA. Faifán

learning new things
taking field trips
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Students stop for a photo op outside of the bus. Dr. Decker said
that the trip was "an opportunity
to step outside of our culture and
see a different world. We mistakenly think that people in different
parts of the world live and think
like we do." photo courtesy of Dr.

William Michael Schmidli, Chris
Lahti, and Matt Stuart rest inside
of an arch in Rome. Dr. Hunt said
that the trip was "an opportunity
to take students to the city where
the important transformation covered in the course took place."
photo courtesy of M. Schmidli

Decker

Dr. Harvey's class visits the California State Assembly in Sacramento. Dr. Harvey said "based on
local and [state politics in both Los
Angeles and in] Sacramento field
trips [were] a wonderful way to see
political and leaders in their natural habitat." photo by L. Benavides

Michal Merraro, Tim Tiernan, Dr.
Paul Kjellberg, Nathan Gurr,
Alfred Rivera, and May Lee recap
their field trip to the Hsilai Temple,
a Buddhist Museum and Temple.
Dr. Kjellberg said that the trip was
"to see Buddhist practice philosophy in action." photo by S. A. Farfán
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The string ensemble consists of a
variety of different instruments including the tympany, bass drum
and xylophone. Here the Whittier
College string ensemble practices
while listening intently to their
conductor, Christopher Palas. photo
by K. King

Freshman Sean Parsa practices
with the wind ensemble every
Tuesday and Thursday to prepare
for the their upcoming concert. It
took many hours to perfect the
pieces that were chosen, but Sean
doesn't mind because he likes to
play the saxophone. photo by K. King

Whittier College String Ensemble
with director Masatushi Mitsumoto during their Holiday Concert
on December 6, in the Memorial
Chapel. The chapel provided a
small and comfortable venue. photo
courtesy of the Music Department

Whittier College Wind Ensemble
diligently practices for an upcoming concert. Arnold Hall was a
convenient place for the group to
practice because it has good acoustics and lots of space for the whole
group. photo by K. King
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Many people in the Whittier community get involved in the string
ensemble including alumni. Leila
Towry ('94), Masatoshi Mitsumoto (conductor), and Alex Baird
('94) performed at the Holiday
Concert on December 6. photo courtesy of the Music Department

Whittier College is the
home to three different ensembles. Each group included
students from Whittier College
and several people from outside
who were affiliated with the
school. Some of the members
were alumni and some were
Whittier High School students.
One of the groups here at
Whittier is the wind ensemble.
Instruments included in this
group were: flutes, clarinets,
saxophones, and tubas. Sophomore Holly Lautenschlager commended her group saying, "Even
though we were small we put on
good concerts."
The wind ensemble
meets twice a week and each
time they practice for an hour and
a half. This group performs four
concerts a year.
Freshman Sean Parsa
said, "Since I can't surf here I
play my saxophone which helps
me cruise."
I

Another musical group
that is found on the Whittier College campus is the string ensemble. This group also had students as well as members from
the outside community.
The string ensemble presents one concert each semester.
Sophomore Bert Eckelhoefer
said, "We're doing good for our
size. It's fun, and a great way to
keep playing an instrument without having to take classes."
The string ensemble
mostly played music from the Baroque and Classical times, bul
they also played contemporary
music. The concerts that were
conducted this year showed the
talents of the group as well as thai
of a soloist during each concert.
The jazz ensemble is the
final musical group that is housed
at Whittier College. This grouç
is conducted by Danilo Lozanc
and is comprised of a variety ol
instruments, by Kathleen King

azz and wind
and string
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Brian Reed, the tech director,
works on the placement of the actors for the tech crew. Although
the behind the scenes people rarely
got as much recognition as the actors, they often put in as much
work as the performers, if not

more. photo

by R. Fodor

The drama department
was proud to continue its many
years of excellent, high quality
productions. This year was no
exception, the year started out
with a fabulous rendition of
Shakespeare's classic comedy
Much Ado About Nothing, directed by Crystal Brian. Much
Ado About Nothing was a hilarious account about love and marriage. Brian took an original approach to the old masterpiece,
setting it in the 1940's. It was a
great success and got the year
off to a booming start.
The first major production of the second semester was
called The Maderati, another
comedy. This play was set in
New York City in the early
1990's. It is a hilarious account
of what happens when several
people get their lines crossed
and miscommunication ensues.
The play starts when
Charlotte is carted off to an insane asylum. This happens be-

fore the play even starts. When
people try and contact the rest
of the characters in the play to
let them know what happened,
several of them jump to various
conclusions. Some characters
think that she's dead, while others think that she's had an abortion. Eventually the truth comes
out which leads to even more
confusion.
The drama department
is unique because students from
all disciplines around campus
were welcome to try out for the
productions. "It's nice being a
male in our small theater department because there is always an
opportunity to perform," commented freshman Theater major
Rob Heintz. Overall the Theater department provide the
school with many laughs
through their many productions
over the past two semesters and
proved that they have great talent. by Mary Beth Griffin

humoring audiences
gaining experience
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Charlotte and Dewey argue while
Chuck and Dave Hansen also have
a confrontation. Even the most
simple scenes are choreographed
and practiced until they are perfect.
Opening night is the accumulation
of many hours of strenuous rehearsals. photo by R. Fodor

Dewey and Danton are caught in a
momentary embrace while Rob
Heintz sleeps in the background.
Dewey is cheating on her husband
with Danton, which is causing a
major rift in their relationship. The
audience was thoroughly entertained. photo by R. Fodor

I

A jealous Emily Sanford shoots
Nathan Gun for cheating on her.
In a suprising turn of events, it ends
up that the gun was filled with
blanks and Gun survived, photo by
R. Fodor

The cast works on a scene during
one of the first dress rehearsals.
Dress rehearsals give the actors a
chance to get completely into character and make the play become
more alive for them. Dress rehearsals are the last opportunity to
work out the kinks, photo by R. Fodor
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The Barber Shop Quartet draws the
attention of the audience with their
strong voices and smooth harmony. The Quartet was just one
of the outside ensembles formed
with choir members which performs at various choir concerts.
photo courtesy of S. Pak

Choir members sit and rest during
a break in the practice for Cabaret
concert. Cabaret was the first performance of the school year. It was
mainly a recital performed by
small ensembles with a few interjections of the whole choir singing together. photo by M. B. Grzffn

The Varsity Handbell Choir performs during one of the Madrigal
Feast concerts. Handbells required
a large ammount of practice from
each of the members to get the
bells to ring at the exact time to
make the harmony expected. Photo

Four of the choir members laugh
together before beginning to practice. While individual practice was
imparitive, group practices were
important in order to fine tune the
final pitches and to work out tone
differences between them. Photo

courtesy of S. Kuhn

courtesy of S. Kuhn
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The members of the choir pose for
a picture after completing a Madrigal Feast performance. The size
of the group helped to create a full,
and rich tone in each of the sections which all blended into a beautifully harmonious performance.
photo courtesy of S. Pak
The 53 members of choir
had to work long and hard to learn
music for six sets of performances,
totaling over 25 songs. Dr. Stephan
Gothold, the director, "Chooses difficult music to learn, but once we
know it, the music sounds beautiful,"
commented choir president Bonnie
Lee. The group performed a wide
variety of songs, ranging from classical pieces to a lighter Hawaiian
sound.
The choir began practice
right at the start of the school year to
prepare for Cabaret, the first performance of the year. They sang at
Homecoming, and then began to
learn songs for Madrigal Feast, the
annual Christmas concert. Tickets
were sold for Madrigal Feast, in
which the choir sang to entertain
guests as the audience was served
dinner. The choir also learned pieces
for the Bach Festival, and then hosted
a Choral Festival where they could
share their musical talent with choirs
from surrounding schools.
The members of the choir
went to the mountains on a retreat in
the beginning of February. It was a
time to practice in a setting that
would not provide the many distractions of normal busy life on campus.

"It was a bonding time, where the choir
members could prepare for the tour and
spend time getting to know each other,"
said Freshman Susie Pak.
The largest event of the year
was the tour. The tour was a week long
trip to Oregon, Washington, and British
Coloumbia. The tour is an opportunity
for the choir members to travel around
and reach out to the people of the towns
where they perform, to promote the
school, and to simply have fun. The tour
is possible by the hard work of the choir
members, and the choir board.
The choir board was made up
of sixteen students who met on a regular basis to discuss and plan upcoming
events. "Choir takes a lot of time and a
lot of people to help out," commented
Susie Pak when talking about the choir
board.
The choir members, Dr.
Gothold, and Christine Nelson (the accompanist,) all put in three hours of class
a week along with outside time to perfect the songs individually. "We all
come together because we love
music,"said Adrienne Costello. The ensemble was made up of a lot of seniors
who had been in choir for the majority
of their college career, which made the
bond they had with each other ever
stronger. by Christina Schaefer

blending voices
long practices
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Societteg

Although the percentage of students in societies is relatively
small, their presence on campus is strongly felt. Societies
sponsored dances and parties, rushes and Homecoming
brunches. They also participated in several community service and fund-raising projects, on campus and in the greater
Los Angeles area. For example, several of them participated in the annual Los Angeles AIDS Walk and in the 2nd
annual Campus Cleanup Day. Others sponsored 50-50 raffles
at football and basketball games, while others woke up early
and washed cars in the Cl parking lot. Societies, through
the Inter-Society Council, attempted to increase the interest
in societies, during the fall semester, by having a week of
movie nights in all of the freshman residence halls. Societies also worked hard to improve their image on campus and
show to non-society members that their main interests were
sisterhood/brotherhood, community service, as well as having a good time through events in The Club. Societies also
provided a connection between alumni and the college, a!lowing them to remain close to the college even after they've
graduated. by Mary Beth Griffin
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Chuck McLeod, Nick Perez, and
Vince Nguyen prepare to go to a
sport themed stag with the A's,
their sister society. Every male
society was paired up with a sister
society, often they would do something special with that society.

The Metaphonians pose for a quick
picture during a stag with the Lancers. Although society houses were
the favorite place to hold a stag,
occasionally societies went off
campus somewhere, like to a
movie or miniature golfing. photo

photo courtesy of the Orthogonian Society

courtesy of the Metaphonian Society

The Athenian Society was founded in 1929 on
the basis of academic excellence, social involvement, community service and personal
growth. The ladies pride themselves on their
strong sisterhood and overall diversity. The
ladies tried to be involved on the college campus by organizing events, including fundraisers.
One of their most successful fundraiser was a
"tuck-in". The ladies read students a bedtime
story and gave them cookies and milk. The
Athenians participated in a number of community service events that took place in order to
serve both surrounding communities and the
college. The Athenians welcomed 14 new ladies during January. by Pamela Loud
Societies

different society members enjoy hanging out and mingling with other society members at stags because it
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not only brought the two gbups closer together it
showed them how similar they were to each other

What do society members do to have fun ancI8et
away from the campus in a social setting? They have stags. Stags
are usually when a female and a male society get together and
basically either have a party of go out for a night on the town and
do something fun. In the past there have been stags where female
societies got together and had a "girl's night out." Stags usually
took place on the weekend at a location off campus. Each stag
had a theme and members would dress up according to the featured theme for the night. According to the Athenian society, "Every stag is a different
activity, we try to plan activi- "Stags are a good opportunity to
meet the members of other soties that create an interactive
cieties
and hang out with them
environment where many
in a very social and relaxed setfriendships are made." Some
ting. Stags are a lot of fun."
of the Athenians most memorable stages were the Big Bear
stag with the Franklins, Hide- Mary Beth Griffin
N-Go Seek with the Lancers,
Drag Stag with the Penns and tailgate with the Orthogonians. They
also had a stag themed "Recess Play Time" where they went miniature golfing. The Franklins also had numerous stags with the
female societies. Some of which were Around the World with
Thalians, and Splash Bash with the Metaphonians. The Palmers
had a random stag where they went ice blocking with the
Orthogonians. They also had a stag, Night at the Regal Beagle,
with the Lancers, where they dressed up like the characters from
the television show Three's Company. by Pamela Loud

The Thalians enjoy hanging out
with the Franklins during a stags.
Each society tried to schedule a
stag with every society of the opposite gender during the semester.
It was the social chairs' responsibility to come up with a theme.
photo courtesy

of the

Thalian Society

The Palmers enjoyed a "Night at
the Regal Beagle" with the Lancers. The Palmers and Lancers
dressed up like characters from the
television show, Three's Company.
Stags are a chance for the new
members to get to know each other.
photo courtesy

of the

Palmer Society
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ociety members pride themselves on helping others
vho were in need because it made them feel good

Communitv Service
ibout themselves and they —enjoyed doing a good
ervice for their school and global community

r'he 8oa(of societies on camyus was to create a
roup for people who had common interests and goals to join
)gether and provide services for people in need in the surroundg community. The societies did community service both on
nd off campus. The Franklins performed community service by
leaning local beaches and working with the Community Allince For The Blind. The Thalians, Ionians, Orthogonians, and
enns also participated in community service events like the Los
Angeles AIDS Walk, donated money to charities and
volunteered their time to
Our desire to have fun, learn
those
who needed it. The
nd to follow the teaching of
Athenians volunteered at a
enjamin Franklin brings us toChildren's
Museum, made
ether despite our vast array of
centerpieces for the Alumni
iajors, career goals, sports inRelations Office, wrapped
rests, and hobbies."
Christmas presents for a
Raul Rios children's home and did various walk-a-thons, one of
which was Race for the Cure,
support women with breast cancer. The Palmers participated
ampus cleanup day, helped out at the AIDS Walk, and fed the
Lomeless people in local Whittier parks. The community service
Lie societies provided took place throughout the year. A great
[me of year when they had many opportunities to help the less
ortunate were during the holidays, especially Thanksgiving and
hristmas. The help the societies offered was greatly apprecited by those who received it. by Pamela Loud

Palmers Julie Janes, Leigha Lucas, The Mets take a quick break from
and Christina Bedoy pose for a pic- the Los Angeles AIDS walk. The
ture during IRHA's Halloween cel- annual AIDS walk is a popular serebration. The Palmers sponsored vice project for the societies bea fishing booth for the young chil- cause it was a lot of fun and supdren who came through Stauffer's ported a great cause. It was also a
main lounge for the carnival, photo chance to get some exercise. photo
courtesy of the Palmer Society
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courtesy of the Metaphonian Society

Chris Nagao picks up along Santa
Monica beach for a Brita sponsored beach clean up. Brita invited
students to go down to the beach
and pick up trash. As a token of
their appreciation all participants
received a Brita pitcher. photo cour-

Manny Rosales and Billy Pierro
help organize donations of soccer
cleats given to the Boy's and Girl's
Club. Many societies chose to help
local organizations so that they
could make a difference in their
own community, photo courtesy of the

tesy of the Penn Society

Orthogonian Society

Ii1!1hii
The Benjamin Franklin Society was the first
society founded on the Whittier College campus in 1921. The society has a strong tradition
of brotherhood and diversity. They sponsor the
Annual Franklin Frisbee Golf Tournament,
perform community service and have numerous stags with the female societies on campus.
Their desire to have fun, learn, and to follow
the teachings of Benjamin Franklin brought
them together despite their vast array of maors, career goals, sports interest, and hobbies.
The Franklins were seen many times during
lunch on the lawn in front of the newly remodeled Diehl Hall, playing football, frisbee, and
other lunch time activities, by Pamela Loud
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Angelique Avila and Laura Zvonec
answer any questions the
prospectives may have. Open
houses are generally much more
relaxed than rushes. It's a chance
for the actives to meet the students
that may be interested in pledging.

The Thalian Society introduces
themselves to the women who attended their open house,
"Starstruck". Their hard work paid
off, the Thalians welcomed sixteen
new members during new member
education. photo courtesy of the Thalian

photo courtesy of the Thalian Society

Society

The lonians have the pleasure of being Whittier College's youngest society. They were
founded just fifty years ago and, even despite
last year's semester of probation, have been
going strong ever since. The Ionians stress the
principle of community service and individuality. Their year began with a fun filled Safari
theme that ran througout open house and into
rush. The wild time continued as pledging took
place and they welcomed their newest sister,
Stacie Sexton. All members took partin a number of fundraisers and community projects that
made the girls feel like their sisterhood was
really making a difference in the world around
them. by Megan Lafferty
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for every student who ever thought about joining a
society, open house was the pla(Ig to meet the cur-

en 'nause
rent memLrs and to see if society life was really something they wanted to join and be a part of

T'hIs year's society oyen house's were a8reat success. The purpose of the event was to get students interested in
joining one of the nine societies on campus. Open houses are the
first event in a whole series of events whose climax was new
member education during January. Most of the time, open houses
were the first time that prospective members had a formal contact
with most of the members of a certain society. Every society was
enthusiastic about their turnout of prospectives. "We were glad
to see so many guys representing numerous different
aspects of campus life there.
"We were glad to see so many
We are hoping that even if
guys representing numerous difthey don't pledge they will
ferent aspects of campus life
keep and open mind to socithere. We are hoping that even
eties," commented Joe
if
they don't pledge they will
Cross, a Penn. Themes
keep an open mind to societies."
ranged from the Thalian's
"Starstruck" to the southern
Joe Cross
belles of the Metaphonians.
Some societies, like the
lonians, used a variation of their open house theme for their rush
theme. Even those societies that did not stick to any special theme
had a good time. Speaking for the Orthogonians, Billy Pierro
said, "Ours is really simple; we're not a flashy type of society.
We just had pizza and told our prospectives what we were about."
The Palmers also held a low key event. Palmer member Julie
Janes summed up their open house by saying it was, "short and
sweet, but very valuable." by Megan Lafferty

The lonians and an Ionian little
brother, help make cookies during
the Ionian open house at Hartley
House. In contrast to rush, most
open houses were held somewhere
on campus, either at a Faculty
Master home or the Faculty Cen-

Raul Rios strikes a pose during the
Franklin's open house. Some of
the male societies chose to have
their open houses outside, either
playing football or having a barbe-que. In contrast the female societies often did their events inside.

ter. photo courtesy of the Ionian Society

photo courtesy of the Franklin Society
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ush gave society members the opportunity for pro;pective members to get to know the active society

mim to Kjww You
nembers; it also—gave the actives a chance to show
he rushees how much fun they are

Rush was the seconcistey on the roac(to New
Vlember Education. The purpose of rush is to take the prospecive members out for a day of fun. Most rushes have some type
)f activity followed by a meal. The day was usually finished by
oing to an alumni's home. Rush was a good opportunity for
)rospective society members to narrow down the societies that
hey were most interested in before the final step before pledging, asking for a bid. Rush
also gave the actives a
chance for see who's interested in the society and to
'Rush is a time for the women
see who they are interested
o meet the Palmers and the
in extending bids to. Rush
almers to meet the proinvolves many months of
pectives. This year rush was a
preparation and planning,
thance for us to become kids
but once rush finally gets
Igain."
here, the actives see that all
Kathleen King of their hard work has paid
off. Rush was also a good
thance to get off campus and away from the pressures of school
or at least an afternoon. It was meant to be a good time for
weryone. Even if the fruits of the active's rushing labor were
lot apperant immediately; they knew the real evidence would
ome once they saw how many men or women decided to pledge.
Cathleen King summed up the feelings of rush perfectly. "Rush
s a time for the women to meet the Palmers and the Palmers to
fleet the prospcetives. This year rush was a chance for us to
eocme kinds again." by Mary Beth Griffin

During the Penn's rush, Steve
Kingsbury checks out his shot at
the pool table at the National
Sports Bar and Grill. Rush was a
casual event whose objective was
for everyone to have a fun afternoon and get to know each other.
photo courtesy of the Penn Society
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The Palmer actives crowd the rock
before leaving for rush. They went
to Dave N Busters, and their theme
was "I don't wanna grow up... I'm
a Palmer Rush Kid!" It was a fun
and eventful day for both the
actives and the prospectives. photo

Ionians and rushees enjoy a great
meal at the Rainforest Cafe at the
Ontario Mills mall. Ontario Mills
provided numerous places for societies to bring prospectives, with
its mixture of restaurants, shops,
and other entertainment, photo cour-

courtesy of the Palmer Society

tesy of the Ionian Society

The Lancer Society was founded 1934, and has been going strong
since. The Lancers were very active this past year with many events,
from their annual Erotic City and Mona Kai parties, to welcoming
five new members during New Member Education. They also help
the community through several community service projects. Brotherhood was important to the Lancers; this was evident through the
pride they felt when wearing their Lancer shirts to hanging out with
each other at brotherhood retreats. The Lancers were very involved
in extracurricular acitivites; many of the played sports like baseball
and swimming, they had several Resident Advisors, as well as being involved in the Classic Car Club. by Mary Beth Griffin

palme rs

Sisterhood, loyalty, scholarship, friendship, and womanhood. These
are the things the Palmer Society stands for. The Palmers are the
oldest women's society on campus and have been in existence since
1921. They named themselves after Alice Freeman Palmer, a woman
dedicated to the education of women. The Palmers are especially
proud of their involvement in community service. They take part
in such events a beach clean-ups, clothing drives, feeding the homeless in the park, and campus clean up day. They are a small group
of women dedicated to each other above all else. Members say
they were attracted to the society by the great people that are in it.
by Sarah Haymen
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Pledge Jesus Hernandez discusses Thalian pledges, Lisa Orion, Lori
their A-O "kiss" with pledge Shiu, Alex Sanchez, and Carrie
brother Matt Windt. As tradition Whittier "swoosh their bushy tail"
dictates, every January the while doing the grey squirrel song
Orthogonian pledges and Athenian at the rock during lunch. Many
pledges exchange "kisses", societies used lunchtime as a
Hershey kisses that is. photo cour- chance for the pledges to perform.
tesy of the Orthogonian Society

photo courtesy of the Orthogonian Society

me aphonians
The Metaphonian Socieiy had a very hectic and
fun filled year. They were founded in 1928
and celebrated their 71St anniversary. The Mets
participated in many community service
projects, including the very rewarding Los
Angeles AIDS walk. After a southern belle
theme for their rush, they welcomed eight new
women as members this past January. They
also celebrated their sisterly bond through several sisterhood activities. The Mets fought to
be returning Spring Sing Sweepstakes winners
after taking home the grand prize last year. The
Metaphonian Society had a productive year,
having fun, putting on events, and celebrating
bonds of sisterhood. by Mary Beth Griffin
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society's most important month was january, when
they welcomed their new members after an intense

W&ome

month of pledging filled with challenges ,trials and tribulations but most of all with great bonds of friendship

January Is one of the most Intense rimes for
societies. It is the time when the societies have new member education, a time when new members learn about what it means to be
in a society and also learn its values and traditions. The campus
was dotted with signs of new member education such as groups
singing at the Rock and several people all wearing the same outfits. The contrast between people pledging and those that weren't
was strikingly obvious by a series of flyers that were littered across
campus expounding on the
"virtues and benefits" of pledging. In truth they were merely
"It was very different being on
making fun of all of the people
the 'other side' of pledging this
pledging and the society expeyear. It is amazing to think that
rience in general. Another unpleding could be as difficult and
usual experience during pledgstressful on the actives as it is
ing was, for the second year in
on the pledges."
a row, a society had a pledge
class of only one. The past Mary Beth Griffin
years of small pledge classes
has left some societies very small, but they make the best of the
situation, nevertheless. Even though pledging lasted only seventeen days, it appeared to last for an eternity. The work load was so
extensive that sometimes it felt that one was taking more than one
class, even more than a full load of classes. Palmer Christina
Schaefer summed up pledging by saying, "It was a lot of work, I
didn't sleep at all, a little stressful, but overall lots of fun." Despite it all, the new members and the actives all felt that it was
definitely worth it in the end. by Mary Beth Griffin

Pledge Stacie Sexton and Andrea Billy Pierro congratulates all the
Miley smile for the camera. In a new members and says a few
growing trend of small pledge words before turning the mike over
classes, Sexton was the only Jordan to pledge master Chuck McLeod.
pledge this January. Despite this The Orthogonians welcomed two
obstacle, she persevered and stood new brothers during new member
proud at formal convocation, photo education. photo courtesy of the
courtesy of the Ionian Society

Orthogonian Society
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)rotherhood and sisterhood where the ties that bound
'ost society members together, through pledging and

fi,,oes TRat BInc(

eir years as actives, many society members found
letime friends they would never let go of

t Is saic(1j many thatfriends h'ps are so(idfiid when hardships are endured together. Commitment, and the
bility to work together to overcome difficult situations, are atibutes which many of our friends don't posses. For one person
) chose to call another brother or sister is a large burden. Within
lat commitment there is an understanding that no matter what
ie shall remain friends, no matter what we will always have a
lace in our hearts for each other, and no matter what they will
respect these friendships.
Whether these friendships
The bonds of sisterhood that I
grow out of enduring the
eveloped with my other pledge
month long pledging process
isters and with the actives are
or simply by fate, society
lationships that I will cherish
members at Whittier College
nd hold on to for many years
have made the conscious defter I graduate from Whittier
cision to stand by the ideals
:ollege."
of the society that they repChristina Schaefer resent, as well as supporting
and standing by their brothers and sisters. Hopefully it
iould be more than the burden of their own work that would
old them to this ideal. If yes then perhaps they truly are brothers
nd sisters. "For me, brotherhood is the definition of love for
iale relationships I take the bond of brotherhood seriously," cornented Chuck McLeod, an Orthogonian. A society of friends
deed, Whittier offers a unique opportunity for people to share
rieir experiences, through the ties of brotherhood and sisterhood
at bound many of our students to each other. by Ryan Colberg

Ginny Wilbourn, Kristen Helms, The Lancers pose for a picture durand Emily Sanford support their ing one of their most successful
sisters while they cheer. One of parties, Erotic City. The Lancers
the perks of having sisters was hav- sponsor Erotic City every fall.
ing your own private cheering Planning events for the entire camsquad while participating in extra- pus was a good way for society
curricular activities, photo courtesy members to grow closer together.
of the Athenian Society
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photo courtesy of the Lancer Society

Andrea Barber and Krista Whyte
give each other a hug after ice
blocking during little brother
pledging. Littles often looked to
their bigs for support which made
their bonds of sisterhood often
stronger than other bonds. photo

The Penns make a good showing
at the Student Activities Fair during the first week of classes. The
Student Activities Fair gave societies a chance to show their bonds
of sisterhood and brotherhood to
the entire Whittier community.

courtesy of the Palmer Society

photo courtesy of the Penn Society

orthogonians
The Orthogonian Society was founded in 1929.
They were founded upon the ideals giving
100% and never quitting. They include among
their ranks several football players, an admission fellow, many COR members, as well as
several member of the Hawaiian Islanders
Club. Orthogonian Society was very active this
year. The 0's sponsored a couple of dances in
the Club including their annual Toga Club.
They welcomed two new brothers to
soceityship during January. They also held their
annual Side Saddle celebration in the spring.
Also in the spring the brothers went on their
annual brotherhood retreat to San Onofre campground. by Mary Beth Griffin
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'he Thalian Society was founded in 1929. Their motto is "Chance
'ade us sister, hearts made us friends." The Thalians are the largst women's society, they welcomed 16 new members in January.
'he Thalian were very involved in some noble service projects durig the year, including the Los Angeles AIDS Walk and volunteerig at the Boy's and Girl's Club. Once again the Thalians sponDred their Club T's Me dance, which was a great way to start the
cond semester. The Thalians were also highly involved in the
reater Whittier community. They were overnight hosts, track and
eld and cross country runners, and members of Cap and Gown.
y Mary Beth Griffin

penns

be William Penn Society was the largest male society on campus.
hey were seen aound campus doing a variety of fundraising and serce projcts, including Pie-A-Penn and Campus Clean Up Day. Within
eir ranks they included several athletes, COR members, and many
her club members. The Penns' brotherhood was easily seen by its
embers, they were often seen hanging out around campus with each
her. They hosted a very successful party at Maggie's Pub during the
st semester. It was a lot of fun for the students because they could
t away from campus for an evening. The Penns welcomed many
w members during January and New Member Education.
by Mary Beth Griffin
Societies

societies do more than try and recruit members; they
throw dances and parties, they spend time strength-

WrayyIrq uy loose enés
ening their sisterhood and brotherhood and they work
on improving their image

After oyen house, rush, stags, andIp1ec(jIn8 what

else was there? Well ask any society member and they would tell
you that the work had just begun. Outside of "normal" society
activities, like community service and stags, many of the societies had a multitude of other activities. Some of them had retreats
and parties, while others participated in the Student Activities
Fair and Mother/Daughter or Father/Daughter socials. In addition, most societies had at
least one party or club dance
during the semester that had
"One of my favorite parts of
to be planned and arranged.
Once again the Lancers had
being in a society is planning all
of the extra events, like Family
the biggest dance of the fall
Day and date parties. A variety
semester with their annual
Erotic City. The Lancers
of activities is what keeps me
and the Orthogonians also
interested."
had their expected week Mary Beth Griffin
long events, Mona Kai and
Side Saddle, respectively.
Parties weren't the only extra activity of societies though. Most
of them participated in the Student Activities Fair at the beginning of the school year, where they got a chance to show the new
students what they were like, as well as having some sort of sisterhood or brotherhood retreat at least once. The extra events
that societies participated in, above and beyond what everyone
expected, showed how involved the society was around campus
and how much they wanted to make a favorable impression among
the other students. by Mary Beth Griffin

The Palmers and their little brothers admire their rock during little
brother pledging. This little
brother pledge class was the inaugural one for the Palmers and they
were proud to welcome their first
little brothers. photo courtesy of the
Palmer Society

Chuck McLeod, an Orthogonian
and James Adomian prepare the 0
house backyard for a party. Society parties were a good opportunity to get off campus but not so
far that you couldn't walk back
easily. photo courtesy ofthe Orthogonian
Society

Christina Bedoy tends bar at the
Palmer's "Club Overtime" which
was held during Sportsfest weekend. The Palmers typically held
their overtime party in the club but
decided to hold it off campus this
year for a change of pace. photo
courtesy of the Palmer Society
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C! Wi'ient Svehtg

Despite what the media were trying to tell us, Clinton was
not the only newsworthy story of the past year. There were
air strikes, deaths, victories, and defeats. There were happy
times and sad times, like when we said good-bye to American icons like Frank Sinatra and highly respected world leaders like King Hussein or when we watched as one of the
best teams in baseball history, New York Yankees, won the
World Series. We cheered Mark McGwire and Sammy Sosa.
We also welcomed the NBA back after a lock-out that almost shut down the entire season. Because of all this news
and because it is the last year of the 20th century, the Acropolis staff decided to add this current events section. It is intended to be a informational tool to remind us of all the
happenings of 1999; from our own campus, our state, our
country, and especially our world. And so we hope that you
find this section informative and entertaining as well as an
important reminder of what was happening in and to our
world society as we entered the 21st century, a century filled
with doubt and uncertainty, confusion and speculation. by
Mary Beth Griffin
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President Ash and Dean Millman
announce resignations within a
month of each other
The students, faculty, and staff were shocked
to hear that President James Ash would be leaving
Whittier at the end of the academic year. President
Ash, who as served in that capacity for 10 years after
coming to Whither from the University of Miami, announced his resignation to the Board of Trustees early
within the first semester so that they could begin the
search for a new president. He felt that after his 10
tear term at Whittier that he had accomplished evrything that the Board of Trustees had hired him to
Jo, which included improving the college's financial
;tability and our reputation.
Only a month after President Ash's announcerent of resignation, Provost and Dean of Faculty RIhard Millman also announced his resignation,
villIman left the college on January 1 st, after acceptng the position of president at Knox College in
alesburg, Illinois. Millman claimed that he always
?xpected to go on to a college presidency position
ifter Whittier; he was only looking for a college that
icluded some of the qualities that Whittier espoused
ecause he enjoyed the liberal arts experience of
Vhittier. He found a good match at Knox College,
herefore he accepted their offer. Dean Muller was
iamed interim dean and a search for a permanent
iean will begin after a new president is found. by
Aary Beth Griffin
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Hate e-mail sparks a campus
wide discussion on tolerance, r
spect, and understanding
Professor of Sociology Zhidong Hao, as 'v
as members of his Introduction to Sociology ck
received an e-mail filled with racial slurs and
fanity. These e-mail messages were sent througi
student's account who didn't shut down prop
when she left the lab, Professor Hao's class was
ing e-mail to supplement the class discussions, wh
is how the person who sent the e-mail was able
access the entire class. Others Asian students WE
targets of crank phone calls.
The entire school responded to this rec
upsurge of racism, something that our Quaker k
als clearly don't support. There was a rally on Fr
Speech Friday, where faculty and students coi
respond to the injustices that were occurring on (
campus. There was also a teach-in day. All prof
sors were encouraged to discuss racism and intol
ance in their classes. Finally, several students a
faculty organized a forum and candle light vigil
show their support for Professor Hao, All of this c
cussion caused us to look at how we live our O\
lives,
The support and action that the Whittier coi
munity gave to the issue of racism and to Profes
Zhidong Hao proved that Whittier is a society
friends, like our heritage teaches us, and that
won't tolerate when one member of our comrr
nity has been hurt or mistreated in any way. Wh
truly motivated, our community will rally around or
member; supporting and encouraging them alor
their journey, by Mary Beth Griffin

;peech Pathology anc Audiology
Lepartment closes its doors after
15 years of service
The Speech Pathology and Audiology departnt, as well as the Speech and Hearing clinic, closed
ir doors in the fall, The Speech and Hearing clinic
tered to the communities needs for 15 years. They
only helped the people of Whittier, it was also a
ice where the Speech Pathology and Audiology
ijors could gain practical hands-on experience. The
ech and Hearing building is going to be turned
) an Alumni House. The program was closed to inming students in 1996 which means that the last of
students receiving a major in Speech Pathology
J Audiology graduated in May. The Speech Pa)logy and Audiology department was one of the
)st unique programs that Whittier offered, It gave
dents an opportunity to get gain experience in a
le and worthy field of helping people and providhelp to those in need.
Since their were very few students in the major,
y formed a very tight bond with one another. The
dents felt sad yet honored to be the last students
eceive a bachelor's degree in Speech Pathology
i Audiology from Whittier College. The closing of
program signified the end of an era; it was a sad
e where the members of the department and the
ic recalled the many memories that they held of
of the people that they've helped and all of the
;ons that they've learned, by Mary Beth Griffin

Upsurge of students protest
school policies and procedures
through flyer campaigns
The plethora of flyers that doffed the campu
in their bright colors and catchy phrases did more
than advertise the most recent club event or ar
organization's meeting. They also protested severe
of the school's policies. The biggest issue was a re
action against the school's policy of withholding thE
names of students who are accused of rape anc
other sexual assaults. Several students were no
happy that the school chose to withhold thosE
names, despite the recent passing of a Californic
law which says that schools may release the name
of people accused of these offenses. Many of thE
students protesting this policy felt that, in order tc
ensure a safe living environment on campus, the stu
dents had a right to these names so that they coulc
know who their neighbors were.
Another series of flyers appeared during Janu
ary and the society's new member education pro
grams. A couple students were complaining tha
societyship is merely "paying for friends" and the')
didn't understand that concept.
The upsurge of flyers protesting various as
pects of the school proved that the students aren'
as apathetic as people claim and that they trul')
are concerned about their school and communit'y
It also proved that if you want to get somethinç
across to the entire student body, then flyers werc
an excellent way of opening everyone's eyes to thE
issues. Hopefully, these flyers would then instigatE
conversation, discussion, and change. by Mary Beti
Griffin

Oscar Nominations prove academy
still likes tragedy, romance, and
touching films
Best Actor
Roberto Benigni
Life is Beautiful
Tom Hanks
Saving Private Ryan
Ian McKeIIen
Gods and Monsters
Nick Nolte
Affliction
Edward Norton
American History X
Best Actor in a Supporting Role
James Coburn
Affliction
Robert Duvall
A Civil Action
Ed Harris
The Truman Show
Geoffrey Rush
Shakespeare in Love
Billy Bob Thornton
A Simple Plan
Best Actress
Cate Blancheff
Elizabeth
Fernanda Montenegro
Central Station
Gwyneth Paltrow
Shakespeare in Love
Meryl Streep
One True Thing
Emily Watson
Hilary and Jackie
Actress in a Supporting Role
Kathy Bates
Primary Colors
Brenda Blethyn
Little Voice
Judi Dench
Shakespeare in Love
Rachel Griffiths
Hilary and Jackie
98

Lynn Redgrave
Gods and Monsters
Best Foreign Language Film
Brazil
Central Station
Iran
Children of Heaven
Spain
The Grandfather
Italy
Life is Beautiful
Argentina
Tango
Best Director
Roberto Benigni
Life is Beautiful
Steven Speilberg
Saving Private Ryan
John Madden
Shakespeare in Love
Terrence Malick
The Thin Red Line
Peter Weir
The Truman Show
Best Picture
Elizabeth
Life is Beautiful
Saving Private Ryan
Shakespeare in Love
The Thin Red Line

inmy's included many old favorites but very few newcoming
shows and actors
t Actor in a Comedy
haeI J. Fox- Spin City
sey Grammer- Frasier
n Lithgow- 3rd Rock from the Sun
l Reiser- Mad About You
rry Shandling- The Larry Sanders Show
t Actor in a Drama
dre Braugher- Homicide: Life on the Street
vid Duchovny- The X-Files
thony Edwards- ER
nnis Franz- NYPD Blue
imy Smits- NYPD Blue
;t Actress in a Comedy
tie Alley- Veronica's Closet
?n DeGeneres- Ellen
na Elfman- Dharma & Greg
ilista Flockhart- Ally McBeal
len Hunt- Mad About You
tricia Richardson- Home Improvement
st Actress in a Drama

Titanic soundtrack still causing
waves as Celine Dion picks up two
nominations
Record of the Year
The Boy Is Mine- Brandy and Monica
My Heart Will Go On- Celine Dion
Iris- Goo Goo Dolls
Ray of Light- Madonna
You're Still The One- Shania Twain
Album of the Year

lianAnderson- The X-Files
ma Downey- Touched by an Angel
ristine Lahti- Chicago Hope
ianna Margulies- ER
-ie Seymour- Dr. Quinn, Medicine Women

The Globe Sessions- Sheryl Crow
Version2.0- Garbage
The Miseduacation of Lauryn Hill- Lauryn Hill
Ray Of Light- Madonna
Come On Over- Shaina Twain

st Comedy Series
y McBeal
isier
Larry Sanders Show
nfeld
1 Rock from the Sun

Song of the Year
I Don't Want To Miss a Thing- Aerosmith
Iris- Goo Goo Dolls
Lean on Me- Various Artists
My Heart Will Go On- Celine Dion
You're Still The One- Shaina Twain

st Drama Series
Best New Artist
w & Order
PD Blue
Practice
X-Files

Backstreet Boys
Andrea Bocelli
Dixie Chicks
Lauryn Hill
Natalie Imbruglia
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Jordanians mourn the loss of their
leader, King Hussein who
died at age 63 of cancer
When the world community heard the news of
King Hussein's death, the entire world mourned. Not only
were Jordanians losing a great and powerful leader, but
- he world was losing a fine man who did a plethora of
ood for his country, the Middle East and the world. He
was a peace loving man who strived to ameliorate that
•
ensions that between other Middle Eastern powers, In
:act, most other world leaders hailed him as one of the
greatest statesmen of the 20th century.
King Hussein died of lymph gland cancer. This paricular cancer is particularly dangerous because the
y'mph nodes one of your main disease and infection
ighting organs, so if they aren't working properly, your
)ody is susceptible to all sorts of infections. King Hussein
vas fighting this cancer since last July, and at the end
)f his life, had to be breathe using an artificial respirator.
ing Hussein had just returned to Jordan from a hospital
- the United States, before passing away.
After 46 years of reign, the entire lifetime of some
ordanians, they had a new king on their throne. About
wo weeks before the king's death, when it was evident
hat he could know longer carry out his duties, his eldest
on, Abdu!lah was named interim leader of Jordan.
Vhen King Hussein died, Abdullah was officially given
he title of king. In his first public address after his father's
eath, he vowed to continue the "traditional policies"
md further democratic reform, by Mary Beth Griffin
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Gray Davis and Democrat
elected to lead Californ
into 21st century
Last November Gray Davis beat his op[
nent, Dan Lungren in the race for California g
ernor. The election victors were surprisingly mo
Democrats, including lieutenant governor a
controller which implies that the impeachm
hearing and subsequent trial in Washington
didn't adversely affect the elections at the st
level. The apathy towards Clinton's actions co
be indicative of what will happen in the 2000 el
tion, With California being such a large and po
bus state, the governorship is a highly sought
ter and prized position.
On the campaign trail, Davis focused
education, arguing that it was time to rest
California schools to greatness. He also passk
ately supported legal abortions.
Davis' victory also guaranteed which PC
redraw the political maps in California, How the
lines are drawn could sway the control in f
United States Congress in the new millennium.
Within his first months as governor, Davis n
with the Mexican president. The two were WC
ing on strategies to improve the relationship L
tween California and Mexico, particularly rega
ing trade and border relations. He also focus
on improving public education in California
approving several laws about class sizes and s
dent to teacher ratios. This was to go along Vv
his main campaign focus, to improve our puL
schools. by Mary Beth Griffin

Whittier fire department
arches for cause of blaze
hat sends gym into flames
February was a fiery month for the city of WhitThere were two very destructive fires on either
? of the college; one at an office building at the
ner of Mar Vista and Painter, one on the campus
Vhiffier Union High School.
On February 5th the office building on the corof Painter and Mar Vista , across from the parking
age for the courthouse, went up in flames. The
ding was gutted but remained standing, with the
of supports. The building housed many different
fessionals all of whom were shocked to learn that
y no longer had a business office to report to evday.
About a week and a half later, on the other side
he college, Whittier Union High School's gym, aka
Bob Chandler Sports Complex, went up in flames,
Ier "suspicious" circumstances. The gym was rened about five years ago for the famous WUHS
m and Raiders football player. The fire department
i arson investigators were called out to the threerm fire which completely gutted the boy's gym.
only good news in this whole incident is that the
n was closed about two years ago because of
thquake damage. By initial estimates, there was
•
ut one million dollars worth of damage to the buildThe only thing that was inside the building were
) jumping mats, valued at 6,000 dollars each. by
rry Beth Griffin

Japanese freighter runs
aground and spills oil off
coast of Oregon
A Japanese freighter, the New Carissa, rar
aground off the coast of Oregon, about four mile
north of the entrance to Coos Bay. It was carryinç
about 400,000 gallons of diesel and tarlike bunke
oil. The freighter started leaking when the wave
crashing against it began to widen the cracks in thE
hull. The oil extended about six miles up the beach
In a daring attempt to save the Oregon shoreline and all of its flora and fauna, experts decidec
to try and burn the oil, there by preventing the tanke
and its oil spill from destroying the beautiful coast
line. A Navy demolition team used over 400 pound
of explosives to crack open the fuel tank and se
that tanker on fire.
Despite the fact that this risky plan worked anc
prevented the oil from destroying the entire coast
line, there was significant amount of damage still tc
be cleaned up. The experts manage to contair
most of the oil, but there still was a large amoun
that work left to be completed. Oil spills, in general
are a very dangerous event for ecosystems. The oi
kills many animals because the animals get coverec
in it and they can't breathe and then they die. It i
also very dangerous to have an oil spill in the ocear
because the oil is very hard to clean off of and ou
of the water. Although they have a large mess tc
clean up, the spill in Oregon is not as disastrous as !could have been had they not taken the extremE
could
steps to save that environment, by Mary Beth Grit
fin
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NBA owners lock out players in a
labor dispute that almost cancelled the entire season
The 1998-99 NBA basketball season almost didn't
iappen. The owners and the players were involved
a labor dispute that rivaled the baseball strike of
994. The owners decided that they didn't want to
ay the players the exorbitant salaries that they have
een paid in the past. In retaliation the players deided that they weren't going to play until they had
olved this dispute. Because of this problem the first
nonth and a half of the basketball season was canelled. During January, on the last day to come to an
greement, the players decided to go back to playig. Therefore, the season officially started in January.
The fans of the NBA were very disappointed by
'is recent turn of events, They felt that the players
nd owners were bickering unnecessarily and that
ey should just go back to work. They were fed up
iith the fact that the players were complaining that
ey weren't making enough money. They also felt
at the owners were being too tough on the players.
In related news, Michael Jordan announced
is retirement on the same day that the players deided to return to the game. He felt that his time in
-ie NBA was over and that this was a good season to
?ave. With Jordan's retirement, the Chicago Bulls
omination of the league was no longer since both
cottie Pipen and Dennis Rodman went to different
ams after Jordan left by Mary Beth Griffin
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Mark McGwire and Sammy Sos
break Roger Mans' home run 3
year record
September 8,1998; a day that will remain
the minds and hearts of baseball fanatics for ye
to come. On that fateful day last September, M
McGwire his 62nd homerun of the season. Fans
over the country cheered for our "All-Americ
hero". This season was the season of the slugg
for major league baseball, Almost from the very L
ginning of the season, fans, sportscasters, baseL
historians, and even other players, were looking
Mark McGwire to break Roger Mans' single seas
home run record of 61. It was a dream season
McGwire, who was hailed as hero even by the c
posing teams and their fans.
Although McGwire was the one who officic
holds the new record of 70 home runs in a sinç
season, he was not the only one to break it. M
Sammy Soso also had a stand-out season and a
broke Roger Mans' record. At first it looked as thou
Ken Griffey Jr. might break the record but Soso car
from behind around the middle of the season
beat out Griffey.
Unlike Mans, who was booed in almost ev
stadium that he went to in 1961, when it looked Ii
he was going to break Babe Ruth's record of
home runs, McGwire and Soso were given a her
welcome, especially in their home towns of St. Lo
and Chicago. Mans was considered a great ba
ball player during his time because he broke BaL
Ruth's record which made him a very unpopu
person among baseball fans and the entire co
try, in fact, by Mary Beth Griffin

Swissair planes crashes off the
coast of Nova Scotia during a
light from New York to Geneva
Swissair flight 111, which was headed from New
k to Geneva went down off the coast Nova Scotia,
out 7 miles south of Halifax. The pilot reported smoke
- he cabin and tried to make an emergency landat Halifax airport; the plane disappeared from the
lar moments later. The rescue crew spotted dein the Atlantic ocean near where the plane was
t seen on the radar. Despite the seriousness of the
ish, and the many lives that were lost, some survis were reported found. by Mary Beth Griffin
•

Fantastic meteor shower hits
barth; lights up our sky with millions of shooting stars
Our earth is bombarded with millions of meteeveryday, very rarely are we bombarded with
ough for it to classify as a "meteor shower". During
fall semester we witnessed a fantastic display of
ts when our planet collided with a trail of dust from
? Tempel-Tuttle comet. Every November we pass
ough Tempel-Tuttle's trail of debris, but last Novemr,we passed right through its wake. Our strong gravilonal pull attracted small particles which passed
ough our atmosphere and exploded into shooting
irs. These particles were about the size of a grain of
d and traveled at45 miles a second. byMaryBeth
'iffin

Lewinsky and Clinton saga finally ends with Clinton being
found not guilty
Over a year after independent counsel Ket
Starr began his investigation into the relationshir
between Monica Lewinsky, the playful intern, an
President Bill Clinton, the leader of the free worlc
the Senate found Clinton not guilty on both couni
of impeachment The perjury charge was defeate
with a vote of 55-45 and the obstruction-of-justic
charge was split 50-50. This trial will make the 200
presidential election very interesting; some analysi
say that the trial will negatively affect the Republ
cans more than it will the Democrats.
This whole situation happened during th
Paula Jones hearing, when President Clinto
claimed that he did not have sex with Lewinsk)
Because of the inconsistencies between Clinton
story and Lewinsky's, a new investigation wc
opened, with Ken Starr and the independent cour
sel. Over 4 million dollars later, Starr sent his report t
the House, claiming that there were grounds for irT
peachment. The house decided to file impeach
ment charges, and Clinton was inevitably in
peached. However, when the case was given t
the Senate, Clinton was found not guilty.
Clinton will forever be remembered in our hi
tory books as being only the second president in ot.
200 plus year history to ever be impeached. Th
first president was Andrew Johnson, Abrahar
Lincoln's vice president. Because of this dampE
on his term, it is doubtful that Clinton will be ver
effective during his last two years in office. by Mai
Beth Griffin
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Within the three seasons of Poet athletics, many surprises
unfolded. The football team clinched their second consecutive conference champoinship, with an undefeated record.
This was the first time in many years that the Poets were the
sole conference champions. In the last game of the season,
the Poets beat Occidental and kept "the Shoes". The
women's basketball and softball teams both got new coaches.
The men's soccer team said good-bye to their coach at the
end of the season and the women's tennis team had a
midseason switch and also got a new coach. The softball
team worked on solidfying their individual, unique playing
styles to become successful, cohesive team. Through the
Capital Campaign fundraiser, the Athletic Departement
recieved the funds to build an all-weather track, lights and
the tennis courts, and a new softball stadium. With an exceptionally large number of freshmen and transfers, the
men's lacrosse team maintained their usual standard of excellence. The atheletic teams proved that through consistent work and dedicated practice, the Poets proved that anything could happen. by Mary Beth Griffin
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A TEAM ON
Jay Brown
Mike Despain
Elvin Dick
Brian Eichorn
Thad Estrada
Nick Friel
Robert Frith
Andy George
Derek Grant
Cameron Miller
James Monteverde
Steve Nadell
Nate Nelson
Jon Ousley
Tino Rimando
Jaason Roschke
Geoff Rudolph
Kevin Ruiz
Josh Sexton
Will Simmons
Jeremy Snyder
Josh Thomas
Ean White
Mart Windt

The men's baseball
team started the season off
strong with a 4-1 record. There
is a lot of talent that they displayed on the field. The attitude of the team has improved
over the last year. The players
are working together as a cohesive unit in order to win the
championship.
Throughout the season
emotions ran high because
there were many seniors on the
team and they wanted to go out
winners. "This is my last go
round and I want to go out with
the championship," commented pitcher Derek Grant.
The new coaching
team also played a major role
in the success of the team.
"This year we had a new attitude with a new head coach,"
said catcher Steve Nadell. This
new attitude gave the team an
opportunity to gain the knowledge and support that was
needed.
Working on improving

\ndy George gets ready to catch a
op up. In order to increase scoring
t is important for all players to be
eady for action at all times. A first
aseman has to consistantly be on his
oes awaiting a possible pick off play
y the pitcher to get the runner out.

Will Simmons prepares to bunt in
order to move a runner over. Bunting
is primarily used as a strategy to
move players into scoring position.
Oftentimes, bunting causes the batter to get out. For this reason it is
only used in special circumstances.

hoto by M.B. Griffin

photo by M.B. Griffin
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the team's overall game strategy was important. This was
compounded by the loss of so
many seniors. The team lost
eight players to graduation, a
significant number to lose
when you only have nine starting players.
With a large number of
freshman and sophomores, the
team was fairly new. During
the season they began to come
together and play with unity.
There was also more determination and drive displayed.
According to Senior
Jeremy Snyder, "The team
made a lot of improvements
from last year. We were more
motivated and had a much better attitude this year."
But the work had just
begun. The team still had a
long way to go to win the
championship. With some
hard work and a concerted effort they could be victorious.
by Kathleen King

Pitching is an essential element to the
game of baseball. Junior Rob Frith
brings power and accuracy to his
pitches as he tries to strike the batter
out. A smart pitchers knows where
to place the ball so that it will be just
out of the batter's reach but still in
the strike zone. photo by M.B. Griffin

Junior Ean White prepares to hit the
ball and help the Poets score. The
Poets took advantage of key opportunities to score many needed runs,
With this strategy the Poets were able
to defeat CSU Hayward. This wir
gave the team a renewed sense ol
dertermination. photo by M.B. Griffin
Outfielders Tino Rimando and Will
Simmons keep their eyes open and
feet ready to help the team win. It i
to the benefit of the team that the
outfielders be fast and accurate ir
fielding. Outfielders are expected tc
be backup for the infielders, photo b)
M.B. Griffin
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3ianca Urquidi keeps her eye on the
)all as it comes sailing over home
)late. Smart hitters knew what kinds
)f pitches to expect and had a great
;ense of where the strike zone was.
[hey also knew every situation and
iow to move the runners into scorng position. photo by M. B. Griffin

enna Desormier takes a strong
wing. It takes skill and patience to
e a good hitter. You had to be able
D adjust for different speeds or
ihether the ball was coming inside
r outside. Good hitters also knew
ow to make the most of defensive
lunders. photo by M. B. Griffin
tacee Karnya winds up and fires her
stball over the plate. Pitching was
ssential to the game, if your pitcher
ias having an off day it could mean
1e difference between a win and a
)5S. Good pitching also kept team
oral up, especially during the close
nes. photo by M. B. Griffin
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The softball team was
in the process of rebuilding.
They welcomed the instruction
of their new head coach,
alumni Kellee Dixon, after
their former coach, Ramon
Juarez, announced his resignation at the end of last season.
To add to the struggles of the
team, they only had five returning players, only one of whom
was a senior. That meant that
the team was very young and
hadn't had a chance to learn
each other's playing style before the season started. Therefore, the coaching staff and the
players had a long way to go
before the season began.
All of these obstacles
did not deter the players
though. They knew that if they
could remain positive and
work as a team, they could do
anything. They also knew that
they had the talent to go far in
the conference, provided that
they worked as a team and kept

DN
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their confidence levels high.
The team was also
looking to future seasons and
striving to build a base to become stronger. If they could
work on establishing a foundation of young players, then
they could work together and
strive to become a more cohesive unit, which would prepare
them for future seasons and
future victories.
While this team was no
different from any others, in
that it wanted to be the best that
they could possibly be, they
also had some long term goals
in mind which included working to improve for next season
and proving that they were a
force to be reckoned with in the
Southern California Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
(SCIAC). They kept their eye
on the prize of this season
while attempting to secure the
prizes of the upcoming seasons, by Mary Beth Griffin

Team captain Catherine Miyagishima
concentrates on the batter and is
ready to catch anything that comes
her way. Although good pitching was
important, you couldn't do anything
without a strong infield and outfield
to support you and make the necessary plays. photo by M. B. Griffin

Michael Bohannon
Kelly Chinarian
Monica Decker
Jenna Desonnier
Patty Gault
Laura Gomez
Coreen Iwamoto
Stacee Karnya
Laura Labozetta
Heather Larson
Catherine Miyagishima
Catie Profeta
Bianca Urquidi
Shannon Weeks

Teamwork is essential in order for the
team to be successful. During the
game a huddle is called in order to
help the players focus and to discuss
some mid-inning strategies. In the
long innings, it's easy to get discouraged and stop playing well. photo by
M. B. Griffin
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Christine Flaherty
Lindsey Hardy
Mariana Madico
Marianne McKinney
Hillary Nagel
Angela Pozzi
Amanda Shalicross

Lindsey Hardy is preparing to receive
serve from her opponent. During a
:ennis match it is extremely imporLant that the players are on their toes
t all times. The ball moves so
quickly across the court that players
have to be ready. photo by M. B. Griffin
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The Whittier College
women's tennis team had to
battle with numerous obstacles
that bombarded them early in
the season. As a team they
lacked the camaraderie that
had been seen in years past.
The women also had to deal
with the change of their head
coach in the middle of the season.
Junior Amanda Shallcross called this the "year of
change." With the change in
their coaching staff the members had a lot to get used to.
They had to refocus and get
settled back into their game.
But as the season
evolved the team took advantage of their new coaching staff
and molded their talent to improve their skills.
According to Mariana
Madico, "We were lost and
confused at the beginning of
the season but with the help of
our new coach we had a more

Hillary Nagel prepares to blast one
over the net to her opponent. Important points were often gained by a
strong and well placed serve. The
perfect serve is an intricate part of
the game that may take many years
of dedication to and practice of the
sport to master. photo by MB. Griffin

positive outlook on the future."
The "win-win" attitude that the
team possessed throughout the
beginning of the season helped
them to be optimistic about
their future matches.
Junior Amanda Shallcross spoke of her team with
the highest regards. "With the
new talent that was recruited
this year, it is essentially the
best team I have seen since I
have been here".
The team members
provided the opponents with
challenging games and an enthusiasm that was renewed
through the unity that was
found mid-season.
Their talent was expressed through their hardwork, dedication and determination. The spirit of the team
encouraged the high hopes for
a successful finish of the season and a bright outlook on the
future seasons. by Kathleen
King and Alyssa Kahler

Amanda Shalicross hits the ball cross
court to her opponent. Although the
team was small they had some powerful players. The quality of the players made a difference in the degree
of skill that was performed on the
tennis court. photo by M. B. Griffin

Tennis is a games of stamina and endurance, which is often seen exhibited during both singles and doubles
play. But at some point players need
to stop and take a break as freshman
Hillary Nagle is doing while she
waits for her competition to prepare
to serve, photo by M. B. Griffin

Freshman Lindsey Hardy displays
her strength during her match. Although the women's tennis team was
a young team there was a lot of talent. This led to many great matches
and helped the team gain confidence
in their abilities, photo by M.B. Griffin
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The fast moving pace of the game
requires the players to be quick and
always moving. Their endurace and
perseverance boosts their confidence
and allows for the team work that is
seen on the field: The Poet's hard
work paid off and they walked away
with a win, photo by M. B. Griffin

lack Morrison dashes to the ball to
ive Whittier control. Allowing the
)ther team the opportunity to gain
ontrol of the ball could lead to goals.
;peed and accuracy are important so
hey are first to the ball and the first
o score, which helps in winning.
thoto by M. B. Griffin

;coring is important to the game of
acrosse. Midfielder Todd Thorpe
ets ready to pass the ball to forward
3en Manning who is in a good
)ostiton to take a shot. Accuracy is
LII important element of the game.
hoto by M.B. Griffin
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The men's lacrosse
team began the season with a
goal to win back the championship they lost last year. With
determination and dedication,
the team set high expectations
for themselves.
Over thirty men got together starting in December to
prepare for attaining their goal.
Many practices were held
throughout January, some included running at 6 a.m.
The team was comprised of mostly juniors and
freshmen making for an interesting mixture of experienced
players and newcomers. This
mixture combined with the encouraging coaching provided
the men's lacrosse team with a
feeling of exhuberance.
Junior and returning
player, Bryan Gittings was a
defense man. He also held the
rank of co-captain. Gittings
attributed the team's high expectations and determination

to the "coaching and players
making lacrosse fun." Enjoying their pursuit for their goal
made the season more rewarding.
Keeping positive attitudes, teammates found motivation from their talent as a
team. Working cooperatively
and effectively, teammates
boasted of a great season.
Sophomore, Ben Manning commented on the season
by saying, "The big difference
this season is more talent and
we're playing more as a team
with a good attitude." These
qualities, according to Manning, kept them "hoping to win
every game."
The players maintained
their high expectations even in
the face of challenging competitions. No matter how hard the
challenges were, the team
stuck together and enjoyed
their season. by Tracy Morse
and Christina Schaefer

Communication is important in lacrosse because the pace requires the
players to always be on the move.
During halftime the team rests and
refuels. They discuss plays and strategies that can be used during the next
half. photo by M. B. Griffin

Jeff Albertazzi
Todd Arrup
Mike Burns
Malcolm Chase
Carlos Cortez
Garrett Cox
Brandon Fortier
Bryan Gittings
Steve Hodge
Dan Jacobs
Jeremy Klass
Jim Knoska
Aaron Leavy
Charles Mahie
Ben Manning
Jordan Mendelman
Denis Miciletto
Jack Morrison
Keith Obenauer
Nick Quinn
Steve Redmer
Chris Rockwell
Joe Romano
Flid Roszkowski
Luis Saavedra
Andy Schlabs
Sam Seashole
Rob Shaull
Wes Sims
Todd Thorpe
Gordon Topper
Mitch Treese
John von Schwartz
Jordan West-Pratt

Junior Bryan Gittings runs to help hi5
teammate. Commradarie is an important aspect that helps the Poets bc
a successful lacrosse team. Tean
work is important to help with the
completion of crucial plays that he1
the team win, photo by M. B. Griffin
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Greg Agustin Jr
Luke Bash
Jason Chandler
Jonathan Collard
Dwight Durant
Mart Feinberg
Mart Lomeli
Vince Nguyen
Ian Novotny
Mike Rahe
Micah Tong
George Willacey

Our men's volleyball is
very unique in that it is one of
our few active club teams on
campus. "Our goal is to hopefully become varsity next year.
We need two consecutive years
of club play, which we'll have at
the end of this season, and then
we're allowed to apply for varsity status. We feel that there is
a very strong interest, unfortunately, we don't have much support or money," said Junior Ian
Novotny. Even though they
don't have money, they have
spirit and determination. "It's
going pretty good. We're still a
young team and we've been having a problem with getting gym
time. We also had a late start,
we were only practicing one
week as a team before our first
game. We've come together as
a team. We don't know the nuances of each other's playing
style, we have pretty good individual talent, though," commented Novotny. Novotny had
confidence in his fellow team-

[an Novotny spikes the ball at two
Iwaiting Cal Tech blockers. Being a
1ub team, the men's volleyball ofen had to play very tough competiion who were varsity teams but they
eld their own in conference noneheless. Their ultimate dream was to
ecome varsity, photo by R. Fodor
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The Whittier Poets are put on the
defensive after Ian Novotny returns
the serve. Volleyball is a fast-paced
game that involves much speed and
coordination. All the players had to
stay on their toes because they never
knew when the ball may be returned
to them. photo by R. Fodor

AM
mates and their ability as the
season continued, "We should
definitely improve as the season continues. Right now we
don't have a definite setter, the
setter is the player that controls
the offense. We've had as
many as three setters in one
game, therefore, it's hard to
find a rhythm." The problems
never seemed to end for a team
trying to become established.
"We have to find our own
coaches, that's why we got
such a late start. Kristy
Vandenberg, the women's volleyball coach helps us but she
can't always be there," explained Novotny. Even though
there were many problems being a young team, especially a
young club team, Novotny remained optimistic about the
future, "When you're a club
team it's hard to improve your
level of play, and people don't
take it serious enough, but we
have good support from the
fans." by Mary Beth Griffin

Jason Chandler spikes the ball ovei
the net after receiving a set from Mat
Lomeli while Vince Nguyen am
Mike Rahe look on. A well place
spike would almost always guaran
tee a sideout or a point scored, there
fore, spikes were very important fo
the offense. photo by R. Fodor

Mike Rahe and Jason Chandler go ui
for a block against Cal Tech's spike
Blocks were an easy way to quickl
return the ball and gain a sideout or
even better, a point. Blocks were als
a strategy to get rid of the bal
quickly, lessening the chance to corn
mit errors. photo by R. Fodor
Mike Rahe fires a powerful serv
over the net. Serving, especiall
serving aces, gave the offense an op
portunity to gain some quick points
A series of aces could easily dissuad
the defense and get their spirit
down, which would hopefully leac
to more aces. photo by R. Fodor
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unior Pam Loud stretches to gain
ontrol of the opening tip-off. A suc:essful tip-off could set the tone of
he game and show the opponent who
vas dominating the court. It was
mportant for Loud to expertly tip the
)all to a teammate. photo by R. Fodor

'\t our offensive end of the court,
Kim Taylor takes the guard position.
Looking for a chance to pass the ball
md work it to the basket, was the key
o a successful offense for the Lady
Poets. This became more difficult as
;he defense put on more pressure.
7hoto by R. Fodor

Raegan Carlson worked her way to
the basket and gets off a shot while
being double-teamed. A strong offense and good shots helped the Lady
Poets advance. If a shot was missed,
t was important for team members
to get the rebound before the defense
lid. photo by R. Fodor
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The woman's basketball team was 4-8 in conference this year. These figures,
however, do not reflect the
team's overall performance.
Fans of our Lady Poets can attest to the fact that the team
looked better than it had in a
long time.
"There were a lot of
close games, some we didn't
think we would win and we
did, and others we thought we
had but lost in the end by a few
points," recalled guard and senior, Christine Alcantara. One
close game was the Lady Poets versus Pomona-Pitzer, the
number one ranked team in the
division. "We lost by something like one point," says
Alcantara. "We could have prevented them from continuing
on in the season." But even the
impressive efforts of the team
could not keep Pomona-Pitzer
at bay. The good part was that
most of the current team, un-

der the leadership of new head
coach Will Morris and assistant
coach Michael Bloodworth,
will be returning next year
stronger and tighter.
"The team has lots of
talent and hopefully next year
we'll be able to come together
and play as one," said freshman guard Tracy Cruz. Junior
forward, Jess Beattie was confident in her teammates.
"We're a pretty tight team,"
said Beattie as she stuffed envelopes with notes and candy
for each of her teammates at
the season's end.
The fans seemed to
have noticed the team's improvement as more of them frequented, or at least made an
appearance at, the Lady Poet's
games. If the team continued
to work together as they managed to do this year, they will
be sure to find next season to
be an impressive one worth attending. by Megan Carver

The Lady Poets show aggression and
vitality on the court. Many games
contained scrambling for control of
the ball, and the lady Poets could be
found fighting hard to capture the
offensive position. Once the ball was
captured it was quickly worked to the
basket. photo by R. Fodor

Christine Alcantara
Deanna Ballesteros
Jess Beattie
Raegan Carlson
Tracy Cruz
Ann Hickey
Alicia Jones
Maria Leinus
Pamela Loud
Jennifer Melena
Loi Moliga
Kristina Nasi
Andrea Picchi
Kim Taylor
Shannon Weeks

Working the ball up the court, Maria
Lemus takes control as point guard.
The Lady Poets found strength in
good ball handling and controled
passes. The team found many competitors challenging, but enjoyed the
rewards of working hard as a team.
photo by R. Fodor
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Raegan Car/son
Jennifer Esty
Averyl Growden
April Hall
Ashley Hamrick
Maisa Idriss
Kelly Krantz
Corrie Maggay
Erin Pittenger
Nancy Roman
Jonnie Russell
Angela Simmons
Hayden Spina
Krista Whyte
Ashley WingfIeld

This year the women's
lacrosse team jump started
their season with a 10-0 record.
The hardwork and determination that was shown by all players really helped in boosting
the energy level.
The Lady Poets portrayed a new excitement for the
game which was visible
through the overall improvement of their game.
Senior Erin Pittenger
said, "We're doing a great job
and it's a lot of fun this year."
The team recruited a
new assistant coach this year.
Having been an three-time AllAmerican and a member fo the
U.S. National team, she has
brought to the team a new perspective.
According to Averyl
Growden, "She has the experience to break apart areas of
the game were having trouble
with and help us to improve
those areas."
Not only has the new

;ophomore Angela Simmons plays
)ack up as Sophomore Jonnie Russell
cores one of her two goals against
.rizona State. The Poets showed other
chools the value of playing like a team
)oth on the attack and at defense. The
)layers contributed to the team by
)acking one another up. photo by R. Fodor
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coaching staff helped in their advancement, but that each player
came to the team with some prior
experience of the game of lacrosse.
Senior Krista Whyte
commented, "People are surprised that we have a winning
team again with a roster of only
fifteen, but with so few of us
we've gotten to know each others playing styles and have come
together better than ever before."
Although there were so
few players on the team this year
their hard work and determination contributed to their unity.
Knowing each others playing
styles so well led to a cohesion
that the team had never experienced before.
The Lady Poets did not
face many challenges from competitors, but this season helped to
strengthen and foster teamwork
that would lay the foundation for
the year ahead. by Kathleen King
and Krista Whyte

As the Poets increase their lead over
the Sun Devils, Senior Jen Esty looks
upfield to give a pass. During this,
her third season playing for Whittier,
Esty showed the rookies how to play
good lacrosse and worked on offense
to create comfortable goal differentials. photo by R. Fodor

Junior April Hall, playing Center
starts off the second half with a stron
draw as the Poets challenge the An
zona State Sun Devils at Whittier
Hall, having been named to th
WWLL All-Star Team in the past, i:
a big contributor to the teams suc
cess. photo bY R. Fodor

While working through a mid-fiel
double team, Hall makes time to loo
for a good pass in transistion. Effec
tive passing and well-placed shots o
goal showed that attaack players r
lied on transitional plays like this on
to win. The Poets' skilled denfensiv
was key in starting these plays. pho
by R. Fodor

On defense, Sophomores Corn
Magay and Averyl Growden hel
Senior Erin Pittinger on a ground ba
in the eight-meter fan Senior Krist
Whyte and Frosh goalkeeper Ashle
Winfield protect the crease. Winfiel
saved on average 85%-90% of a
shots on goal per game during hc
first season on the team. photo by
Fodor
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oach Maureen Travers speaks to the
am during a break between quarrs. Meetings with the team like
ese were important so the coach
ould give the players some insight
n improvements they could make in
ie game, and to raise the team moral.
oto by R. Fodor

nly Sekiguchi holds the ball out at
e point and prepares to set it into
e hole. When a ball was passed
to the hole set, it needed to be a
t pass, (closely in front of her landg on the water,) so that her defender
uld not steal it away from her. photo
R. Fodor

d Vitkauskas holds the ball waitg for the perfect opportunity to pass
to one of her teammates. Timing
Ld acuracy were important when
asing the ball. The player needed
be able to throw the ball where the
mmate would be while she was
iimming. photo by R. Fodor
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With only two returning players, the Whittier
Women's Water Polo team had
to basically start over. Even
though some of the new players had experience playing
water polo, the teamwork had
to be worked on. "We need to
learn to work together," commented Freshman Christina
Laney.
The team also suffered
from because of the size of the
team, with only nine people
and seven people playing at a
time, there were only two subs,
if someone got injured, there
was only one extra person to
cover the team. Some of the
women had never even played
water polo before coming to
play at Whittier, but were
catching on quickly. Due to the
lack of players the whole team
received a fair amount of playing time.
Though the team did
not have the highest expectations for the season, they did

have high expectations for
themselves as a unit and in
themselves personally. "I want
to improve individually and
together as a team," said Christina Laney.
Technique was worked
on a lot this season. The challenge of treading water in a
manor called "egg beating"
proved to be tiring and sometimes difficult. The team also
had to watch the ball, swim,
pass, and score all while egg
beating to keep their heads and
arms above water.
Coach Maureen
Travers was the person who
taught the team everything
they know. "I have played
water polo for almost five
years, and I have learned more
about the game in the last five
weeks that Maureen has
coached me, than I ever have
before," replied Christina
Laney when asked about the
well liked coach. by Christina
Schaefer

Goalie Sara Kiesselbach blocks a
shot from entering the goal and
knocks it out of the pool. Quick reflexes were necessary to have when
guarding the cage. Goalies have to
be able to tread water well and move
fast in order to stop the other team
from scoring, photo ky R. Fodor

Nancy Chaires
Iwona Cholewa
Jamie Graetz
Sara Kiesselbach
Christina Laney
Jennifer O'Neill
Trena Salcedo
Linly Sekiguchi
Val Vitkauskas

While trying to pass the ball off to
another teammate, Trena Salcedo
gets fouled by her defender in the
process. When a person was fouled
they received a free pass to another
teammate, which meant the team had
to swim around so that they would
be open for a pass. photo by R. Fodor
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Todd Benjamin
Chris Dangne
Tyler Flemming
Tim Hoseth
Luis Ibarra
Jamaal Jackson
Matt Kostrubala
011ie Lynch
Pete Maksimow
Chris Nagao
Jeff Nelson
Sean Riordan
Juan Rodriguez
Hong Straw-Castejon
Matt Stuart
Angelique Avila
Ruth Barta
Tracy Cruz
Stephanie Dameral
Ann Hickey
Alicia Jones
Melissa Kellogg
Jennifer Kight
Brianna Quinn
Kim Taylor

After losing many of
last years teammates to graduation, this year's track and field
was a season of building. Although the team gained many
new freshman, the number of
team members just did not
compare to the past years.
"The talent is great, but the
numbers just can't balance it
out," said Senior Juan
Rodriguez.
Almost half of the entire team were freshman,
meaning that many of them
never had expirience running
in a college event.
Many of the sprinters
and throwers were lost, and the
team was left with mostly distance runners and field jumpers. Without the sprinting and
throwing positions on the team
filled, Whittier lost a lot of
points to their opponents to
forfeiting events.
With the crucial points
from throwers and sprinters
being handed to the other team,

.ong jumper Ruth Barta flys through
he air with the will to win. In order
o succeed in the long jump, the
umper needed speed combined with
ercision when jumping from the
vhite line, to make sure that they did
Lot step over it and get disqualified.

With a pole in his hand, Chris Dangne
begins his flight through the air and
over the pole. The pole vault is not
an easy thing to do, it takes a lot of
mental and physical preparation to
acheive success in the event. Exact
placement of the pole is needed to
make it over the bar. photo by R. Fodor

hoto by R. Fodor
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the Whittier team had to focus
on personal records. "I hold
the school record for the
steeple chase, and I hope to
break it again this season," Junior Matt Stuart said about his
personal and Whittier College
record.
Another downfall to
the season was that the track
was not adequate enough to
hold meets, meaning the team
had to travel to every meet. A
new facility is in the making.
"We are going to have a world
class track and world class
atheletes here at Whittier,"
Rodriguez commented about
the new track.
Even though the team
did not have all the members
needed or a high class track for
practice, it did have strong distance runners. Many of the distance runners were also on the
cross country team earlier giving them some previous
expirience. by Christina
Schaefer

Dashing for the finish line, Chris
Nagao makes an attempt to finish
strong. Competition in track and
field events was tough and sometimes stronger than our team. However, many team members performed
the best they had ever run before,
photo by R. Fodor

Freshman Luis Ibarra sprints his 1e
of the four-man relay race. Goo
baton exchanges were crucial to vic
torious relays. A shakey exchang
could leave a runner feeling off-bal
anced, while a solid exchange lef
Ibarra felling confident in his leg o
the race. photo by R. Fodor
Hurdler Jennifer Kight struggles t
finish her race. In order to be a su
preme hurdler you need coordination
speed, and stamina. By the end o
the race, many athletes are exhausted
Dedication and a strong will to suc
ceed push the athletes to try and bea
their personal records. photo by R. Fodo
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ophomore Jorge Gurrola has no
roblem outreaching his opponent in
e opening tip off. With authority,
urro1a passes the ball to a teammate
nd begins the game against Cal Tech
iith the Poets having control of the
all. This was a good beginning to a
ictorious game. photo by R. Fodor

i-bounding the ball, Freshman Matt
rickson looks for an open man.
rickson was one of the many new
ayers the team had. It was a year
restructuring and growing with
)th new players and returning plays. The combination seemed to be
winning one. photo by R. Fodor
nder the basket, the Poets found
emselves strong competitors.
urtis Bonner lays up an easy shot
hue being blocked by two Cal Tech
ayers. It was important for teamates to be tough under the basket
get their shots up and the rebounds
hen necessary. photo by R. Fodor
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The men's basketball
team really turned things
around on their second round
of the GSAC. After three
quick and stunning victories
the Poets turned some heads
and the community stood and
began to take notice.
As the season began to
turn around the team played a
few very big games. "When
you play a team like Cal Tech,
you need to stay focused and
make sure you don't play
down to their level," said
Freshman Reid Carlson.
Keeping their heads in the
game was very important to
the Poets.
Teamwork was a major
factor during this season. The
members of the team worked
hard and always played with
determination. The men's basketball team finished their season with a record of 10-15.
They won five of their nine
conference games.

This year's team was
comprised of mainly young
players, losing only two players to graduation. The youthfulness of the team gave the
Poets the opportunity to grow
and improve together.
During the season the
players had the opportunity to
work on their skills. Many of
the players were able to get
enough playing time in order
to help prepare for the future.
The players used their
strengths and their skills in order to reinforce their challenge
and will be useful in the future.
When the season began
the Poets struggled to combine
their efforts and work as a cohesive unit. But through the
hardwork and encouragement
of their coaches the team was
able to pull together. They
used their talents and skills to
improve throughout the season. by Kathleen King, Matt
Erickson, and Kyle Victor

A strong defense was important for
the Poets. Guarding the ball, Chris
Crawford tries to block a pass from
one Cal Tech player to another. Aggressive play made the Poets a team
to be contended with. Our defense
was a challenge for our opponents.
photo by R. Fodor

Kyle Victor
Josh Taft
Samir Sarkar
Jason Salazar
Mark Jensen
Reid Carlson
Marc Coronet
Trent McNeely
Nick Monaco
Heath Kirschner
Matt Erickson
Damian Ortiz
Curtis Bonner
Chris Crawford
Jorge Gurrola

Good ball handling and controlle
passes helped the Poets work the ba]
down the court. Junior Damian Orti
looks across the court to pass the ba]
to Trent McNeely, a fellow team
mate. When the defense pressed ou
offense, the Poets felt a little pre,,;
sure. photo by R. Fodor
ir
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PLAYER
Sidharth Haskar
Keala Hughes
Adrian Leung
Gilbert Sanchez
Andy Sansone
Chip Tredwell
Antonio Trepesowsky
Kevin Wong

ndy Sansone hurries to hit the ball
efore it goes out of bounds. The
bility to run with speed was mandary in the fast paced game of tennis.
racticing these quick reflexes made
easier to hit the ball successfully
)his opponent so he coudn't return
ansone's hit. photo by R. Fodor
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"In the beginning we
With the head coach, Anplayed as individuals, but at the thony Almeta acting as the men's
end we played as a team," and women's head coach, the
commented Senior and co-cap- men's assistant coach, Jim
tain Keala Hughes. Though the Emerson, was needed to take
team did not have a winning over the team when he could not
season, they did improve a lot be there. When speaking of the
as individuals and together as coaches Hughes said, "They rea team.
ally have gotten to players well,
With some of the play- they know us as people and then
ers never having played tennis they know us as tennis players.
before, it was a challenge for The great relationships we have
the coaches to get them ac- has really helped them to teach
quainted with the game. With us better."
players that ranged in experiThe team had a spirit of
ence so widely, each player had cooperation and determination
a very different playing style which allowed them throughout
that added a unique quality to the season to pull together as a
the team.
team. Everyone was extremely
The different attitudes supportive of the teams overall
that each person brought to the accomplishments in improving
team, formed the highly and growing as better athletes in
commited team that had. The the game of tennis. Due to these
team supported each other in great supportive attitudes the
every match and practice.
team members and coaches
"All of the players are possesed, it was possible for
daily improving, the coaches them to come together as a coreally help us a lot," Hughes hesive unit, by Christina
said.
Schaefer and Ali,'ssa Kahier

Antonio Trepesowsky sets up to hit
the ball back to his competitor as his
teammate looks on. Moves like this,
where the other team could not return the hit, were key elements of the
game. It took a lot of focus and
strength to pull off moves with such
agility, photo by R. Fodor

The tennis team streches together
before a match. Stretching before
playing a tennis match was crucial
so the members of the team could
quickly and return the ball to waiting competitors and to avoid muscle
cramping in the middle of a match.
photo by R. Fodor

Keala Hughes swiftly hits the ball
with a forehand and returns it to the
other team waiting on the opposite
side of the court. Hand-eye coordination was important in the game of
tennis to have the ball land in the
correct spot on the court. photo by R.
Fodor

Chip Tredwell follows through with
a powerful swing to return the ball
and watches as the ball hits the
ground on the opposite side of the
court. Following through with the
raquet was a pertinent technique to
ensure that the ball lands where the
player intends it to. photo by R. Fodor
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Swimmer Kelly Lynch practices her
starts to get the best time. ThroughDut swim season swimmers must pratice regularily in order to compete
t their top performance. A quick
start off the starting blocks usually
ave a swimmer the upper hand in
the race. photo courtesy of the QC

;ophomore Sergio Macias generally
akes practices very seriously,while
it the same time, Macias shows that
me could have fun. Effective pracices combined hard swimming and
laying fun being in the pool. photo
ourtesy of the QC

unior C.J. Carty and Ben Gracia
)ractice their breast stroke. This is
)bviously an easy lap for Carty, he
iasn't even bothered to lower his
oggles. Simple warm up laps were
ntegral in getting ready for a hard
ractice. photo courtesy of the QC
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The swim team looked
to begin a period of growth for
the 1998-1999 season. With
triple the number of swimmers
this year, Whittier looked to
build a stonger, more competitive team. The major sign of
the swim team's rebuilding
was the lack of upperclassmen
on the team. There were no
seniors and only one junior
among the swimmers this year;
and freshman Jeff Cleveland
was named the captain of the
swim team.
The team was coached
by Maureen Travers, who was
always getting after her athletes to be the very best that
they could be, in the pool, in
the fitness center, and around
campus. Swimmers were expected to get up early in the
morning everyday to go to the
fitness center and lift weights.
Though it may have been grueling to the members of the
swim team, it paid off as swimmers improved quickly. Dur-

ing swim meets, Travers would
get down by the water and encourage her swimmers, before,
during, and after their races.
She also encouraged other
team members to wander
around the blocks and do the
same.
The biggest problem
facing the team this year was
the larger teams from other
schools. "It's difficult to compete against against larger
teams," stated Cleveland. The
larger teams have better
chances solely because of the
number of swimmers they
were putting in the pool.
Whittier's goal for this year
was to increase the team size
and improve the individual
swimmers. Travers wanted to
build a larger team with higher
quality swimmers. The team's
period of rebuilding made for
a tough, but exciting and productive year and many successes in future seasons. by
Matthew Remkiewicz

Two team members bundled up
against the cold air of a late-afternoon
home meet. The worst part about
having meets in the winter and early
spring was getting out of the warm
pool after a race and having to face
that cold air, at least we don't live
back east. photo by M. Remkiewicz

Clark Bevans
C.J. Carly
Candace Clark
Jeff Cleveland
Vanessa Cosby
Edmund Devore
Ceslee Fukuhara
Ben Garcia
Adrian Leung
Kelly Lynch
TJ. Markiewicz
Jennifer O'Neill
Susie Pak
Alexis Prodanovich
Linly Sekiguchi
Chad Takahashi
Val Vitkauskas
Mark Whetstone
Andrea Wong

C.J. Carty takes a large breath of au
during the 50 meter butterfly race al
a home swim meet against Cal Tech
in November. Carty went on to wir
the race against tough competition
Carty was one on the few upperclassmen returners to the swim team. phou
by M. Remkiewicz
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C.J. Carty
Garrett Cobb
Edmond Devore
Ben Garcia
Allen Johnson
Sergio Macias
TJ. Markiewicz
Joe Mueller
Ricky Ortiz
Eddie Quezada
Scott Robinson
Augie Seaman
Sammy Wright

Freshman T.J. Markiewicz reaches
up to block a pass made by his opponent. Fellow members of the team
say that even though he was a freshman, Markeiwicz's skills and quick
thinking during games made him an
important and valuable asset to this
year's team. photo by S. Hayman
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Ask any member of the
men's water polo team and
they'll tell you that the thrill of
winning was their favorite part
of the game, and that winning
was the number one goal of the
team. They spent approximately 15 hours in practice
each week, and an additional
hour and a half in weight training, and although their desire
to succeed pushed them to do
well, there was an even bigger
force that drove them to success.
The driving force behind this winning urge came
from Coach Mitch Carty and
Assistant Coach Adrian
Velasquez. Many players believed the team would not be
successful if it were not for the
honesty and caring support
they received from them.
"They communicate with us,
they're like parents. Mitch and
Adrian are guiding us and getting us ready for life as well as
polo. Mitch cares if you're

Junior C.J. Carty sticks close to his
opponent. It was important that players stayed close when marking a man,
because the playing field was short.
If a player got a break-away it was
hard to catch up to him again before
he had a chance to make a shot. photo
by S. Hayman

AM TOGETHER
there, if you're playing good or
bad; if there's something
wrong, he wants you to talk to
him," said Edmond Devore.
As for the many ups
and downs of the season, the
team said they just hadn't
found Whittier yet and were
still trying to discover who
they were, but they knew who
they wanted to be: a force to
be reckoned with. "The longterm goal for the team is to be
ranked in the top 20," said
Coach Mitch Carty, "We want
to win SCIAC, and this year's
team has the best chance; they
are determined, they work
hard, intensity is high and they
have a lot of talent." Every
season presented new challenges and victories, but regardless of the outcome of the
season, the men's water polo
team knew how to demonstrate
the positive value of strong
support. It is what allowed the
team to be a cohesive unit. by
Sarah Hayman

Sophomore Sergio Macias blocks ti
opponent from making a crucial pa
to his teammate. Macias, the lea
ing scorer this season is said by F
teammates to be the backbone of tI
team because of his strong skills ai
all-around positive team spirit. ph
by S. Hayman

Freshman Garrett Cobb fights h
opponent for control of the ball in
game against Santa Clara. Unlit
many other sports, contact betwee
players in water polo is essential I
the game. Some players say wat
polo is like hand-to-hand comba
photo by S. Hayman

Senior Allen Johnson pushes his oi
ponent underwater while fightin
with him for control of the ball. A
though water polo is considered
contact sport, pushing a fellow play
underwater during play is punishe
by temporary removal from th
game. photo by S. Hayman
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Iring Homecoming, the cheerleads motivate the team by getting the
owd to help cheer them on. "We
ant to encourage the crowd to cheer
ng with us," said Kimberly Platt.
'hen the crowd is supportive of the
m, they really strive to play well.
oto by C. Imparato

wight Durant interacts with the
'owd during Homecoming.
)wight is perfect to be our mascot,
s spirit really gets the crowd in)lved," expressed Captain Sara
yan. Durant was our first Johnny
)et mascot, previously it had been
iday the squirrel. photo by C. Imparato
ot only do cheerleaders have to be
ud, but they have to be flexible,
hletic, and poised as well. "We
ant to always look good," stated
rica Ortiz, "knowing that we are
presentatives of our school, and we
e being watched, it really motivates
." photo by C. Imparato
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Whittier College's
cheer squad got to represent a
winning football team for the
second year in a row. "Being
able to cheer for a winning
team felt great. They played
so awesome," stated captain
Sara Ryan. Besides having the
opportunity to support a wonderful football season, there
were other significant changes
that the cheer squad went
through. For the first time in
Whittier's history we have a
Poet mascot, Dwight Durant.
"Dwight has so much spirit,"
said Ryan, "his role is to do
what we as cheerleaders can't,
which is to personally interact
with the crowd and get them
to show spirit." In past years
Whittier would have Friday the
squirrel as our mascot. But it
wasn't until Coach Diane
Danoff first thought of the idea
of our school having a Poet
mascot. Ryan added, "I
thought it was such a great

idea, and when Dwight found
out about it he was really excited about being our mascot.
He does an excellent job of
getting the crowd's attention."
Working together to
build a better squad were many
of the member's goal for this
year. "Our goal is to become
not only a squad, but a family
as well. We want to be 100%
better," stated Junior Kim
Kirton.
In order to improve, the
cheerleaders had an intensive
preseason to prepare themselves. "We had two weeks of
preseason practices that lasted
seven hours a day. We worked
really hard on techniques,
jumps ,and kicks. Along with
learning material, cheers, and
team unity," said Ryan. The attitude of the season was
summed up with Kimberly
Platt's comment, "... always
remember to have fun." by
Claudia Imparato

The cheerleaders get the crowd
pumped up during our Homecoming
game. "It felt really good to cheer
for a winning team," stated Captain
Sara Ryan. Some of the throws that
the cheerleaders performed were
pretty death defying, it was amazing
that they didn't fall. photo by C. Imparato

Vanessa Arevalo
Lindsay Blaauw
Amanda Donahue
Kim Kirton
Christina Medina
Erica Ortiz
Daisy Pinedo
Kimberly Platt
Alexis Prodanovich
Sara Ryan

Captain Sara Ryan motivates th
crowd, and the other cheerleaders, b
being very enthusiastic and animate
while she cheers. They look to h
as a role model. "[Eventually] o
goal is to go to other games instea
of just football and basketball," sai
Ryan. photo by C. Imparato
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ALL TWELVEETA
RS9
Mandy Arnold
Jennifer Bickar
Lisa Christopher
Amber Lawson
Alisha Ledlie
Brooke Leverette
Karma Manzo
Stephanie McMurry
Veronica
Nederhouser
Bridgett Tichauer
Bianca Urquidi
Maricela Valdez

ior Lisa Christopher, from
)lumne prepares to return the ball
I to the opponent as Junior AmLawson and teammates look on.
are a well rounded team, everycan play in every position when
rotate," commented Christopher.
to by S. Weeks
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"The volleyball team
for the 1998-1999 season is the
most talented group of women
that I have coached here at
Whittier," commented Kristi
Vandenberg, who has been
head coach for four seasons.
Maricela Valdez said, "If we
play to our ability, we will win
games." The team consisted of
twelve women, one of which
was Senior Maricela Valdez,
the only senior on the team;
fourjuniors, two of which were
transfers: Mandy Arnold from
Ventura and Lisa Christopher
from Tuolumne and six freshmen who rounded out the
squad. Coach Vandenberg
said, "The team is very experienced. If we play solid and
agressive we are a tough team
to beat." Because of their talent, this team was expected to
ba a force to be rekoned with.
The team was led by
Maricela Valdez who was the
Most Valuable Player of the
team for the 1997-1998 season.

The starters unite at the center of the
court before they start a match. To
show their team unity, they began
each game they played with a team
cheer. Center court was also used to
celebrate wins and to regroup during
games. The team worked well together on the court. photo by S. Weeks

UIT THEY WON
T
She had a great senior season.
Reflecting on her last season,
Valdez said, "It's been a pleasant experience, and playing
volleyball for the last four
years made my years at Whittier worthwhile. I always
looked forward to playing."
The team may have looked
young on paper, but, "It has
very experienced people who
show off their experience on
the court," according to Coach
Vandenberg. "We have a lot
of talent and the younger
people will go real far in years
to come. If they stick together,
they will be unstoppable,"
claimed Valdez.
Watching the women
play was a treat for those who
attended the games. The team
played many games in which
they had to play all five
matches because so many opponents were strong and powerful and Whittier was determined to finish on top, by
Pamela Loud

Senior Maricela Valdez and Sophomore Alisha Ledlie prepare for a
block during a match. Having these
two women in the front line helped
the team with its great success during the season. They were a great
blocking team protecting the net.
photo by J. Melena

Maricela Valdez serves the ball during a match against Pomona-Pitzer.
Valdez, the lone senior will be missed
tremendously in years to come. She
accomplished a great record. Her
hard work, dedication and determination was greatly appreciated. photo
by S. Weeks

Freshman Brooke Leverette from
Berkeley, prepares to serve the ball
to the opponents. When the team
delivered good serves they were able
to rack up points easily. Leverette
has three years left to help the volleyball team continue to be successful. photo by J. Melena
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uis Ibarra races to the finish line at
e La Mirada meet. The cross couny team did very well at this meet.
'he team competed against teams
torn all over the local area to race
or the chance to compete in the
CAA championship meet in Penniylvania. photo courtesy of QC

.uis Ibarra and Alberto Wilfong
warm up by jogging across La
vlirada park. They feel the key to
etting ready for a meet is to warmip ahead of time by jogging. As part
)f the team's routine, they are enouraged to participate in group
warm ups. photo by A. Swearingen
\ fellow Poet is giving it all he has
is he sprints towards the end of the
-ace at the La Mirada meet. The corn)etition was tough but the team put
heir all into it, and placed high on
he charts. This meet allowed the
earn to compete in the SCIAC charn)ionships. J)hOtO courtesy of QC
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CHAMPION+IP I
Ready, Set, Go! Those
were the words heard at the beginning of every cross country
race. Why would anyone want
to run cross country? "Cross
country RELIEVESyou of everyday stress, and keeps you
physically and mentally in
shape," said Freshman Jamaal
Jackson. Running nonstop for
an hour to two hours everyday
in the hot sun and working to
lower racing times in each
meet took a lot of dedication.
The cross country team exhibited dedication as they strove
to become the SCIAC champs.
Luis Ibarra felt that "you have
to be dedicated, and able to
handle physical and mental
stress" to be a cross country
runner.
The cross country team
that consisted mainly of freshmen started out with a bang.
"Our cross country team is
awesome; the team has a lot of
experience mixed with young
talent," said Senior Juan

C

HE

Rodriguez. The men's cross
country team finished in a
close second which placed
them at 6-1 for the conference
right behind the champions of
SCIAC, Claremont-MuddScripps.
"This season I think we
had a good chance of winning
the SCIAC," commented Juan
Rodriguez. The men on the
cross country team did exceptionally well this year. The
women on the cross country
team, however, did not do as
well. Next year they plan to
place higher on the charts. The
top woman finisher who completed 20th overall at the
SCIAC dual meet was Senior
Tiffany Murrey. She led the
women on the cross country
team to a 2-5 record in the
meet. Two of the leading runners at the SCIAC dual meet
were Juan Rodriguez, who
came in first place, and Luis
Ibarra who took fourth place.
by Amber Swearingen

Racing up and down hills, and
throughout traffic, the men's cross
country team takes the lead against
other colleges on their fight to win.
Dedication and determination is what
kept the teams running non-stop for
miles to place in the cross country
meets. photo coutesy of QC

Todd Benjamin
Hon Castejon
Jhalister Corona
Tracy Cruz
Stephanie Dameral
Jorge Flores
Katie German
Allison Graham
Alex Hamlin
Luis Ibarra
Jamaal Jackson
Kelly Kinnard
Matt Kosrtubala
Amy Krokos
Chris Lahti
Peter Maksimow
Joseph Mendoza
Tiffany Murrey
Chris Nagao
Sal Plascencia
Bri Quinn
Sean Riordan
Juan Rodriguez
Matt Stuart
Alberto Wilfong

The cross country team takes a w
ter break at the La Mirada track me
The team competed in a tough m
against colleges throughout the L
Angeles area. The team placed s
ond place overall. A break was mu
needed after all of their hard wo
photoby A. Swearingen
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KEEATISIVTAUREEASON
Jesus Alvarez
Dustin Bowen
Jason Chandler
John Davidson
Brandon Fortier
Masahiro Fujita
Jesus Gallego
Chris Hooper
Tim Hoseth
Ian Hughes
Joe Kulak
Keoki Leong
Matt Lomeli
Jon Morris
Shawn Power
Gus Ramirez
Thomas Shaw
Predrag Stevanovic
Chip Tredwell

;hman Jason Chandler kicks the
up the field challenging the ine defense of La Verne, as Peter
'anovic tries to free himself from
pposing player and position himfor the pass early in the first peof the game. photo by J. Taraba
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With seven new players and eleven returning, the
men's soccer team looked at
the 1998 season with a comfortable balance of youth and
experience.
The Poets battled in
SCIAC, which included the
competition of Biola,
Claremont, Southern California College and the University
of California at Santa Cruz.
The team played tough in the
conference with the loss of key
players to graduation. Without
the experience of these athletes
others, such as Sophomore
Chris Hooper, Juniors Shawn
Powers and Gus Ramirez and
Senior Brandon Fortier, led the
way with their knowledge and
skill of the game. Hooper believed the team had a "stronger defensive, more confidence
and more depth." However,
the team gained an immense
amount of talent from Freshmen Jason Chandler, John
Davidson, Tim Hoseth, Joe

Senior Brandon Fortier contributes to
the Poets 2-1 win over La Verne by
looking ahead and passing the ball
quickly to a teammate in scoring position. The victory over La Verne advanced the team in the SCIAC conference. photo by J. Taraba

Kulak and Thomas Shaw.
Shaw commented, "Whittier
has a soccer team that can go
places and with a bit of luck
and hardwork we will be challenging nationally this year, but
if not we're in a great position
to build on the team we've got
now."
Although their record
did not show the team victorious, they proved themselves
through their teamwork and
looked forward to next season.
Head Coach Patrick Noyes
felt, "the mental attitude of the
team plays a big part in it.
We've trained very hard and I
certainly think we could have
a shot at winning league if we
can keep our positive mental
attitude."
Coach Noyes concluded the season by abruptly
resigning. He coached the
men's soccer team since 1995
and was a great loss to the athletic department. by Jennifer
Taraba

Freshman Tim Hoseth, a new member of the team, dribbles the ball up
field looking for his teammates in
scoring position during the second
half of the game against Pacific
Christian, who brought strong competition for the Poets in the SCIAC
Conference. photo by J. Taraba

Shawn Powers uses his strong defensive skills to intently guard a La
Verne player as the team comes from
behind to win the game and proceed
forward in the SCIAC conference.
The Poets found great skill and
knowledge in the returning players,
who led the team. photo by J. Taraba
After an intense moment on defense
in a game against Pacific Christian,
Sophomore Jesus Alvidrez leads the
Poets toward their goal, looking to
find another player in scoring position. The Poets struggled in the game
and found Pacific Christian to be a
strong opponent. photo by J. Taraba
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:elly Kaitanjian fights to keep the
all moving down the field. All of
e team's hard work during the preeason paid off during this game
gainst Occidental. Because of her
mazing talents, Kaitanjian was
amed the Rookie of the Year. photo
y C. Impararto

'aura Labozetta works her way down
ie field to go help her teammates.
'his was Labozetta's first year on the
am, she is helping the team aim toiards much more success in the
ears to come. In soccer, teamwork
nd communication wins games.
zoto by C. Imparato

'he Lady Poets prepare themselves
r the next play. "We really work
iell together as a team, and when we
onvince ourselves that we can win,
'e will really give everyone a run
r their money," states Averyl
frowden. The team's goal was imroving the record. photo by C. Imparato
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The team looked for
guidance to Coach Kwame
Lloyd to improve from last
year's record. "We are like
babies taking our fist steps towards improvement, and
Coach Lloyd is there to walk
us through," stated Sophomore
Megan Boisineau. Coach
Lloyd prepared the girls for the
season with various workouts
and drills. "Compared to last
year, we worked a lot harder,"
described Senior Libby
Mohler.
The team and coach
wanted to learn from the past
and aim for a better future.
Junior Karen Robles said, "Our
goal is not only to win more
games, but to develop more
winning attitude as well. I look
at our past and it motivates me
to work harder."
But the dedication and
pride began when the team decided last season that they
wanted to make a change. "We
as a team want to prove to our

coach and everyone else that
we are worth watching," expressed captain and senior,
Cindy Bock. Maybe this season didn't end with a perfect
record but next year's captain,
Sophomore Averyl Growden
was optimistic. "People have
this stigma of us being a losing team, which discouraged
us mentally. But when people
watch us play, they really notice our love for the sport."
In addition Bock
stated, "I'm really more excited to see where the team is
going in the future." Mohler
added, " I'm really going to
miss being a part of the team
when we start winning more."
The new and improved Lady
Poets tripled their wins. With
their cooperation, dedication,
and love for the game, the
women met and accomplished
their goals for this season. The
women's soccer team looks
forward to a better and brighter
future. by Claudia Imparato

Cindy Bock
Megan Boisineau
Aimee Coughlin
Christina Flanagan
Averyl Growden
Staci Henders
Alida Hernandez
Kelly Kaitanjian
Sara Keisselbach
Jennifer Kight
Laura Labozetta
Libby Mohler
Meredith Phifer
Alisa Quist
Karen Robles
Amanda Shallcross
Desiree Wagner

Jennifer Kight strives to pass her opponent and work her way down the
field towards the goal. This was
Kight's first year on the team; she
demonstrated her aggressivness by
successfully beating out her opponent
and traveling down the field. photo by

Goalkeeper Averyl Growden successfully blocks the goal from her opponent. Even though this is
Growden's first year on the team, her
strong leadership and positive role
modeling will probably make her the
captain next season. photo by C.

C. Imparato

Imparato
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STEP BY
GeoffAckerman
Olse Adikhai
James Adomian
Mike Alarcon
Clifton Armor
Dewayne Barnes
Otis Carmichael
Spencer Carter
Ryan Colberg
Dave Cole
Roy Contreras
Navin Cotton
Eric Cummings
Joe Delaney
Marcel Desir
Elvin Dick
Josh Dunne
Curtis Falk
Josh Fields
Shay Fields
Robert Frith
Curtis Galvin
Manny Garcia
Donjay Hardaway
Chaz Harris
Jesus Hernandez
Johnny Hernandez
Harold Herndon
Steve Hodge
René Holley
Damin Hurst
Sam Hussain
Jeremiah Johnson
Scott Jordan
Donté Kelly
Jeremy Klass
Jason Kohler
Tony Lercara
Steve Luce
011ie Lynch

GREAT GIFT
Geovanny
Martinez
James McDugle
Chuck McLeod
Rob McShea
Joe Moreno
George Nelson
Patrick Newland
J.P. O'Hara
Nick Perez
Chris Quintero
Marcos Ramirez
Art Rich
Angel Rivas
Eliot Rivera
DeLawrence
Robertson
Ben Rodriguez
Manny Rosales
Jason Roschke
Pete Salazar
Reggie Scott
Scott Shraiberg
Leon Smith
Jeremy Snyder
Darrick Thomas
Alvin Thompson
Jason Tiffer
Jared Tuione
William Tuupo
Pete Veazey
LeRoy Walker
Anthony West
Jason Whidby
George Willacey
Karimu Williams
Del Wills
Morgan Wilson
Mike Windsor
Matthew Windt

Chris Quintero and George Willacey
Line up on the defensive line, waiting
Lo get a shot at the quarterback, in a
hiome game against La Verne. In
addition to the Poets' defense, their
;trong passing game helped bring
;hem many wins, photo courtesy of QC
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The football team
looked forward to repeating a
successful year and attaining
the title of league champions
once again. Defending "The
Shoes" against Occidental for
the first time in several years,
was both a highlight and a concern for the team. The championship in 1997 was "pinaccle
in the development of the football program," said Head
Coach Bob Owens. Owens set
a goal to take the team from
losing frequently and turn it
around 180 degrees into a winning ball club in four years before results showed. But by
1998, his goal had been attained in just two years.
Owens and the football team
looked forward to maintaining
"the standard we've set for
ourselves" in 1998.
The Poets had some
tough obstacles to overcome
before they saw winning results. Senior, and starting quarterback, Steve Luce was de-

In a break from the action of the game
against La Verne; Marcos Ramirez,
Shay Fields, and Elvin Dick walk
back to the huddle after stopping La
Verne on a pass play. Dick was one
of the best players; he was often
expected to score. photo courtesy of QC

dared ineligible by the NCAA.
Luce missed all of the summer
workouts, but was reinstated
on the first day of the season.
According to Owens, this temporary set back "had a positive
impact on a very exciting and
productive season."
The Poets then opened
the season very carefully, taking on one team at a time, nevertheless, the players' eyes
never left the important teams
to beat: CalLu, La Verne, and
Redlands. The one thing
Coach Owens promised to the
school, as he does every year,
is that if you "keep coming,
you're going to see us keep getting better."
And that's exactly what
happened. Whittier went on a
rampage, tearing through
teams. The season ended with
a dominant victory at Occidental; Whittier was the lone
SCIAC champion for the first
time since 1982. by Matthew
Remkiewicz

Along the Poet sideline Morga:
Wilson, Jason Roschke, Scott Jordar
and Sam Hussein celebrate a
Whittier scores a toucdown on a Ion
play at Pomona-Pitzer. Many of ou
wins came from great plays late i
the game. photo courtesy of QC

Damin Hurst runs the football for
sizeable gain in the Homecomir
game against Redlands. Whitti
withstood an early deficit and he]
off a late fourth quarter drive 1
Redlands to win the game 31-21.
This game clenched tF
championship for the Poets. photo
T Ramirez

Poets, Angel Rivas, Clifton Armc
Joe Moreno, and Johnny Hernande
watch from the sidelines as Ste
Luce leads the Poet offense cbs
and closer towards the endzor
against Pomona-Pitzer. This victol
was one of many come-from-behir
WinS, photo courtesy of QC
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Finally living on your own, graduate schools, graduation. For some seniors they just hoped to make it through
first semester. They knew that "entering the real world"
was just around the corner. As seniors busied themselves with final papers, senior projects, and fufilling
last minute experiential requirements, they kept their
eyes on that final prize, the walk up Founder's Walkway and across the ampitheater stage to recieve their
long awaited diploma. Seniors were filled with emotions as their departure from Whittier came closer and
closer. Some where sad, they would miss the friends
that had made in the last four years. Others were excited to finally have the ultimate independence, a college degree and a world just waiting to be conquered.
Others still looked upon their years at Whittier with fond
memories and a smile, but they knew that it was time to
move on and open a new chapter in the lives. Finally, as
seniors left us to go on with their lives, they looked back
upon their years at Whittier, confident that they were
well prepared for the future. by Mary Beth Griffin

Seniors

(Cir(e(atte the Waty
One of the many opportunities Whit:ier offered was the Whittier Scholars Program.
For the few students who chose this road, in;tead of the popular liberal arts education, a
;enior project was unique. Many of the Whit:ier Scholars chose this rode because they
vanted to design their own major. Under the
Erection of Dr. Joyce Kaufman, the Whittier
;cholars got to attend a retreat held on Octoer 10th at the Sheraton Miramar Hotel in
anta Monica. The students in the Scholars
rogram were rewarded for all of the hard
york they put into their senior projects with
rips. The Whittier Scholars Program relied
ieavily upon input from the students, faculty,
aid alumni for ideas. It was the students' ideas
hat helped to make the program a thriving part
)f the intellectual center of Whittier College.
This was the first year of the
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of the WSP new currici
"My Senior Project implemation
The new courses included WSP 101, '

is on how signs and
images are represented differently in
each country.
choose to do this
because of my in11

terest in Cultures.
][]flt 'Ice ]nhlI(ck(e'][ltlntedy

Individual, Idenity and Community;" \
301, "Nature, Theory and the Base
Knowledge;" and WSP 401, a Senior S
nar. Many students did not mind tal
these courses as long as they got to de
their own course of study. This is on
the many advantages of being a sch
You are able to combine all of your int
to form the major of your choice. S
students like mike mckennedy did not s
major in the liberal arts curriculm thai
terested them so they created their own
choose to do the Senior Project becau
thought it would be cool, everyone sh(
do it!" said mike mckennedy. by An
Swearingen

Lorraine Alcala
Marty Alvarado
Kevin Ambrose
Susana Araujo
Marcela Arias
Kevin Au
Andrea Barber
Dewayne Barnes
Laura Benavides
Marie Ann Bennett
Gloria Blair
Arlene Blaza
Cindy Bock
Tania Borja
Tony Boston
Natalie Bramon
Alex Burrola
Nicole Burton
Stephanie Butler
Jovi Candelaria
Lizette Carmona
Spencer Carter
Megan Carver
Cristina Castro
Carlos Cerdan, Jr.
Mariessa Chambers
Benjamin Chanaiwa

Whittier Scholars student mike
mckennedy and his friend Chris Ziegler
take some time out during their busy
schedules to hang out by their car.
mckennedy says he enjoys the Whittier
Scholars Program because he thinks students should be able to create their own
major. The WSP courses teach students
to think intellectually to build the structure of their major. by A. Swearingen
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Sara Williams, rests on the lawn to enoy the sun in after lunch with Melanie
Ramirez and Thiele Robinson. Williams
raduated with a speech pathology maor. Williams was one of the last who
will graduate with her particular major.
Williams hoped, "to get into a graduate
;chool for speech pathology, particularly
ne with an emphasis in science." photo
y S. Farfân
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Greg Steele takes a break from the hard
news journalism in the Quaker Campus
with his co-worker Anna Neese. The
QC reporters and writers kept themselves busy all year long publicizing one
newspaper per a week ready for distribution on campus every Thursday.
Steele planned to continue his studies
in graduate school pursuing possibly a
career in optometry. photo by S. Faifán

Iwana Cholewa
Hsin-Ying Chou
Ryan Colberg
Lisa Conlan
Ed Copenhaver-Reidhead
Adrienne Costello
Dionna Dallas
Blake Davis
Marcel Desir
Christopher Eachs
Ladislado Escalante
Jennifer Esty
Sora Farfan
Keith Fisher
Stefanie Fisher
Tyler Fleming
Alma Flores
Christy Flores
Alonso Fuente
Curtis Galvin
Nicole Garcia
Andrew George
Katie German
John Givier
Robert Givier
Denise Godfrey
Claudia Gonzalez
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Whenseniors were asked what
had planned for after graduation,
y responded with plans for parties
celebrations with friends and famThe future for seniors was an uncerand touchy topic. Although, they did
know if they accomplished all their
Ls, or if they had made the right
ces during their four years of underLuate studies, they just could not wait
alk at the commencement ceremony.
re was tension among seniors, worry
.nish but they were happy to know
their hard work would pay off in
r
Despite all the senior class anxithey kept themselves busy and were
tive about their future plans after
Luation.
Greg Steele a biology major

TH.1...planned "toénd optometry graduate school
forfouryearsandtheneithereamaPh.D.or
head out into the workforce." Steele, like other
seniors, was weighing the many possibilities
available after graduation. Steele hoped "to
have a partnership or [his] own practice where
he can manage an office in his name."
Tony D. Boston graduated in January
Interim and celebrated with his family and
friends. He planed to "come back in May to
walk with [his] class and celebrate some
more." Boston had a double major, biology
and physical education. While completing undergraduate studies, Boston was a very busy
and active student.
Not all seniors had plans for aftei
graduation, but most planned to enjoy the day
of commencement and celebrate their accomlr(o)lnty ]Bost(0)]flt
plishments. by Sora A. Faifân
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Th is is a tine institu-

tion; conquering It

and earning degrees from here wiU

certaiHy oace students eaps and

bounds above cornpetItors.
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]L(o)(o)ki1np ]Back
Among the senior students, favorite
Whittier College memories differed dependng who was asked. Korey Hendricks, a psythology major, had a favorite memory from
us freshman year: "In my January course,
Jrban Studies, I had the opportunity to meet
nost of my closest friends. [The class] did a
ot of touring around L.A. and even went to
Vlexico briefly." This particular experience
mpacted Hendricks life so much that he made
nany personal changes. Hendricks said, "Best
f all, I started a number of traditions in the
lass that are still part of my life and who I
m."
Remembering his favorite memory,
ruke mckennedy said, "it is the day [in Sepember 1998] I realized that corn, the agriculural crop, is an instrument of oppression. It's
.n organic manifestation of the U.S.
50
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l `~t
l

ecrne `a lot

aoout the way we
hcveOUi t our woHd
anc the way we use
our woHc, coout

l

myse f, anc aoout
the kinc of aerson
want to oe.
]Korey ]H[erudLr L(cks

government's history of imperialist
quest and genocidal decimation of in
enous peoples." mckennedy said
he "will never eat corn again." He p1
to either be "a Union organizer or a
fighter and play in punk bands."
Schnshellinita Washington, a
litical science major, had a favo
memory from the time she received
student identification card. "I knew
I was a part of something great—a W
tier College education," Washingtor
membered. Her identification c
"serves as a reminder [of her] hard v
and effort in high school" which led
to Whittier College. Washington
plans of becoming an attorney and an
tor for juvenile delinquents, by Son
Farfán

David Gonzalez
Eleanor Gonzalez
Margarita Gonzalez
Derek Grant
Sandra Guerrero
Wednesday Guerrero
Tawan Hall
Kristin Helms
Korey Hendricks
Cynthia Hernandez
Keala Hughes
Kaleonui Hui
Jennifer Hyde
Christine Igidbashian
Julie Janes
Jawad May
Rob Jenson
Cynthia Johnson
Jared Johnson
Jeremiah Johnson
Nermin Kamel
Tim Kazules
Mei-Ying Kee
Jeff Kilpatrick
Kathleen King
Kelly Kinnard
Melissa Koers

Schnshellinita Washington palys a late
night pool game in Wardman Hall Dormitory. Late night pool games provided
good study breaks for many students,
and served as a time to visit with friends.
During the day, Washington worked for
Dr. Michael McBride, Director of Foreign Studies. She was his assistant; she
was also a member of the Black Student
Union (BSU). photo by S. Farfán

Discussions and planning happened a
most anywhere at anytime. On th
benches outside the C.I., late at night,
couple of seniors engage in convers
tion with a couple of freshmen. Sat
Finnegan-Doyer, Barbara Brown, Ilan
Sol, and Mike McKennedy discuss cui
rent issues. Many new friendship
added to the memories accumulated b
students. by Sora A. Farfán
I'.
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.ichelle Madden and her friend John Jeffrey Kilpatrick and Wednesday
me, keep two iguanas as their pets. Guerrero enjoy a warm Sunday afterna (left) and Taquito (right) were two- noon with their friend Jeff Henderson
id-a-half years old. Each iguana had (1992) and their pets. Their Rottweildistinct personality. Taquito enjoyed ers, Osa (right), and Carl (left) are lovexplore alone. Xena was a more cau- able. Osa is protective and Carl "is un)US. Despite the differences in tern- fortunately not too bright," admitted
r, Madden and Lane loved them both. Kilpatrick and Guerrero. They love their
adden kept herself busy working as a dogs very much and enjoy having them
mputer consultant. photo by S. Farfán
around. photo by S. Farfán
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Albert Lee
Bonnie Lee
Keng Ti Lee
Ellen Leek
Pamela Lentz
Silvia Lopez
Pamela Loud
Leighanna Lucas
Michelle Madden
Jose Magana
Melissa Mammenga
Denise Manriquez
Victor Martin
Rachelle Martinez
Greg McCandless
James McDugle
Mike McKennedy
Gisseil Medina
Monica Lee Merritt
Sara Mkrtchian
Libby Mohler
Adriana Montenegro
Andy Murphy
Tiffany Murrey
Stephen Nadell
Kristin Nelson
Dareth Newton

C (o) i nnt
Stress did have a new meaning for
ors. The stress of previous years did not
the same as their senior year. A married
pie, seniors Jeffrey Kilpatrick and
[nesday Guerrero, lived off-campus in
ttier. They went home to their two adorRottweilers. Kilpatrick and Guerrero
"They help us by giving us a break from
ework. Whenever we need to just take
zak, the dogs are there to take us away
i all the stress."
Seniors had to juggle between homeclasses, and jobs during their last year.
' also had to fill out applications and prefor interviews for future jobs or gradulaw, or medical schools, or just worry
it commencement. These responsibilibrought stress to many seniors. Some

(Ati

nt u(O.P1i rit s I ht 1L])

They are like chilhiL
dren,
dren
/ always. You
feed them, and
clean them, make
sure they are warm,
and then make believe they care
about you too."
M[ LL(c]h(ei1Le MdLd[e]nt

seniors added to their responsibilities by
keeping a friendly pet. In some cases, pets
were not just the traditional dog, but other
kinds of pets as well. Some people had
cats, fishes, or iguanas. Michelle Madden,
had two iguanas to care for. She recalled
how much effort it took to take care of
them. After dedicating so much of her time
to her pets she said, "It sounds sad, but I
love them."
Alonso A. Fuente and his friend
Bede Hermosillo, a Whittier College Alum,
said, "Canela [the dog] makes things more
fun. Canela brings us closer, because we
do things like take her for walks." Students found ways to break up their studies
by playing with their pets. by Sora A.
Farján
15,
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For some lucky seniors, one of the bigest accomplishments of their senior year,
[side from graduation, was being nominated
or a Rhodes or Marshall Scholarship. We had
hree women nominated, Kristina Nasi and
allie Batts for the Rhodes, and Bonnie Lee
or the Marshall.
The nomination process was atypical
or us because one of the nominees, Nasi, was
ibroad when she received notice of her nomilation. Another unusual aspect of the nomilation process was that Batts was an alumiae. A last year graduate, the selection cornnittee decided to nominate her this year.
Nasi is one of the key players of the
vomen's basketball team, while Batts was an
mportant member of both the women's socer and softball teams. Lee, nominated for
he Marshall, was president of the choir.
54
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"It was an honor to
be nominated from
Whittier. It was a
good process because I can use that
experience to apply
for other things, like
graduate school."
]Bonunt te ]Lee

Even though the women were nomin
in California, they competed in ti
home states. Unfortunately, none of
nominees went on in the selection i
cess after the first round.
The Rhodes Scholarship
named for Cecil Rhodes. It awards s
lect group of students, nominated f
all over the world, the opportunit:
study in England, at Oxford, for two y
of post graduate work. Unlike
Rhodes, the Marshall Scholarship aw
students with the ability to study i
graduate work at any university in
United Kingdom. Both scholarsi
cover tuition as well as other expen
It is an honor to be considered for ar
cation for either of these scholarships
Mary Beth Griffin

Tom Nguyen
Natalie Nieto
Erin Nogle
Kristy Obregon
Stephanie Obregon
Olvia Ortega
Lillian Ortiz
Maria Osuna
Junya Ota
Tony Padilla
Chris Pagne
Janice Pare
Canille Parra
Adam Pava
Melissa Perau
Jeannette Pereda
Meredith Phifer
Billy Pierro
Salvador Plascencia
Victoria Pohlmann
Julie Popovic
Yatin Premchard
Amy Prine
Marcos Ramirez
Melanie Ramirez
Esther Ramos
Lenae Raspa

Bonnie Lee, a Chemistry major, was a
nominee for the Marshall Scholarship.
Lee said, "the process of nomination allowed me a chance to really think about
who I am and what I want to be." Lee
was not awarded the prestigious scholarship that pays for tuition to do two
years of graduate study abroad in the
United Kingdom, but felt honored to be
nominated, photo by M.B. Griffin

Seniors

r. David Hunt, a philosophy professor,
osted a blind wine-tasting event in
artley House during Alcohol Awaress Week. Dr, Chuck Hill, a psycholgy professor co-hosted the event and
Ided his expertise to the wine-tasting.
ill guided 16 students to evaluate six
abamet Sauvignons. Chris Pagne, Jenifer Eskildsen and Kevin Larken were
rnong the tasters. photo by S. Farfán
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Camille Parra, Tony Padilla and Natalie
Nieto were planning their future job
choices. Parra was a Pre-MBA Society
member, and she said "we discuss the
necessary tools to pursue and enter the
country's top ten MBA colleges." The
Pre-MBA "has given [her] the confidence to pursue further dreams of
achieving a graduate degree." photo by S.
Farfán

Jonathan Ratcliff
Art Rich
Tino Rimando
Raul Rios
Angel Rivas
Theresa Rivas
Karl Robinson
Ruth Rocha
Amy Roche
Deborah Rodarte-Carrasco
Andrea Rodriquez
Natalie Roman
Manuel Rosales
Sean Roy
Diana Ruelas
Jessica Sanchez
Anna Schechter
Stephanie Scheuer
Scott Shraberg
Carmen Sigala
Shane Siu
Kevin Smith
Mathew Smith
Ilana Sol
Jessica Sol
Greg Steele
Jennifer Stetson
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Seniors were overloaded with
nework, classes, and work, but they
nd time for extracurricular activities,
marriage. Chris Pagné, a Senior,
Tied Marianne Alvarado in February
9 in Faith Community Church. "In
ut eight years, we plan to have kids
raise a family," they said.
Ilana Sol, an English Major with
nch and Spanish Minors, and in the
ittier Scholar Program, was involved
h SOMA. She said that "in the past
r years, we [SOMA members] have
weekly to organize events promotdiversity on campus." Sol alleged,
has taught me as much as any of my
;ses. In short, it's been great."
During the Alianza de los Amigos
rival Tardeada event that was spon-

m a much angrier
person because my
involvement with
SOMA. 3eing in
the cub, has been
an alternative outet of learning for
me.
][ 1Lainii So

sored by the Hispanic Students Association, Camille Parra volunteered to "serve
endless numbers of hungry people. All
the people were so happy and grateful for
the great meal, and free beer!" Parra
planned "to make it a tradition of coming out to volunteer in the years to come."
For Parra, the Tardeada was her favorite
extracurricular activity. She also wanted
to pursue a career with her Business Administration major and "enter the world
of financial planning."
Many seniors managed heavy
scholastic loads as well as active social
lives, balancing all they wanted and
needed to do. They knew that the care
free days of college would end as soon
as they graduated and had to enter "the
real world." by Sora A. Farfán
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(Career MItLinbdLedL
Lfter completing four years of college, three
iore years wouldn't hurt. Most students felt
iat three years of graduate school would of,r higher pay, and a better job than just four
ears of college. "I plan to attend either
FNLV's or a Cal State's graduate school so I
an recieve my P.P.S credentials in social work
r in counseling," said George Willacey about
is reasons for attending graduate school. For
lost students who were planning on going in
a very competitive,professional field, gradute school was the most logical thing to do
fter graduation. Most students choose to eiier go to law school or medical school. Bere they could be accepted into graduate
thool, the GRE had to be taken and passed.
tudents studied for this gradute school exam
uring their whole senior year. Besides tak58
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ing a test to get into graduate school,

"Choosing a gracu- dents had to go through the lengthy ç
ate school is a
lengthy process.
am set on going to
Whittier's graduate
school for education; but it could always change!"
1r(o>]ny Boston

cess of choosing a graduate school I
would be benefical to their intended
reer. "Since I plan to be a doctor, I th
the best thing for me after college is m
cal school," commented Senior Alvin'
ompson. Graduate school was not the o
option for the graduating seniors. Sc
students choose to take a break after
lege, and others choose to travel the wo
The options were vast in what stud
planned to do after graduation. What e
choice the students came up with to
after college, it ended up being the 1
option for their career choice. Derr
Thomas said,"I'm not sure what I wan
do after college, but I'm keeping my
reer in mind." by Amber Swearingen

Melanie Straughan
Erica Strode
Jennifer Swisher
Victor Sykes
Derrick Thomas
Alvin Thompson
Daisy Toledo
Henry Tredwell
Christina Trepesowsky
Stephanie Trosen
Veronica Trujillo
Ryan Turnbull
Maria Tzintzarova
Maricela Valdez
Elizabeth Valsamis
Jasmine Van Den Heuvel
Miguel Vancini
Leslie Vaughan
Amanda Vaughn
Carrisa Villalobos
Joseph Vo
George Wallacey
Jeremy Wang
Schnshellinita Washington
Krista Whyte
Gary Wick
Ginny Wilbourn

Senior George Willacy is taking a break
from his studies to hangout with the
BSU and other students at the ice skating rink. Willacy feels that it is essential to take some time off from all your
studying to relax. Ice skating is a fun
and energetic way of clearing your head
of stress. It gets your heart pumping and
blood rushing, which is very relaxing
and calming. photo by Amber Swearingen
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Sara Williams

Delpaneaux Wills
Jennifer Windt

Brian Wright
Mei Wu

Yumi Yamazaki
Victoria Yang

Daniel Ybarra
Laura Zvonec
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Seniors Adam Pava, Tony Boston, and Keala
Hughes clown around during rehearsal for
choir's annual Madrigal Feaste. These three
have become good friends through their years
in choir together. Seniors were involved in many
different leadership roles around campus, from
clubs to societies to choir. photo by S. Kuhn

r Gloria Blair plays around with
ixing board at KWTR. Blair was
e associate photography editor for
uaker Campus. Because of how
schedules worked out, many sehad the opportunity to explore
extra curricular activities that they
too busy for earlier in their colareers. photo I,y M. Re,nkiewic
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Alvin Thompson takes a break from
dancing at the Club to catch his breath.
Thompson was the president of the
Black Student Union. Many seniors
used their leadership opportunities to
gain valuable experience for when they
entered "the real world" in May and had
to apply these skills in the job market.
brA. Swearingen

It takes a lot of work to 1 to college,
ally if a person applies as a non-tradi1 student. Some of the non-traditional
nts have children, are married, have fulljobs, or some are single parents, or some
ver years of age. Their hard work and
ation makes them unique. Lillian Ortiz,
[or with a major in comparative cultures,
:hat she "had some trouble getting into
i1 here at Whittier College, being
and
it Vintage Poets (Club) and Omicron Psi
r society for non-traditional students)
helped [her] make friends and made me
velcomed!" She is "excited that [she]
y decided to get [her] credentials and go
.duate school!" Mrs. Ortiz is a full-time
nt, married, and she has three children.
Laura Benabides is a single mother and
or. She was working full-time while at-
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It has been emotionI

tending night school before Whittier College. She started in East Los Angeles
Community College then transferred to
Rio Hondo Community College where she
earned her Associates Science and Paralegal degree. Benabides works with professor Paula Sheridan, Director of Social
Work. The "office is the social place of
Redwood" building, she said. Also, "being a part of the Vintage Poets has made
life at Whittier a real college experience.
[At the same time,] raising a teenage
[daughter] while finishing college does not
leave much room for hobbies," said
Benabides.
11
In retrospect, the experiences of the
non-traditional students were examples
that we could learn from and admire and
try
to emulate. by Sora Farfán
IL flLlL Latint (0)jrt z

ally uplifting, draining,
and fun. It has made

[me] appreciate this

35

experience, and

helped [me] to ensure
that [my daughters do
the same!
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This year brought many new surprises to our community.
Our football team won its second straight league championship while men's lacrosse welcomed many new freshman
and continued their many years of excellence. The student
athletes looked forward to the new lights on the tennis courts
and the brand new track and softball facilities. We watched
as the last Speech Pathology and Audiology majors graduated. We said good-bye to President Ash and Dean Millman.
We followed in awe as Sammy Sosa and Mark McGwuire
both brokeRoger Mans' 37 year old home run record. Bill
Clinton also made history, become only the second president in our history to be impeached for lying about his relations with Monica Lewinsky. The Denver Broncos won their
second Super Bowl and by the time the NBA started playing it was almost time for the post season. We connected
with the characters in the WB 's new drama, Felicity, as they
struggled with the problems of being a college student at
the turn of the century. We marveled at the horrors of war in
Steven Spielberg's Saving Private Ryan and laughed at Robin
Williams' antics in Patch Adams. by Mary Beth Griffin
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